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C:tAPTER IV

A,?7ZinJA SYSTE3S.- C.N)TR LLIIT1 ANTEINA -.TT2;S"

1. Purnoses of Antennas and Their Principal Parameters

Ieneral Information g•71

-hipbonrd radnr antennas receive qnd transmit electrimagnetic energy.
Their T-in nuroose is to convert hi.h frenuency current ene.rgy Into radio-
wave energy and the reverse, convArt the energy of an incominF signpl into

high frreflncy current energy.

In addition, An antenna is renuired to concentrate source energy in
space, .- fact neces-itated by the re-uirem.nt to extend the effective range
of action of the eq-ipment, and, secondly, by the need for spatia'. selecti-
vity of detected objects. Sometimes, Pntennas are designed to produce a
rational redistribution of energy in space, as, for example, when providinI
uniformity of signal Do.er in reception at different Angles of site from
a ra.dir target.

The essential pprameters of an antennaare ctoverned by the puroose for

which the r.dar unit wps desimned.

Basic Antenna ?arameters

The Antenna of a shipb,ýrne radar unit is chnracterized by a number of
nl.etr.c.0 and struictirnl n!i-rnmeters.

The elec rical parpmeters include the following:
-- mRlitude red' ation oattern;
-- uhase radiation pattern;
-- ooltrization chpracteristic;
- inout impedance;
-- copfficient or ri4rect.vity (or the effect*.ve abs.-,-ntion area of

P receiving Antenna);
-- radiation efficiency;
-- transmis. on .req,,ercy characteristic; Redtuced from
-- effective trnnsmitted Dower; be., avalabh, copy.
-.- :nr.Inn beam 1ren,;ncy and scpnning arc.

",f." sdrctur-I -... .''terr- include the followng:
-- type of *ntenna focusini, element (reflector, lens, etc) -nd

antenna exciter;
-- bp'.c antenna dimensions (height, ,-idth, and swnen rp-lis);
-- ,'tul d•i, .ion of Pritenna elements;
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-- rntenna speed of rotation and scanning are in the horizontal and
vertical planes;

-- the nresence of a radar dome;
-- weight of tho antenna;
-- tyne of sto.bilization system use.

li•a electrical portmeters of the antenna are closely relnted to its
stritcwtal features.

2. iB"ectrical Parameters of Antennas

Amplitude and Phase Patterns

The lon governing the distribution of q field radiated into sn:ce in

the different directions P., 09(IV.I) is illustrated by the antenna's ra-
(11t.tj on pattern.

The composite amplitude of 6irectivity of an electrical field of anyrad'ptor with finite dimensions at on arbitrary point M in a far zone is
determined by the expression

E _A f ((o 0) e-Jkr, (IV.i)
in which r

A is P constant usually taken as the amplitude of the current at a
certain point of the antenna; r, o , 0 are the coordinates of a spherical
system of coordinates 4hich determine the position of a distant point of
observation M in ( -cee, k - 2 n/A is the wave number; f (q, e) -
- f( cp, d ) e3 4) 4 , ) is a certain cooplex function de-ending on the
*.es•n or • ort~cuqr antenna, which at r - constant determines the
r•. -tirn -',"rrn of the antenna.

2

IpI

;i• 1. Sphericel system of coordi-natea

The -toculu• o' tie function f(T , e), which determines the rela-
tion. -Mr or "h,. •-'lit.-ide of 'he antenna field voltape (at ooints in the far
zone e".ieist~n 4 from it) to the di-ection of observation is called the an-
I. , a.a•l 1 4ade ch;rcIrrIst~c or radiation pattern. roeometricP1ly, it is
forno,' bv 'ne surface cercrib•d by the end of the radius vector r of a f75
s .h-rr col ý--.ste,, ,•' coor':nn'eo -ho e magnitude is nropori tonal to the qm-

!"4,ide 3'" '.he fielcl volt',e nroduced by the entenna in a given direction.

2 
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3patiql radiation patterns are not convenient to deseribe a situation V
hence plane diagrnms are most frequently used. These diagrams lie in sec-
tions of a spatial diagrpm which Are formed by planes n-ssinp through the
directions of maximum rpdiation. Two mutuall'; perenii.culqr p~nnes are (-276 I
selected for this purpose. In the case of linear polorization one of these I
p linee coincides with the pl~ne of rolarization Pnd is referred to as the
Sf plane, And the other is called the H plnne.

PI-nar radiation patterns -re representated in a pol•r or rectilinear
system of coordinptes. ','hen denicted in a Dolar system they offer a more

' effective visual representation, whereas in a rectilinear system they insure
Mesater accuracy.

Antennas with multiple lobed rpdiation patterns Pre most commonly used A
in shipborne radar. The princival indicators of P multiple-lobed radiation
Dnqttern are the width of the major lo' e nt the half Dower points of mearaure-

ment 2 0o.gp 3 the width of the mpjor lobe at zero points 2 00 , and the
level of the side lobes close to the mnJor lobe.

Urdinnrily, a standardized amolitude riattern of directivity is used
that is renresented by the foruula

¶3 ( )9e f( . e)0'.2

The maximum vqlue of the standardized pattern F (Cp, 8) is equal to unity.

Not infrenuently, the following power radiation pattern is used

To describe P Dattern of direct.ivity with very low level side lobes use is
made of the logrritthmic scale in which the function F ( , 0) is measured
in decibels

F (Cp, e) a lO1l 1gF (C , e) ) l3Fl (fP,).

hntennas in which one of the plane diagrams is close to circular in
"orr. rre u.ed in radio n.vigation, and antennas with needle-shaped patterns
(with aroroximately the same directivity in both planes) Pre used in sets
for trac!ktnz tprycts by two Fngulnr coordinntes. • 1hen it ir necessary to
determine only one angular coordinate, antennae with fan-shAved radiation
patterns are used.

Ire )h:se .tt, rn of e." rectivity 41 (qp , 9) characterizes the rela-
tionship oP tte hose oP tie radiated field to the direction at an ecual dis- V.,

t-nce from the Pntenna. Thir oattern can elso be regarded as the geometric
nosi tion of )oints in the far zone in which the field intensity is of L777
the some ohase. This kind of a distribution coincides with the wave front
or eq'ti-ph'ae surfsce conceot.

-The Antenna ohase pottern equation may be written as

-- 'L% r o d c e Lf.o m P ..lb l CT )"• 1 ( c f ', 0 ) V' , , '. . .3 ).. J ~ )

0 &vsilsbe co

.3 ...fý2n



in which Do is the distance in the direction 9- 0 - 0; k - 2 il/
is the wave nmber;

If ecuation (IV.3) describes the surface of a sphere, the antenna can
be zngarded as a ooint source radiator, and, therefore, the center of the
sohere is the phase center of the antenna. Generally, the phase pattern
will differ- from the spherical pattern, and in such case the phase center
is missing. In linear antennas the ohase center is disposed in the center
of the anterma with an even distribution of current amplitude relative to

I the antenna ond with a zero phase distribution /ý07.
eIf there is no ohase center P niecemeal ap-roximation of the antenna

)hase diagram can be achieved by means Of Dortions of several soherical sur-
faces with their own ohase centers.

Like the amplitude radiation p.atterns, phase patterns are depicted
in the principal planes. The planar phase pattern of a multiple lobed on-
*.nna is step-shaped in character since the field phase ch.nges abruptly by
1800 on transitt!n.4 through zero radiation.

Polarization Characteristics of an Antenna

The antenna field also has the iuality of polarization, i.e. time change
in direction of the voltane vector of the electrical field in a plane per-
pendicular to the eirection of wave propagation. The kind of polarization
denends on the type of entenna used and its orientation in space. Generally,
the antenna has elliptical polarization when the hodogrooh of the I vector
is in the form of nn ellinse (fir. IV. 2).

Ine "iel6 of elliptic,-l can be represented a. the sum of two coherent
orthoronvl, linearly nolarized fields Ee Pnd Ep shifted in ohase by
-niwle 6.

::e ellipticnl nolnrizatibn equation which combines t he instantaneous
vawueo of the ortnoponal conmonents ee and e• aonears as

e, | L •',' •" , ',(IV.h)-•--!~~ -, \•.,--2 - c os 6= siO 6.

From (IV.h') it follows that when (S - nf ( n O 0, 1, 2, ... ) the field
has linear polarization, and when J - (2n + 1) 11/2 and E e f Eq L278
The oolarization of Pn antenna field is characterized by the coefficient
of polarization p -nd the angle of inclination CL of the large axis of
the ellipse relative to the horizontal angle eap

The coefficient of polprization is eaual to the ratio of the small semi-
PxIs b of the ellipre to the large aemi-axis a

P 9 = , + q ,e=
b ~ q 41. /V IV.(-qi-_4~'

Reproduced from

bes: available copyire0YV
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in which q E* Eq/EO~

The angle of inclination of the lnrpe axis of the ellipse is determined
by the formula

ac arctg q. (Iv.6)

/ •.

Fip. IV. 2. Ellipse of Polprization
1

Coefficient of Antenna Directivity

Th& coefficient of directivity is used for total evaluation of an
antenna's cirectional properties. It shows how much greater is the power

the raeio signal at a cert.,in point in so8co radiated by a directional
b.ntenna than that of a signal radiated by an onmidirectional antenna at
that zome point with the same amount of power fed to the antennes.

The nagnittide of the coefficient can be comwut6d by the following
formulas*

G Of" 0 O) : )

P •I,. $)

•--• , -,:.t.F(q.'. e') (V7
Gm• o(, 0') = ________(V?

-- -. .•1N. 0) sin 0 doqc

in which PH (C 6) is the nower of radiation of a directional aptenne;
S?0 is the power of rdiation of an omidirectional antenna; F ((p', O')

* is the value of the radis~tion pattern in the direction) (, 0'; and F (C), -e)
is the standard field rAdiation pattern,

Scretibes nthn-tpr:-ee is used in technic,,l literatutre to de-
scribe the directional properties of antennae -- the coefficient of direc-
tivity rel-tive to the half-wave dipole G X/2 279

5:
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in which P A/2 (4p. 0) is the rAdintinr ,ower of the hIf wave dipole.

If the coefficient of directivity of the dipole relAtive to the omni-
directionrl antenna (isotronic source) is Poual to 1.64 it follows from

• e~~01erssion (IV. 8) thntGT.)=].lxIe.,

The mpnitucle of the coefficient of directivity denends c¢ ly on the

amplitude characteriatic of antenna directivity, and its maximum value
coincides with the ,nav.mum lobe of the radiation pattern

4a •

2M X
S s

The coeftficient of directivity of the antenna in any direction is
found using the formula .

6 (9, 0) = o0 ' ,1 (,T, o). (IV. 10)

The eranh-rinalytic method (cf nrft I, chap. 1) is frequently used

to pet an o=.-roximn.te vlue of the ccsffieient of directivity; it consists
of oon-roxi~mptiona of the dipgrrm of functions of F (CP , 9) which meke it

nosi'le to comnute the integral (IV. 7). In a case where it is difficult
to ssiect ln approximating function the Integral is resolved by the numeri-Cal integration mathod,

TO2 thp radintion ,stitrrn is anproximpted as an ellipsoid of rotation
with semi-azes a. b. nnd c the maximn coefficient of antenna directivitycp•n be det(:rrvined from the following formulas Z-4-7:

i >I

where P= alb. -,

Input irped-ince tnd Antenna Radiation Resistance f280

The concent. "antenna radiation resistance" is used in determining the
radintion nov of Pntennas consisting of thin lepds with a current of Ia.
A!s f'Ar as the transmitter is concerned the antenna of a radar set is consid-
,.red q comolex load -hose res-strnce hy a RBX + JXpx ir termed the input
impedance of the antenna. T"he active component RBX characterizeD the

I--
-~r ~'.-- ~ - ~ -



active potiyor required (radinted) by thu, antennn,* whilit Lhe reActiVe Component.
chnracterizen the reactive power of the field whbich oscillhtes between the
antenna end the field of the antrnna near zone.

The onergy %r~uired by on antenna is ex-nended for radiatinp and to over-
come losses due to hepting, ionization, and the like. Therefore, the active
reaist pnc,ý -tf' an antenna will be made up of radiation resistance R3E anfd
108s resist.-tees R * Radiation power is relx'ted to radiation resistancesj ~ ~by ý-e formula (v 1

The power emitted by the antenna is determined by the excpresvion
,2n(

P.~.f. J f~(q~ O~sn~ddq.(IV. 12)

~~situingwe pet, the followingrsut
2n n

RZ(q 0) sin Od 0dq!.(i 13

In the oncie of a Hertz dipole of length I the field intensity
emplitude is equal to

the amplitude function

f ((1" 0) si 0oa
inc4 the radiation resistance will be

The nximiiin coe&Ticieni of directivit7 i related to the radiation
ror~isi.pncO by on expfession of' the type

Gm~ - (IV. 15)I

Radic'tion Efficiency and Antenna Gain C8

r~lThe eff icieaicy of an antennaTI is a term ap lied to the ratio of
r~d;-ion povnr (useful -.)wPer) to the power applied to the antenna (total

(IV. 16)
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Antcrnn gain g is the product of the coefficient of directivity
and the efficiency of the antenna

g = (IV.17)

In the case of, shipborne radar antennas ? •J and, therefore, g G 0.

Determiination of gain is of speciel importance in the study of antennes.
This parameter ecn be measured in three different ways.

The first method consist4 in comparing the power of the signal received
P by the antenno mmzr consideration with that received by a standard antenna

P whose gain g - own,

Pgo

The second method is based *n the use of two similpr antennas with
S unknown, though equal, coeffi cients of amplification. One antenna is used
to transmit the signal and the other is used to receive. If the distance

* between the antennas is D the wavelength is , , the pDOier at the input
to the receiving antenna is Pp, and the power at the output of the trans-
mitting antenna is P , then °

P (IV.18)

The third method is a mocification of the second. One antena is
re-lbcee by Pn ideal flat ocreen placed at a distance of D - 8 /!&from
the nntenna being examined, where A is the size of the antenna aperture.
The cross section of the screen h; 8 A , A metering line is connected
ln.o the wpveoguide circuit to measure the traveling wave coefficient k6.
'-n.enna gain is determined by the formula

9 = 41D I+ -k

Antenna Passband

The radio signal radiated and received bv the antenna of a shipborne
radar unit is polychromatic•, nnd, therefore, has P certain frequency spectrum.
An antenna resonds in different wcys to the electromotive force effect of
different frequ"encies, hence it can distort the incoming signal. The band j
of' frequencies in which the electrical parameters of an antenna respond to

certain repuirements is termed the antenna pasaband or the operating band
in which the electrical parameters of the antenna are res-onsive to the
renuirements set. Efsentia3ly, these parpmeters include the input impedance
(or k ), Cr ivectionnl nronerties, nnd the nolarization of the radiated
,ieve. -8i
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The passband is determined by the frequency characteristic, i.e. by

the relationship of the electrical pArnmeters of the antenna to the fre-
quency.

In the case of long wave antennas -- usually consisting of thin wires --
The frequency characteristic is the relationship of the current auulitude
at Antenna input to the frequency IBX (4) ) at constant input voltage.
The pastabnd is conputed at the 0.707 IBX •ax level.

In the centimetr, decimeter and millimeter wave bands where the con-
cent of antenna current loses its definiteness the operating range of the
antenna is found by means of the functional relationship kd w f (0).

Changes in the fremuency of tha feed voltage leads not only to changes

in Z.3 but also results in a redistribution of current in the antenna,
which, in turn, involves changes in the radiation pattern and the coefficient
of directivity. Accordingly, we have the concept of a passband for the
radiation pattern and for the coefficient of directivity.

Parameters of a Receiving Antenna

The parameters of receiving antennas include effective absorption OF
area, coefficient of effectiveness, and noise teomperature.

The receiving antenna may be regarded as an absorber of the energy
of :n incident wave, therefore we introduce the ided of an active or ef-
fective Pntenna absorbing surface, similar to the concept of effective
length in linear antennas.

The effective area of a receiving antenna As* (m2 ) is determined by i
* the ratio of the power received by the antenna P (watts) to the density of

the electromagnetic field of the incident wave S (watts/m2 ).

Different portions of the antenna receive and transform the energy of
an incident wave in different ways, consequently, the effective area A 340
will not be equal to the geomatricPl area of antenna aperture A. The ratio

i/ A =A is referred to as the coefficient of utilization of en antenna
surface. Antennas with flat radiating apertures are used in shipborne A

radar. For such antennas f283I I R . A .. ..I
A)4 3= (IV. 20)

jJ(x, #,)Itdxdy e

Pnd the coefficient of utiltzation of antenna surface is

Jio(x.Mdxdy
_I A _21)
A [It(x, y)l1dsdy

-,

- - - .~4



in which E (x, y) is the value of the field in the antenna aperture.
It follows that 0 <' <l. The limiting value of the coefficient/A . 1
occurs at a uniform, týased distribution of the field in the antenna aper-
ture.

Since the efficiency of an sntennp durinp reception 71, is not vqual
to iO00 we introduce a parameter known as the coefficient of effectiveness
for use in evaluating the receiving qualities of en antenna

q =1it. (IV. 22)

The relationship between the parameters of an operpting antenna
during reception and transmission is established by the formulas:

iliax " -1-7s = -TV-- • (IV. 23)

Gm A .(IV. 24)

Due to the employment of very sensitive receivcrs in radar work the
range of operation of radar eouipment -- and this includes radio sextants --
is restricted by the level of interior and exterior noises. The latter are
due to the thermal movement of electrons in the conducting portions of
the nntenna.

The magnitude of thermal noises is determined by Boltzmann's equation

in w.hich ?Pu is the magnitude of the noise in watts; k = 1.38 • 1023
Joules/degree -- Boltzmann's constant; T is the temnerature of the noise
source; and A f is the receiver passband.

It is therefore convenient to use the antenna noise temperature Dara-
meter T1. It represents the mean tenm)erature intensity of the surrouncing
spsce with respect to antenna directivity and is dete.rmined by the integral

T, f G(q,, 0) T ((p, 0) drj.de),4. (IV. 25)
4n

in i•icli T (Cp, 0) is the temnerature of space in the kV G directions;
r;( c , '1) is the coefficient of antenna directivity in the s*me direction.

If L h-m nter.n<' hs inherent losses the useful si gnal an( the noise
1O(,..I relt"& to the nronagation of radiowaves will decrease while the thor-
mr.- n ise:" of the antenna will increase.

1T!

The -eosulting noise temperature of the antenna with losses Ta is
CeLermined from the ex-ression

iReproduced fromp.r %LT. +4- (I -i•) T,
bes: available com 3 (IV.26)

in :qhich i: I tc tc,,s!crqture of the space surrounding the antenna.

10
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Becase of the irrepular distrib-tion of the luminance tennerature in
sopce the termerpture Ta deoends to a consid'rable degree on the orientation
of the sntenn., the .width of the main lobe, Pnd the side lobe level of the
antenna radiation pattern.

The surface temrerature of the earth is T *330°K; in the ionized E-
layer it is 300 - 400°X; in the F-lnyer it is 1000 - 2000OK; and the
temperature of the sun and certain discrete sources of cosmic radiation is
104- l0 degrees Kelvin.

For sharply directional antennas with orientation toward the zenith
on wavelengths of < I m Ta 20 1,' with the nntenna beam oriented along
the surface of the earth the noise temperature of the antenna increses
up to 00K.,

To lower the antennn ncise temperature it is necessnry to constrictthe mpjor lobe of the radiation pattern, lower the side lobe level, and in-crease the efficiency of the antenns-waveguide circuit.

Characteristics of Shipboard Antennas

Classification of Antennas

Antennas presently used on shins cpn be divided into six groups.

1. Doublet types whose elements consist of dinoles made of thin wire
or tubing (in the fire't case the dia'meter of the ,:ire is considerably less
than the w.velength, -nd in the second case it is commensurable with the
wavelength).

2. Slotted antennas.
3. Horn antennas consisting of metpllic hornr of various shapes.
4. .,ntical antennas, reflector and lens t-tmes.
£. ,Antennas with rotnt.nr (ci-cu]nr) ool-r'zation, both helical and

horn.
S'. Surface wave antennas -- dielectrical rod -nd Ilat antennas 14th

r~bhh.d structuire or n dielectric covering.

Doublet Antennas

Innl,:dedr lronn ,'nulet antennas are tho: e m.-de in the form of dipole
-rr-~ir inuitielement -r-av rnionrns) And wave duct tyoe -ntennas. .oth
types of systems Pro w;4ely used in detection r--c.-r e"aipment and in telev3Is-
ion set in the decimeter Pnd meter wave bends. Thev consist of a cmbina-
I ion nf dkccretc rr,,4 -tors in the form of a nurlbe of active -nd pasrive t•,
dipoles. in contrast to phased multielement array antennas "wave duct"
-ntennas vrc exciteo vrith F -hift in phase. Curront amplitudes in the
diooles tre not equal. T8

.LA
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Slotted Antennas

Slo ted antennas are used in detection rad&.• sets and in navigation
eouipment. They are convenient to use because of their small eitze.

Slotted antennas are made in the form of waveguides, rectangular or
circular in cross section, on the surfaces of which slots are cut of a
width considerably less than the wavelength. Narrow &ots of this type can
be regarded as linear dipoles.

Horn and Optical Antennas

Antennas of th;s type are used in the centimeter and millimeter wave
band and are peculiar in that their dimensions are considerably greater
than the wavlength. In systems of this type the radiation field is formed
not by discrete radiators, but by radiating surfaces -- by a wave front.

To compute the radiation field of antennas that produce a wavefront we
can use methods borrowed from optics, as well as those employed in the audio
wave band. The anoroximation method, which is based on the wel-known
Auygens Principle of optics, is widely used in designing reflector, horns
and other types of nntennas. The chief advantages of reflector Pnd horr, in-
tennas are their simplicity of design and the low side libe level.

Dielectric Antennas f286

Because they are portable dielectric antennas can be used successfully
on units in which the problem of decreasing antenna dimensions is iuportant.

'.n electromagnetic wave prooagated in a dielectric medium is subjected
to considerable absorption, the losses being greater to th s cause with
higher fre'uency of oscillation nnd greqter field strength. Taking this fact
Into account, it is most desirable to use dielectric antennas in the deci-
meter wave band. Furthermore, it is rather difficult to obtain narrow patterns
of radiption in dieleciric antennas. For thnt reason they are generally
used in search Pnd navipation t.y)es of radar enuipment.

The electromagnetic field in dielectric antennas is excited by a source
l4 ke n stub or the orlen end of a waveguide , and it is pronageted along a
Oielectric rod penetrting through the open surface into outer soace.

Surface Wave Antennas

Surface wave nni.ennas consist of two elements -- the exciter and director.
The exc-tcr' in surface qntennas can be horns, linear dipoles, or a series
of slots fed by - wavepulde. Thsý director is P metpllic sheet covered with
a dielectric of certpin thickness or a ribbed surface. The directing surface
with dielectric lAyer c-n be regarded as a dielectric rod of rectnngular sec-
tion disposed on a metAllic surface. Insofar as the nature of their action

12



is concerned the projections of the ribbed surface are similar to a flat
metal-dielectric lens. The ribbed structure can be regarded as a layer of
.a synthetic dielectric.

Surface wave antennas are similar to multi-dipole aniennas with
axial radiation; they differ only in that the entire directing surface of
the untenna serves as the radiator and not its indivLdual elements. Thus,
conversion of the electromagnetic radiations of the exciter into a surface
wave side in ipproving the9 directivity of radiation compared with the di-
rectivity of a single exciter.

Due to retprdation of the wave in the dielectric layer the main por-
tion of the energy transmitted by the wave is concentrated in th; immediate
vicinity of the antenna surface, and it increases exponentially as one
increases the distance Derpendicularly from the surface. In the process,
the energy from the directing surface is continuously scattered; in other

words, a diffraction of the electromagnetic wave takes place on the surface
of the director.

Directivity of rndiation is dmtermined by the length of the wave and
the structural parameters of the antenna, i.e. the length, width, thickness
and dielectric penetrnnce of the lpyer or the dimensions of the ribbed struc- IV'

ture in the case of the ribbed surface.

Because of i c he suread out design and comparatively good frequency band
charrcteristics, surface wave antennas ccn be used as low profile shi borne
antennas, esnecially in decimeter band eauipment. 287

Helical Antennas

AxiAlly radiating antennas with rotating polarization are made in the
forn. -4 mptlllic helixes with high conductance. This kind of radiating sys-
tem c-n be fed by A conxi.-l cable or waveguide. In the former, the helical
co)nrdutor is connected to the centrnl core of the cable. Given the specific
rt'¼o- bnt'."nen the dimenrions of the helix and the length of the wave (when
tae 'ength of n helic.'l co;l iS Approximately eoual to the length of the
wave) the helix becomes a longitudinlly radiating antenna And its field
will have rotating polrization. The direction of rotation of polarization
is governed by the direction of the vin'ing in the helix. If the antenna
radiates a levorotatorl fiel&" of polarization it will not receive a dextro-
rotatory field And vice rersa.

The radiation pattern of a helical antenna depends on the number o:
coAllv, the diameter ,3n( nitch of the coil, as well as the frequency.
Helical antennas are broad-bpnded: their input impedance and width of ra-
diation pptlern remain stable in a broad band of frequencies.

The advantages iir-ted in the foregoing adapt helical antennas for use
in search radar equipment in which it is most important that the antenna
systems operate within a broad band of frequencies with rotating polarization.
Because of considerations of design helicel antennas are u:ed in decimeter
waves And in tht nortion of the centimeter band contipuous with the deci-
meter brnd.

13
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Multiple-Unit Phased Antennas

With the development of electrical methods for controlling the phase

*nd amplitude of the antenna radiation field (reference is made to the use
of ferrite and semiconductor devices) it is now possible to make antennas
in the form of a system of phased discrete sources. By way of elementary
sources we can use low directivity antennas of the following types; half-

* wave doublets, slotted, open end waveguidt, dielectric rod, and other kinds
of antennas,,

The chief advantages of multiple element phased antennas include:

: 1, The possibility of forming in the same system of sources radiation pat-tern8 which can be controlled in space with regard to shape and position.

2. Convenience of placement ;"nd installation on vessels in that the antenna
can readily be pdapied into the ship's architecture due to its d~'aign. Lf8

#W.Broadly Directional Antennas

Lii.esr Dipoles

In the meter and decimeter band of radar sets symmetrical (half wave)
and non symmetrical (quarter ware) linear dipoles are w-idely used as indepen-
dent antennas and as elements of complex antennas.

[44 The intensity of an electrical field of radiation of a symmetrical di-
pole (volts/meter) is determined in accordance with the following formuia

D C . (IV. 27)

in which D is the dibtance from the antenna to the poirn of reception
in meters; I is the current on the dipole terminals in amperes; L ie

the length of the dipole arm in meter ,, e is the sngle measured from the
dipole axis; and k = 2 n /A, is the wave numbor.

For a half wave dipole ( 2 1 = o.5) the standardized radiation pat-
tern is determined by the expression

L ~ ICOS(L cost))H) 2
(.2m- i(IV. 28)

In the magnetic plane 'the pinne perpendicular to the dipole axis)

the dipole does not have directional properties, i.e. F ( 4 ) 1 1 owing to
axial symmetry.

The field phase of a symmetricrl diivole is not a function of direction;
the phase center is locpted in i-he center of the dipole. The current in the
dipole flows in a strpight line nnd for that reason the dipole has linear
fielf@ nolariza tion.

The phase of the field in a symxretrical dipole is not a function of
direction; the phase center is located in ihe center of the dipole. The
current in the dipole flows in a straight line, and for that reason the
dipole hPs linenr fie'l polarization.

-14 
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The effective lenrth of a hrlf-wnve dipole is equal to
3

The resistance of a rac;intor of svrlmetrice-1 dipole relative to the
currtnt antinode is detvrmined by the following f .- riula 11

R: 30 12 (0,577 - In 2ki C,Zki) M .

+. (0,577 hI k1 + C,4k1 -- 2C,2k0) c'os 2k1 -

"r (Sj4kV .- 2S,2;dW bin 24-11.

For a hlf-wave dioole R = 73.1 ohms.

The coefficient of directivity of Any wire antenna in the direction
of maxi=nn radiption iý com. ýuted by the exoression Z2_89

For P half wave-wave dipole G(m.;x ) .6h.

The input ifeedance of a symmetricril dipole c.n be computed using the
following pp-roximation formula:

s-- 1,, i -) sin, k1 (Iv.- 29)A

The reactive c-rponent of the inrut inoedance of a dipole is equal to
zero at 2 1 a 0.5 . 1owever, due to the mativ-l influence of one section
of the dipole on the other ihe renctive component of the input impedance is

requ.*1 to zero '.,hen the length of the dipole is somewh-t less than that given
by the Pooroximption theory. ,Aen the length 1 0.25 , XBX a 42.5 ohms
Pnd 7TX ( (73.1 + A2.5 ohms).

The a-mount of shorteninf ,:f the dioole AlI which cimpensates for the
rerctance when A I <,( is enaal to

(Iv. 30)

Ort'"nirily, the Pmount by which it is shortened is only P few percentage
notnts, the fiinrp increasinir cs the dipole gets thicker.

A non-syrmetricel dioole can bp represented as a symmetrical dipole
one arm of which is renlaced by a nlrnar, ideally conducting surface of in-
finite length. Hence, the field of a non-symmetricrl dioole will. have the
sa, e structure as the fipld of a sY'nrmericnl dipole has. Consequently, the
radiat~ion pattern of a non-sy~"metrica-l dioole in one semi-sphere corresnonds
to the radiption opttern of a symmetricnl dinole. The voltage at the input
"ni' +h non-r.thetr i Th'I,' • hilf as preat as it is at the input to the
sy-mietrical 6w.pole, qn(-. therefore, the innut inrpedance and radiation i~ed-
-nce f! non-rYryr,,i-ic1! . iole is half as fre.)t qs it is in the symmetrical
dirlole.

15
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The chnractcrintic i,,p'OYnce o' n dipole (in ohms) i.q defirrmined from
its length 2 1 n'ri I he ihAcknest, n by the formula 1

The non-symnetrical. qunrter w,3ve dipole has a characteristic impedance
htIf as grent as the half-wave dipole. '.":f- coefficient of directivity of

a non-symmnetric~l. dipoole is tw+ice as great is t~lnt of a symmetrical di ole.This is exolined by the Fhielding effect of the conducting surface. ?290

The ppss band of a dipole is comriutedfrom the expression

2 RI•
A Ao -"(IV. 32)

It follows from the formula that the pass band increases as the
characteristic impedance decreases and as the active component of the input
impedance increases. The band characteristics of the dipole are determined
by the relationship of the reactive component of th3 input impedance to the
frequency.

00.

ii) od'.z- 00

,6

FirV.•/1.•. Pl'te dinoles: a - triangular; b .- rectanvulr; c - prid
type; d - fan-shaped; e - ?eirforated t.ype.

nrnc nr+hods arc ured to improve the b-nd oh,,racteristics of a dipole:

I.. ' . i. i(e cýr.--rftristic inipedanco; 2. Increasinq the active
c.,,,oonent of the 7nout impcdance; 3. -ompensai ing the reactance of the in-
out impedance.

The chiracteristic irmi-dance of a dinole is lowored bv increasing the
!-rn ei rr.enst'nns.

;':ach .,rm orf the di',ol- .,-.y be cylindric.l, spheroidal, or conical in
shape. In the rp.aar' band of frequencies flat types of wide band dipoles are
uic!r3-, usee (Fe•. n7. ".

increasing the active vori ion of the inu.ut impedance is -)chieved by
1n,,-rtinp n loop-shnned desi-n to the dipole. The fi rst nerEon to propose
sucn ha design was A. A. 'istol'kors (FIV. IV. W). It consi:-t of a short-
circuited twin wire line so rh.ped that the direct in of the currents in the I

-'.



upper and lower conductors cIncides ns n result of which the dipole will
rsdirte Pnd receive radio signals. 3 1nce the radiating power is directly
proportional to the square of the current, Pnd the current of the twin loop
dipole is twice as great as the current of a simple dipole, the radiation I
resistance of a twin loon dipole will be Ppnroximately four times grepter

thin the rpdiation resistance of an ordinpry dipole f291
, ;• ~RD, =- 4 R2:z z.300 o.w..•-•

i Fig. TV. ~a. n=opd ipol ;s 3-ete 0b. Pitlkr-a omnf

Ia))

:_ Id I1

Fig. TV. h.Looped dinole ;supe-ested by Pistol'kors: a forming
a lo:ro dipole- b. twin loop dipole.

For A dipole ";ith N p-r-11el arms R N2 R I
Since the vo!t•ge node is at noint 3 (cf Fig. IV. I), the loop di-

poles can be attached to masts at these noints without the use of insulators.

The reactive portion of the input impedznce of the dipole is compen-

sated for by connecting a short-circuited reactive stub whose impedance value
at the points of contrct, in e nArticular band of frequencies is equal but
opposite in sign

N

Fig. IV. 5. Dipole with compensator A

The lengeth of the c':m, ensator Ik (fig. IV. 5) is detcrmined when the
* wavelength is close to resonance from the condition

SW ctg kl =Wk tg klk (IV. 33) •

1 I;
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in which "a nd "Ik are the characteristic impedances of the dipole and-- compensator; and l1 lk are the lenpths of the dipole and compensator aime.

The abov'- methods of extending the frequency coverage insure a band

coverage coefficient of

K_ I__ : 3 4.

In many cases this kind of dipole is not adequate to the situetlon.

So-called log'rittz~iic antennas, i.e. dipoles with arms whose curvature
conforms to lognrithmic law or with dipole elements arranged according to
log~rithmic periodicity have the best bend characteristics. /092
Antennas of this kind may be planar or spatial (flat or three dimensional]
(Fig. IV. 4). They have a 20-30 coefficient of overlap. The broad band
cov.'rage of logarithmic antennas is expl-ined by the fact that the projections
ane troughs represent dipoles whose coefficient of reflection are approximate-

H,. ly enual Ln magnitude and opposite in sign; this situation insures their
- being corpensated pronerly at the points of feed.

Fig. IV. 6. Lognrithmic antennas: a, b -- planar; c - spatial.

'lot Antennas

The slot antenna consists of a slot m~de in a metallic surface such
as screen, the side of a waveguide, or the side of a resonator. If such a
surface has a current component that flows laterally with respect to the
slot a voltage will apnepr at the edges of the latter; beyond the limits
of the slotsurface currents ,till be induced, resulting in the radiation of
radio waves into outer soace.

Serving as a basis in designing slot antennas is the theory involving
an ideal slot, i.e. a slot cut into an infinite, ideally-conducting planar
screen. It is essu.med that the slot is narrow, i.e. the width is consider-
ably smaller then the length and much shorter then the length of the radio
-eve. The field of an ideal slot antenna is determined from the field of
ar equidimension.l line.r dipole C317. L_993

4 compr'rison of the slot field structure with that of a corresponding
tyno of dipole shows their similarity. This similr-rity is expressed by



thr followini: equalities:

within the limits of the openings and the surface of the dipole

E,, O-- 0; H,,t - O,

outside the limits of the openings and the surface of the dipole
"AHI 0 E,., =- 0.-

on the rime of the slot U the following relationship holds true:

The similarly oriented slot and dipole have differing polarizations,
Whereas the vertical dipole is vertically polarized, the vertical slot is
horizontally polarized. As a practical rule, use is made of antennas with
half-*ave slots whose radiation ptttern repeat*s the radiation pattern of
a half-wave dipole, i.e. in the H pl~ne

slai0i F=(JO) stletO

Sand int he ! plane[I F.P)=I

f- The radiation conductance of a slot can be determined by the radia-
tion re~istance of the dipole

Rz
MR), (Iv. 35)

From formulps (IV. 34) nnd (IV.35) it is apparent that one ampere of
SCipole current is ecuivalent in radiation power to 60 volts at the slot.

The relationship between the input conductance of the slot and the in-
'out impedance of the dipole is ns follows:

Yam a Z.= (IV. 36)

For P slot whose length L __..,5AL.

in ich u,. 120 (n 4 0.577) is the characteristic impedance; andd ;c the width of the 4~~t

it is anoorent that the half-wave slot has a reactive input conductance
t+Pt is cgn2citive in character.

s n ord,- that lho innut conductence of the slot be purely active, the

slot should be shortened. The anount o" shortening AL is determined from
the formula

19



0. o225.
In - L (IV.38)

The narrower the slot the less it should be shortened. For a shortened slot
radiating in both hemispheres

:(6 2.10•.3 o, R,•.=,.500 .hW

In the case of single sided radiation it can be assumed that the power
of rpdiation is decreased by one-half, and, therefore,,

G,.181 , 10- mhos

R... UtI10 oht. Z"

L4
Ii Fig. IV. 7o Dumbbell shAped slot

Affecting the conductance of the slot is its width d which in actual

conditions is selected out of consideration to electrical durability

(XV "39)

in which UT is the maximum v,1tage in the slot; E is the penetrating
voltage of N slot (for air the figure is 30 kw/ohu); is the coef-I) ficient of durability reserve (usuplly equal to 2 - is.ooP

The vidth of the s ot affects the active and reactive components of in-

put impedance. As we cqn see from formula (IV.38) when the width of the slot
is increased its resonant length L , which corresponds to zero reactive
component, decreases, while the active component increases.

In some instances it ie necessary to increase the length of the slot L
considprobly for structural considerations. In such case so-called dtmbbell
slotr mny be Incised (Fig. IV. 7.). The circular openings at the ends of
the slot are equivalent to concentrAted inductances. The relationship of
the resonont length of the dumbbell slot to the diameter of the holes at
the end D with a relative slot width d/L O.03 is shovn in Fig. IV, 8.

The nbovP r, lntionships hold true for a slot cut into a screen of in-
finitp lenstni. In the slotted antennas generally used the vlots are made
4n met-l su~rfacer of finite dimensions (plane surfaces or cvylinders),
Because of the Interferences of the slot field and the current field on a
screen -- P metallic surface -- the resulting field in the far zone intenoi-
fies in some directions and attenustes in others. Therefore; the major lobe
in the radintion pattorn apuears somewhat dissected.

20
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The results of an a,•roximation computation of the directivity pattern
(in the ! plane) oi a hilf-wave slot cut in the center of a rectangular
plate (Fig, IV. 9') bire showni in Fig. TV,~ 10 .~.These resultse oincide
satisfactorily with experimental result,.%.

"414"4

0, 2 li

Fig. IV. 8. Ctirve showing the Fig. !Vo 9. Slot on a rectatn-
relationship between rGsonant length gular screen.

of dumbbefl slot and tIo diameter of
the torminal openings.

The radiation pattern of a slot cut out on the surface of a cylinder
4epends, to a very considerable cztent, on its diameter 2a. The larger
the electrical diameter of the cylinder 2a/A the weaker the diffracted
field.

The directional characteristics of a slot cut into a circ-uler cylinder
(Fig. IV. 11) are computed as followt, in accordance with formulas Z 137 M.

for a longitudinal slot in the electrical plane

Mae

for a lateral slot in the magnetic plane

_ [ CO _ O- - "

2k !

f -hinh f2 if m + 0;

1it M~=0;

(2)
rI m)(kN) is a second degree Hankel function.

For engineeving computations it is sutfici~nt to take m 3 3ka from
the sum of the first members. L96

The rpdtation pattern of a slotted source in the vertic;j Pl~ne (in the
A)1lnc of Pnples 9) given a long cylinder can be comiputed from the formulas
for an ideal slotted antenna.
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; r, .1- .I n.d!tion Dotterns of a slot on A rectangular screen:
a,-L9= 0•,. H,.'0,SX.01, , ,•

)4= O,25.;" d - La= HS = ; e-L,, I,- L ,
f, - 2,25; 0 - LA3 ooH.=oa

The slot source is an antenna with a low order of directivity. To

increase the directivit slot sources are combined into linear arrays L797
(nultiple nlot antennas). The system of slots chnnges the energy rate of
feeding waveguide which substantially determines the power that is fed to
the slot antenna and the nature of the amplitude-phase distributim of tt*
field nlong the array.

The power radiated by a slot antenna deDonde on the dimensions of the
slot, its location on the side of the waveguide, the shape and dimenrions
of the. feeding waveguide, as well as the power and frequency of the excita-
tion wave. The slot will radiate when it cuts across the surface current
lines i.e. Ahen it is located along the magnetic lines of force.

22
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Fig. IV. 11. Slot incised in a cylinder: a - longitudinal; b. lateral.

Occasionally, when matching polirizations for structural or other
considerationsq It is necessary to cut out slot sources across the magnetic
lines of force as well. In such case, use is made of stub type oscillators
which nroduce a field distortion such that a longitudinal component of the
magnetic field e.ncars. Three types of slots are usually deblt with in the
constructioi of slot antennas (Fig. IV. 12).

For a longitudinil slot on the broad side of a rectangular waveguide

.___.____ coso ( ) sin

•. , r te i nc,,on

in *.nich gl is the unilateral internal radiation conductance of the slot;

,b ;3re the dmpns!ons of the wide and narrow sides of the waveguide; LC96

S". /,•.�_�i,-, the re-Prdation of the mAin wave;

WO 120a ohmrs

Xl -1-: the dtsplPcer'ient of tho slot re1ttive to the axial line of the wide
side of the wavernIde; gF is the radiation conductnice of the slot into
outer sopce; R, is the radiation iimedence of the dipo]e.

Fig. IV. 12. Types of slot
entennas: 1 - eia-nally position-

ed on broad side; 2. longitudinal;

3. dieonaily 7ositioned on narrows.ide.
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rThe conductnc eferred to is equal to t

I •z =•P !-- (Osin2 •)

a From this expression it is apparent that the longitudinal slot does not
radite onellion the exial li. of the waveguide because the lateral comionent of
the surface current is absent at that point.

Maximum conductance occurs at the slot th.t is cut out at the edge of
the wall. "Then x, =P/

The conduct adtnce of a dippgonal iae slot (whn the naro al fv eagular

wavecuide Ps referres to in the foresoing is comwall in a r nctaulr

Proe te c. expe ss io a c n 2bi I
J'h. the d splce nnple of inclination a < 300 we can use the following

aproxiacti on e xpress isooein 0h7etrlscio telt iaham

g 15.1a

The dicgonelly biased slot on the bron d side of the waveguide is excited

by both longitudinal and lateral currents, and, therefore, it is most dif-ficult to corefute its conductince.

The in-ut adnitt'snce of a diangonally biased slot (when the wAveguide
Io mptched with the slot even a t resonant slot length) is coplex in nature.

Joe,-11. o radfte- seletin 50 -of~epoaer vaueslied. Tond wecrase lobtain ashr

-hirce distplcement el such thal. the clot will be fully matched by the
reactive element wistohted in the centrwl section of the slot. Diaphraems
and rods are usec as the reactive elements.

*,-!e care of a slot Pntennn in nn infinite wivevuide is realized in
rnract ice. by disnorinrw in the end of t~he w'.veguide an absorbinpg load for
'Thich the reflection fictor in the o retinr band of frequencies is equal
to zero. it is not desirable to use chis klino o' antenna because the slot
"-ill not radinte ovfc'r 501 of' Lhe pouer supplied. To decrease losses a short
circuiting piston is onlced at the end of the w.vee7nrse instprd of the
abor'ni.ng load witnh the aid of which the nature of the incident and reflected
waves chanoes inre the desire , uirection.

1-ie -•h trst ito -in, cnite And semi-infinite wovenui.des a slot antenna cd n
be totnlly matched (coef'ficient of reflection is equal to zero, kd - 1)t

-.,-,-tchinr~ occurrs t';'ren 'he~-e is equelity of piston and slot reactance

(short-circuited stub) Pnd the signs ?re opposite.
'; I'hu-n the ini ennp slot is tured this achieved by nlnci ng the slot in the

'ant'inocle n-ea of ihe excitenr,, surface current or in the mavnetic field anti-
nodie; i his., in turn,, occvu"ý 'hen the following conditions are fulfilled:

V2



for P longitudinal slot 1= (2a. .-) *-, n = 0, 1, 2,...;

for P InternI slot =,=n-V-, n=O, i, 2,...,

in which 11 is the length of 4he short-circuited portion of the waveguide;
znd a, is the len-th of the wave in the waveguide.

Loop Antenna

A loop or frpme nntenna is essentiPlly s flpt coil of arbitrary cross
section circular, 'uadrnngulnr Pnd the like in form. As a rule, the leads
in s Iboo ntenna tire much rhorter thrrn the length of the wave. The chief

versions of loon ,niennos nre shown In Rig. IV. 13. /300

The intensity of the electric field in a loop ,ntenna in the plane

nernendicul-r to the nl,•ne of the nntenna can be computed frbm the formula A97

"IsE=120n'7• COS 1p,

in "•hich 1j' is the volt.ge component of the field oarallel to the plane of

the Pntenni in volts/meter; I is the current in the frame inlamperes; n

in the nwub•r of coils; S is the Prea encompassed by the loop in m2 ; r is

the distance to the point of reception, meters; X is the Jength of the wave
In meters; c is the Angle with the plane of the frame.

If the dimensions of the frame are considerably less than the length
of the wave and the current I is constant throughout the entire perimeter
of the frame the radintion ppttern wrill not be s function of the form of the
cross section of the rrame, nnd it will hAve the shnpo described in Fig. IV.
14. The rndi.ntin n3t'crn ,)f the frnme repnents the radiation pattern of the
hrlf-wave dipole ibose axis is nernendicular to the p.1'ne of the frame.
The ool.•rzation o" the frame is detvermined by its nosition.

If the frnmo ,ntenn, is receiving the signal the voltage on its ter-
minrls will be equrl to

U (b) t nSE co (p.~

",he r !Uo.r•m i.,nncc of frnme antenna is obtained from the formula
• .,,•.• . I97 1' .. 4R,,(,,oil • :i 101 -- 19-1ll , (IV. 40)

in "hich i s.,, Lhi -.rep enc-)rwf,?-,er' by the frame; P is the perimeter of

"h,.n nL < 0.1X the rre'iatt) impecdrnce o!' v frame antenna is low and
is nrri,,rc0 -in hun(Irofths of nn ohm, therefore, with the unsvoidable lorses
in +h,i nnto,'nn hon!- nr(,venrt ;.tf efficiency is extroemely low. For this
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reason. 1.c,nr - ur-( only PF receivin' .nntennas. Increasing the frame
perimeter orovide- -renter g-in th-n increasing the himber of loops. The
rnd'.- i.d n n.-t.tern of ' frame nntennA ½n the orlnni of the loop is &noroximate-
lv circulpr in shp.ne.

e)

w /I Ocuome9

antennas:~~~~~~~~ a.rcaglr .o*faeatna .Dipole;

]-•-c" d __

J/
0 po-lane

-ig. WV. 13. "Terrions of loop Fig. IV. 14. Rndiation Dattern
-•- ntennas: P. rectmnutlar; b. o' framne ,nntenna: ,P. dipole;

rhombic; c. loop; d. shielded. b. loon pl-ne

"",-vefnide Radiator

The open end of a waveguide is knovm as a waveguide radiator. It is
tne simplest kinO of nntenna in the centimeter, millimeter and decimeter
Swave bonds.

The waveguide radiator has weak directional eroperties, therefore in
rd,ar work it is user; f*.r iflumirating reflector and lens antennas. The
phnse center of a wave-uide r-di,-tor is •pproximntely in the center of the
radiating nperture.

0)0

4 -

:E !Reproduced..from •
best available CopY. Y

Fig. I'V. 15. Oion end waveguide rsdiators:
a. rectangular; b. circular.

"osi rreq,,ert17 used Pre r.,diators consisting of open ended rectangular
v•;ACav-1; ,,"r h n 1 .-,"i c 11L,,) rave and a circulnr waveruide with H11 tyoe wave

" "-f f' .. vuide source, of this kind create lineprly po Przed

r-'& ,at "• '-.2
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A strict solution of the problem of radiation by an open end of a
,'ow:.ude was accomlished in 1948 by L. A. Vaynshtpyn Z-31. However, such
r ru"&tion is charactrrized by complexities. Therefore, in engineering
prActices this problem is resolved as an approximntion on the basis of the

Haugens-Kirchoff method. The essence of a-,roximation consists in disre-

gnrdinp the higher type waves and surface currents on the exterior surfaces

of the waveguide. Exorrience has shown that these anproxirmtions are

within acceptable limits. `O2

The intensity of field radiation at the open end of a rectangular
wavep.,de .,t a distance D in the E Pnd H pl~nes, respectively, is
determined by the formulps:

"E 1,-- )' (1 't-' !,. Cos . s,•

in ,:hich r', is the field amrlitude in the center of the waveguide aperture;
a and b Pre the dimensions of the wavegui•e aperture; % 6 is the length of
tue wave in the waveguide; r, is the reflectpnce factor of the wave from
the end of the wAveguide; e is the anale measured from the longitudinal

axis of the waveguide;

The ,,xmmcoefficient of dircctivity of a rectangular 4aveguide

is determined by the ex:ression

Ordin--ily, on nn opcr.-ntng wave 7/Ap 0.71, therefore

O.-i"- ab. (IV. 42)

-,r P wnvegade )'f rtand.-rd dimensions a 0.72A, b ).32X. ,
Pnd Gmax 2.4.

'Ptp

'in. IV. 1,. �nen end! of -aveguidc with n.' II flnnges
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T.: ordrr tn civ:nlr- the form )' fhfh radiatioi p,-,n rn of the waveguide

p.e"eof E ;nd 11 pl•e f]-n.,e• (Fig.. IV. 16) •nd wedge-sha ed

rections with pins (Fig. IV. 17).

increasing the electricpl longth of the flonge L/% rsults in lowering
the level of the rear lobes ,nd in chnring the shape of the major lobe.
For example, when L - 0.25 %,the wic'th of the major lobe is reduced by one-

half comnnred with the nattern of n simple open ended wpveruide; when L I
S0,75 ethe rpdiation Pattern becomes bifurci'ted; and when L >. 3X the

major lobe exp-nds considerably, acouirinp a multi-lobed structure with
smoll tourhs /217 .

"-he rel.tionship of' the width of the waveguide radiation pattern with
P•. .e-se-shnned section to shear angle is shown in Fig, IV,. 18. 103

The r-diation fielc of a circulor wqveguide with a basic type Hl3 wave
in the two orincinal 7 And H plrnes is det-rmined Pccording to these
formulas:

j( - , . J; I

in -Tqhich 3. Is 'I e i nitinl value of the field; r ir the reflectance fac-

rtor-; 0 is the rrfli-i of the '4avegulde; X is the length of the type H11
wave in the wavefruide; e is the qnrle measured from the longitudinal axis

of the -ýaveguide; (% is the W-function o" the first degree; V is
-n:-1. to k- sin 0,p•li " 1.e4

i,-.. IV. 17. "iedo sh~nned wavn- Fia. IV. IP. Relation of width
.,I~de rndl.to with nin. of mp-jor lobe of wedge-shaned

wavepuide to shear angle .

" X. condilior, for excitation in a circulnr waveguide with radius CL
-n(' wn•vp tyne H11 will be:

Reproduced from 0,588 < !< 0766.

best available copy.

'-, T.iV o -iu nrrn lobe in the radiatio- pnattern 'n c'rcul,-r wave-

guide L det-rmined from the formula

s(50 ÷75°) (V 3

:}2e
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The coefficient of directivity of a circuler waveguide rsditor upon
m• eLUng the waveguide with external space can be computed from the formula

.• %I0

I-J0

(I,.V. 40

77
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F•ig. P1. 19. !,Tomoeram, for determining the principal pnrameters of a
rectnncrular waveguide radiator
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Fip. IV. 20. o--orrm for determining the principa p-rameters of
a circular '-;aveguide radiator.

"2he principnl Dparmreters of waveguide radiators (directivity, factor
'n6 WI r'th o r rc1 i ion r? tern) are obtained from nomograms/[16J described
in Fig. IV. 19 Pnd Fig,.-IV. 20.

".'he masmntu6e- of' the coeff'!icient of direct~ivity of a rectangular weave.
f,?Ulci ic oe3I& rmifled n' wcifl tor., th-!t' the auxiliery pcrameters gi Anid
R2 c fire obt'n1ne from the n,)movrnm through the dimensions a 0,id b
:'flr, 1heI(n~th of the wnvc. '"he width of the radiation nettern of P reet-ani
rvtlnr ,;nvefoilde in the !rend H ni-nes ( r e, r) le detc. - mined from
from the ratios P/% nnrl h/% (Filt. IV. 19) i~nd 4 he level, of the Oattr-rn 'r

30,
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The initial data for determininp, the pnrameters of radiation of an open
end circular waveguide (F:ig. IV. 20) Pre the diameter d , the length of
the wave n, nd the level of r in decibels.

h 5. Antennas as a System of Discrete Sources

C1nssification of Systems of Discrete Sources

rhe nntenna as a system of discrete sources represents the sum of in-
di•vilui. rP-,Ltor or elements locsted in space nnd fed in a specific man-
ner. Any concentrated f'roup of an. ennas or sources can be u.ed as such
elements, esneci-Klly h!1If-wpve dipoles, slots, open end waveguides, and the

Antennns As a system of discrete sources are used for the purpose of
obt' .ning greater directivity nnd a higher level of radiated power than
caqn be achieved with individual elementary antennas. The use in antenna-wnve-
guide circuits of electrically controlled phase inverters, attenuators,
rnd changeover switches in the form of ferrites and; semiconduc'tors °opens up
great op'.ortunities for controlling the shape and position ofthe aietnna
rAdi.tion pottern in space.

The following are the most commonly used alternatives in the arrangement,
of cV*.screte sources:

-- linear arrangement along a strPight line or in A circle;
-- �surface arrangment on a plnne or on the surface of a Cylinder, cone,.

or s•i•hn re;
volumetric errangemant in P paralleleoi~ed or cylinder.

The intervAls between discrete sources in an antenna system can be the
some )r tney mny differ. In the first cpse the system is termed equidistant,
•nf' In the sccond -- non-ecnuidi!tnnt.

"vI irlirtint, svr:e:rn of dincrote sources ore ,n1o Iknoin or referred to
',r. ,nrir nry',ny. !!ýnrndlnp on the m,-nner in which discrete sources Pre

fred "'•-r!i ,ýr.eruli tre bfrrte.n uniform -nd non-uniform nystn,-,, whethor the
current nqmlitudes in the sources are the same or different, And whether
they Pre phased or norA-ohnsed, whether the phases, of the feeding cur,-ents
.re equal or unequal.

In orActice, onc most often encounters equidistant systems with con-
str, nt 11)vcrt.kin11" Lninbed of phase (phe.se difference) between adjacent
sources. L",hr convenience in constructing a system of discrete sources they
Pre mpde un of monotypicl elementary antennas whose radiation patterns are
the same. In Cuch case, the radiation pattern of the system will be de-
termined by the oroduct f( , e) fo_ ( C , 6) fv-st( , )C
in which fo ( P , 0) is the radiation pattern of the elementary anhizen;a;

syst( is the' multiplier in the system. opfadubl. 'OP

6 1



Linear System of D:ucrete Sources

The resulting field of radiation in a system of discrete sources at a
far r~oint M (D, 8) (Fig. I'V. 21) is obt.ined by taking the sum of the fields
of all N sources.

For d n eruidistant linear system with interval d the radiation pattern
is determined by the expressiont [6 o0

Ale A1e4Le"d (1-1) cs o, (7V. 45)

in "'hich Al - li/ll is a coefficient chnracterizing the relative value of
the current of the i-th source; and ( is the phase of that source.

M(I,I)

IA
111,

Fig. IV. 21. Linear system of discrete sources

In the case of P uniform and linearly non-Dhased systcm of sources
"1i = -, i -(i - 1) ACý ( - the 3dvance along a series of sources) the

nulili'• -r I" the system ,will be

sin K4(kdcosO-A)]

sin -- dcos - Ar)6

..enotinF" s -nSkd cos 0 -- = " p,

we will get sin -- =' .

sin NiIV. 147)

The maximum vwlue of the function fsYst (0) occurs ,"hen Nna = Nn
0, ± It ± 2, •-t ; f. (0), N, hence the fixed multiplier of the sys-

tem is e-u-1l to

F c,,, l ( 0) -= ,V .- - 1 ),"sin't'

-''h, di-rctin of the rirn lche of the r;,dintion citt.ernO wax is de-

.trmined6 by the fc] I c.in.- e- ]1- 1 v

S.)A Aq,cos,,. • d +. d-., (Iv. h1g)
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iLn ,thich n 0,9 + 1., + 2 ...

Considering the multiplier of' he systen within the limits 0 l e I
it is necessary to tAke into bccount the condition

COS i

whicn can be fulfilled with several values of n. Hence, the radiation
of the sys'em can have several major lobes.

An un,-mbipuous determination of the direction to the object is possible
when the radiation pattern of the antenna has one major lobe. A condition
for a single maximum of a main lobe is the inequality EIJ

"" (Il. 50)

znecifically, for a phased antenna, -!hen Smax - 7/2,9 the condition
for P sinple major lobe will be d-< \ , nnd for an antenna with axial
radiation (traveling wave) it well be d <, u/2 when -max - 0.

Given P large numbe" of radiators (N> 10) and fulfilling the conditions
for - sinrle main lobe, the radiation pattern of a system of discrete sources
is similpr to the rpdi.tion pnttern of a-n antrnna with an uninterrupted
distribution of sources of length L - Nd. Conseruently, upon analyzing the
radiation pattern of mtiltielement antennas we can make use of relationships
obta'rd'-, for continuous antennas.

Occasionplly, in ce-tain svccial kinds of equipment (for example, radio-
intprferrmeters) it is neces.-rv to utilize multi-beam radiation nptterns,
-uc'h -ttcrnr rre folr.e )fn discrete systems with interval d >X" . The
nur-er of ir-in ma-xinm-. in this case is determined by the ine-uelity I

2 -- -- I --• n,,•,,, + I.

Chn-n,ý.nr£ the position of the main lobe of the radiatiin pattern am
cpri - rc 'ved h'., cn-nrcýfr (deviating)the frenuency of the signal at which
r- I..- Ct of a (P 11 -- " ,r at the source system. LIL.

", , vnl.:-.tinp the poscibilities of the method of frequency deviation
rr,,w -oi, of view of be.,w scanning in s-nce, use is made of a snecial

.r~miLetr -- the ,n'-ulr'r frequency sensitivity of the antenna. By angular
frequency ronsitivity of a system of discrete sources we mean changing the
rngle of inclination o:' the r;idiation pattern major lobe GM in degrees by
the percent of change in the frequency of the oscillator f j

oi= 0,.57.•-1 • f, Cos (IV. 51

-. foll.ows from ran is that antennas with powerfully dispersing waves have
ihe areatest -naular frequency sensitivity, that is, those systems in which
chanfres in the phase ol the wave depends greatly upon the frequency.

£ne direction of zero rpdiation of a system of discrete sources, as well
*s the direction and level of the maximums of its side lobes are com.uted
frmi t w followinc formutlns:

33
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I

cosO il--"X, "d (1v. +2)

inhich I -1 , ?, 3, •••In I aN; tit I0, 1, 2,...

tinN

It is apparent that the number of side lobes increases with en increase
in the electrical length of the system Nd/X. The level of side lobes with
similar a'.plitude is greater than the side lobe level of an antenna with
irregulpr distribution. ',Then N o 10 the levels of side lobes of continuous
and discrete systems are practically the same.

Non-uniform systems of discrete sources have a lesser level of side
lobes but a wider mpjor lobe in the rsdiation pattern.

i•ost commonly used in practice are systems of discrete'sources 'ith an
amplitude distribution slopinp symmetrically toward the edges

A A + (I -- A) Sm'i

in ,hich & -s the nnritude of th. drop in the field on the sAge of the
system. .

For sich n d&.4 rih'2tion the coefficient of the system is determined
as foli o,.:s: "35O1
when n 1

"sin (n'+ -A---'
,(i -" I *A \N-12

- -11 ""
sl. 2'i r I

N 1 2

when D= 2

"sin (' , ('.-)

sin- A?___ ______ __I
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S'.ati.o System ir r).screte Sources

zb.til. systems of discrete so rcsa are used in the formation of nar-
row rp!ntaon n.ntterns in the two urincipl •lpnest

If the combinetdon of sources forms a snathe gorid the min perameters
if which are:

al., a2,, 83 -"the I ntenrvls between the sources disposed, corre-spondingly.,
-, pqn the ox, oy P•nd oz axeci;

.al$ U2, as "n.-begi"' f-dwnce s7 of the phase along the linear systemsw
on the ox, oy -.nd oz Pxes3

qlj q22 `13 -"the number of sources in the system aldng Lhe oxr., oy., and

oz directiors;

-- the length of' the wavc;

Fo (CP ,@ - the rpdiatiion p,-ttern of the source., then the radiation
patte-n of the system, is detrrmined by formula

F, (cp, e) = Fo ((F., 0) F, ((r. 0) F2 (9- 0) FS ((, e)
in which

sinsnsn 32

F1(q,~ F 0) . ; 2 q, )----
sin Vasinsin S-sin q3

2 2
F,2 0,, ) =0 , ) = -- -- -

- •2°

2:t

1 - asil y, cos 0 + 0,± ;

72= =)a sln5sln.O + ' 2

T.•-1 - - 0- Cos 0 cc,, :ý.

nna-ly: "s of the fcrmula. indic,-.1,ed will demonsir'te thnt control over
the r'irecti'onl "rnncri' ies of' antennas in a syste'rm of discrete r-.ources can
be -chieved hy the 1,.'1owing Tiothods: phasing the sources; repubating the
Pnrrp'itude -"-ctorr of 'he source,;; changing the numbe' of sources; selecting
mutuvil dirs-osition of sources; ch-nging the optrating frequency of the

"Wave Front" Type Antennas

Chipracteristics

v '1-01.. , r'Onnas include the horn, re flector ?nd lens
vvarpetes. -i'rumed in Ihe outout openings (Apertures) of these antennas is
. i -Inr (tre current is on the Pntennn surface) with a continuous distribution,
or, as is cor.tonly srid, a "wave front" is created.

35
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The nprrmetprs of this antenna include the following: field (current)
ariplitude distribution law in the radiating opening; field (current) phase
distribution law in the aperture; length of wave or frequency of the field;
dimnsion of the wave front; shape of the wave front.

The "wave front" type of antenna consists of the primary radiating
element and the radiator which forms the antenna radiation pattern. Sources
with poor directionpl characteristics se-ve as exciters for reflector and
lens sntennas. They include the open end of a waveguide, a diAole, a slot,
and otherv. rhe reflector Pnd rpdio lens, respectively, form the radiation
pettern in these antennas. In the case of horn antennas the waveguide serves
"as the exciter, and the horn adapter is the shaping element.

The nature of the distribution of Pmplitudes and phases of the field
on the wave front of the Pntenna is A function of the radiati ,n pattern of
the exciter, its nosition relntive to the focal point of the shaping element,
and the dimensi,;ns of Lhe lptter. fl2

Phe chief advwntape of "w1ave fro)nt" antennas is the simplicity of their
design. lowever, such antennas have limited possibilities in changing the
narameters of the "wave front" and, therefore, the shape and position of
the nntenna beam in spnce.

The rpdiation oAtlern of a "wave front" type of antenna is computed in
conformity with tha two nrincipal nlnnes -- horizonts.l and vertical or the
Z ,n6 Ji ol-~nes with resoect the field ainlitude nd phase distribution
in the respective pl.nes.

1'he volumetric radiation nattern of the nntenna is e-ual to the product
of the l-nar radi.ation ost~erns )

F (,p. 0) -- F ((p) F (0)..

The r,-,•intion pattern ofr F (( ) is determined by the law of dis-
tribution of fiel6 ;-"!rlitudes A (x) and field phases 4p(x), while the
•attern for F (e) is detecmined by the A(z) and W (z) ln,;s of distri-
huti.on.

Directionpl. Prnnerties of Linear Phased Antennas
.'ith Continuous field (Current) Distribution

The rpOdPtion n-ttorn of - continuous liner system ?/2,.- a/2 as a
r-n, e0:11 'c- ' P . 1-n~r rv.tem (Fig. IV. 22) is delermino" by the inte.rnl

- 0/2

I" (0) = J A (d)eI"•)c'k°O° dz. S(P. 55)

,'0' n= d -n its g'nncrplized rnadialion pattern
.('ec ef :

F(to) j A (t) el (I .6
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in which v -C- cos 0 ir the genernlized angular coordinate; a is the len6gh
of the linear radiatr; ., .. the length of the wave; 0 is the angle measured
in the zoy plane from the Oz axis; ,nd • .,: 27a is the standardized linear
coordinote.

The coefficient o directivity of the antenna can be cozputed from the
formula

5 F,(-• dv (IV. 57)

If the utilization factor of an antenna surface equal to the ratio of
the coefficient of directivity of a given antenna and an antenna with
uniform amp.litude And phase distribution is determined by the expression

S . ! "-'- ga/k.
3 5 (u)du (IV. 58)

then G 21t'o

"For specific I~ws of field dis+ribution integration gives us the fol-
lowing expression /. A/,

Uniform distribution, i.e. A I, l:

ii sina ,, a
F(V) --- ; t.= t = 2-.

The distribution A (•) = c / I:
when n is ,n oc.d number

%~F (v)
n I cos v 2

• ,#, k.0

"'.c. n i.!- .n ev•"r nu, rSmbrn

nI, -51•

S ) - -) I

, (4- l [2kA:-

A-1, I'

5 . .( 1- ) (n-+-4)...2n
2 _46 _ -n (n I(n j 3),...(2n-i.

4,

A, A) L 1:

H, ' It~=(2 4- A)'

9[1 -- 1 (1 -A)+ '(I - A)'
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SFig. IV. 22. Rectangular wave front

';'• .Of Practical importance are the so-called "Optimal" antennas., i.e.
., •antennas wit.h a minimal side lobe level at a given magnitude of 'width of
•r the major lobe. Optimpl antennas require a field distribution at which

Sinfinitely great field surges occur on the rim of the aperture. It is
aor~rent that such a distribution is not practically realizable. Antennas
Swith distribution A (•) which coincide ýth the optimum, but having
undershoots of the field or current Pre referred to as "quasi-optimAl."

'•• The standard radiation pattern for Muasi-ontimal antennas is deter-,mined bythe formula i
"•IF(r..)= h~c-r-•- (IV. 59)

-in which r is the side lobe level.

A';1itude distribution is in sccordpnce with

A() = ,D(f-)) jch1 'Arch2r--v-cosv)cosvtdv. (IV. 60)

-Corresponding o it are the relative drops of th'e field or current on
the eeges

A (t 1) Arch'r

((ch IfArchsr --. : 7 -Z cosv v)do

V.

Ocul.tionsL /17 show1 that for a side lobe level of rI 20 db
Sr,,'- 40 db, •I 0.95 and A 2 - 0.74, while the differences in cur-

rii on the Pnerture rim are equal, resoectively, to 0.37 and 0.082.

The paerameters of qupsi-oDtimpl ,ntennas can be determined from the,,, nomoi•rv (Fig. IV. 23).

* The formulas cited in #8 can be used for computing radia4 - 'Jatternsand determining the efficiency of a rectangular wave front.
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Fig. IV. 23. Nomogram for determining the piranmeters of "quasi-optimal"
antennas

Phased Antennas With
Circular Apertures

The radiation pette,n of a circular, phased wave front with an am-

nlitude distributioi A ( i) along the radius D/2 is determined by the

F 4 (t) o (IV 61)
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in which , - 2o/D is the standardized coordinpte Ir the .perture; p is
the nol.r coordinpte in the .rnerture; Jo (v t ) is P zero order Bessel func-
tion; v =1D/I rin 0 is the igeneralized spatial Pngular coordinote; ond
0 is the .ngle measured from'the norms! to the wave front. f316

The coefficient of directivity of a circular wave front is enuel to

=-- (,-D-2 Cr. 62)

in which

For distributions A, (.) = .- A () - V ii A (•)= (I-E))2 the

pattern, the surface utilization factor, and the coefficient of directivity
sre determined by the following formulas:

F, (v) it, = D,0 G

.F. ..) -, (0 0,75, G2 = 7,4

F3  P3 ,L- 0,f5, G3=5,53

in which Jl(v), J 2 Mv), Pnd.J 3 (v) sr;, Besrel functions of the first, second,
and third orders.

j Iffect ofI Phase Distribution on the Radiation Pattern of a Wave Front

The radiation pattern of a wAve front with a field phase distribution
S(4ý) is determined by an integrpl of the following form

F(V) f~ A el) eI-W-0 WC)id. 63
1- 1" '"" (• ,63) •

-- 1

Analysis of this exnression shows that phase distribulion substantially
nffects the form of the radiation patte-n and, therefore, the value of the
antenna coefficient of directivity.

in general, ohase distriblition is a non-lfnear function which can be
aoporoximated by the following series: Z3_17

" ~=0"' (IV. 64)

As a rule, the snecific value of members of the fourth order and higher
ordj,,r- is low, hence in oracticpl computgtions only the first four terms
Pre tnken ", iAo Pccount. The first 'term p o corresnonds to a case of nhase

"".miformity slong the aperture. No change in the radiation pattern is pro-
duced. The second term charact, rizes the linear phase distribution. The
magnitude 1 I expr sses the maximum deviation of phase on the aperture edge.
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in which = 2o/D is the standrrdi.ed co oidinpte In the Pperture; p is
the nolnr coordinpte Ir the Prerturc; Jo (v • ) is P zero order Bessel func-
tion; v _IID/,% rin 9 is the veneralized spatial Angular coordinpte; And0 is the qngle measured from the norm=! to the wave front. 3_16

The coefficient of directivity of a circular wave front is e-ual to f

(-- •,, WT. 62)

in which
2

A (J)d,

I A (t)11•, d

For distributions A, (.) = I,-A.-) -i A3 (•)= (I - )2 the
pattern, the surface utilization factor, and the coefficient of directivity
are determined by the following formulas:

D )2
F. (v) - = .A 1 ,0

DI

" "@-, ~ Lh 0,75, G. 7,4

Fs IA3 =0,55, G3=5,53 (

in which Jl(v), J2 (v), vnd.J 3 (v) sr;, Besrel functions of the first, second,
and third orders.

Zffect of Phase Distribution on the Radiatiorn Pattern of a Wave Front

rhe radiation pqt'tern of a wAve front with a field phase distribution
S(es) s determined by an integral of the following form

f A e N
F_() 2 (IV. 63)

Annlysis of this exnression shows that phase distribulion substantially
Pffects the form of the radiation pat.teln and, therefore, the value of the A
antenna coefficient of directivity.

In general, ohase distriblition is a non-linear function which can be
approximated by the follouing series: 3.17

' (z) ='P @ 4-1- NZ i P "'2  
n+ " (IV. 6 4)

ts a rule, the siecific value of members of the fourth order and higherordr-s is low, hence in oracticpl computations only the first four terms
Pre tnken "'io Pccount. The first 'term 0 o corresionds to a case of ohase
'iniformity along the aperture. No change in the radiation pattern is pro-
duced. The sucond term cherict, rizes the linear phase distribution. Themagnitude p 1 expr sses the maximum deviation of phase on the aperture edge,
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The radiation pattern of a wave front, given linear phase distribution,
is determined by the integral2

P (0) - A (z) elk z Cos- "is d,

solution of which, with A (z) - 1 gives the expression

From formula (VII. F5) it is aouprent that the direction of maximum
radiation of the rpdiation pnttern is oriented at an angle of • * arecos -

J) to its aperture. saoe raion remains t same

The third term in the formula (IV. 64) P 2z 2  determines the magnitude
of the quadratic ohase error which appears either as a result of inaccuracy
of performsnce (shifting of the exciter from the focal point along the axis
of the reflector) or because of shortcomings in the very deoign of the an-
tenna itself, f r example, as in a horn antenna.

In a uniform amplitude distribution p (0) j• elslC•I•-0I,3, di,

which, after applying the following substitution

- 2P z ,Y

becomes ~ I
F o)+ WS 2• x t d, (Iv. 66)

in vhich It (2*+.

The integral (IV. 66) is comouted through the Frennel intesrals Ckt)
rnd S (t) by the formula L311

I i~
ýF() = (t,) C C•,)l + Ist0 1 ) -St(2 )12I.

-n(. s'-ire error produces a symmetrical distortion in the radiation

DI is ;p.-arent from cormutation that non-uniformity of the wave front
,eAkens the effect of 'he square *hase error. The generalized radiation
oatterns of the wave front with s,'uare phase error are shown in Fig. IV. 24.

The £ourth member of the series (IV. 64) F 3z3 Is called the cubic
phase error. This hase error anpears when there is a marked lateral shifting
of lhe primary radiation elements in reflector and lens type antennas away
ffrom their focuses in P nalne Deroendicular to the focal axis. Here, the

4*l1.



defl"ection in the radiation pattern is Pecomnnied by a distortion in the
shpnc ot the mnjor lobe nnd by an increase in the side lobe level.

Formulas for the comrutation of the radiation pattern of a wave front
with cubical phase distrtibution are given in /1"27.

The integral
&/2

F (0) = A A (z) el (kz cos o--,Ps' dz

is computed in accordance with the following formulas:

when v<2 T

P a c os 0 +loP- os e+21Fle) c~a/' 1Ult,)+Uq)-•- 03) •

2 VyP 0 0+

whenv > 3.+ 3 ,p

) = ccT (ap -"ka co 0 + P)F ( 0 ( _! p k a 2 a sn ,( a haco0+3P~---
2 -2 .4

when 2fi Y' K11 el' t, < 3P~ 1- i1"5-0

F ( O )- - - - -- - + 2-

C(./t : C)oS (. ) + [S,]

3A3

Sth ,e +e 2

sm1 + _$.I •sn (@ vi),

in leehicnh
,,1(z) =Co cos --- ; v,., =-kao +Pt*

P3u-tn, U (11) ic the tiry's integral whose magnitude is determined fryttab'ter. for the Prc-mnent 1 '•-_Lf3'20

The ri1taionshiD of the r eneral radiation ptttern to the mmgnotude of
the cubic nhse eror with different amplitude distributions is shown inFig. IV. 25.

In actual prpctice we often deal with complex amlitude-phsse distri-
butions which do not lend themselveq to accurate approximations. In such
circumstances comoutption of the integral (IV. 55) can be achieved by the
numericail -LnteprP,- ion or "st-ti-)npry phase" methodsf•4, 12_.
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In the first case the complex integral is the sum of two integrals to -

each of which is applied one of the formulas of numerical Integration, as,
for example, the Simpson formula

a/2 a/2

1 (0) f A 2-ek ,)d A (z) cos k4'(z) dz +
-/2 -#/2

a/2

+1 S A (z)-sin kit (z) dz = J '+- •J;

,=•(to + 4t, + 2Z, + .. + 4E.,_., + ,)

in which
kV (zL) = kz, cos 0 + (D (zi);

il = A (z,) cos k/ (z,); A A (zr) sin kip (zi),

n is the number of segments of the interval _ - a/2, a/2J.

0 )~~~~~ -- - ~ " , 6-3 2 1

- r.

'II

• •.-•O-•OYt-/0 1 20 "40 J]60 410 000 VO

I- -lI 30

I''0ii 33 2__' ~ fj

-720" 00-410 -J. -20-l2 0 0 20 2e4 J60 40 6 10•0%

Fig. IV. 25. Radiation pattern of wavefront with cubic error;
a w hen A 1Fm ; b -whpn A ( )=cosei
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I'I
The "stationary phase" method gives the following asymptotic expansion

of the integral (IV. 55) /17: L322

A ().)h,.C) + =!J ( W-A X
-a/I

( ..A (c)!#v (c) +A' (0) V (l - " (lfc) Irk)
2 IV (C)13

"f (E2) *'-) A

in which c is the value of a point of the stationary phase determined
from the equation d k[ip (z) 0

dz

Horn Antennas

The horn antenna is a waveguide equipped with a horn adapter in the
form of a sector, pyramid or cone. The uniform change in the cross section
of the horn virtuelly excludes the formation of higher type waves in the
Pntenna,

'We distinguish between the following kinds of horn antennas (Fig. IV. 26):
sectoral ( H plnne PnO E plane) types formed by expAnding the waveguide in
one of the planes; pyramidal; conical; Pnd biconical (one-sided and two-
sided).

A uniform trpnsformation of the waveguide field to free soace occurs j
In the horns. Increasing the horn aperture a has the effect of narrowing
the radiation pattern. Attempts to match the waveguide with free space and
to decrease phase errors has the following effect: as the t ,n aperture
is increased there is a corresponding increase in the length of its 1 value.

If an `1l0 tyne wave is excited in a waveguide feeding the horn, the
phase error on the edges of the aperture whose angle does not exceed 600
is equal to:

for an H-plPne horn
a2I. =n -A-

for Pn s-pl.ne horn

-.

0 = -

The amplitude And phase distribution for the H- and E-pl.nes of horns,
respn.ctively, is: Z23

along the a dimension

A ()=cos -- , (D• t" ,• . -2.P.,

2 27
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Fig. IV. 26. Horn antennas: a -H-plr-ne; b - n'-pl~ne; c -pyramidal;A
d - conical; e - one-si.Aed biconicpl; f. two-sided biconic~l. i

.-lonF the b dimension 2yA A) g=1, 4D(g)=0 =V

h2e rpdiation p,,ttern of sectoral horns is• derived using the following
formulas f16_7 nb

sin Sin 0) _ S( - I (IV. 67)

in the H pl,-ne C324

( 0) = C 1(a,) +* C (a.,)-S(, )- S•) e U, t

+ I C (PI) + C (P) -is (01) -- is (Pt)] e-, C " (IV. )

in which t
v= sin 0, n = ,d-,(D,,, = na2/4M/;

~~~~~t t•-a ' • ' v, - - -
a' a /, t,

-,or 1he F,-tl.-..no horn:
in t he H Dl-ne

F .0 1 (2-L sin 0) 2( V 9
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in the E plane
F()= (0 1C (YO, +C (y,)-I i IS (,I, + S ')I (Iv. 70)

11 which (I. 0

U .= sin O, n = (Q),,,J, ),,M, = ,rb'l4)J.

"Formulas (IV. 68) qnd (IV. 70) make it possible to compute the radiation
pette 'ns of pyramidal qnd biconical horns. In the case of the latter they
are applicable to the vertical plane Eformula (IV. 68) in horizontal polari-
zation and formula (IV. 70) in the vertical system of polarizationj

The optimal construction dimensions of a horn (L - length of horn I.e.
the distance from the peak of the horn to its aperture, -nd 0 , the horn
aperture ansle) are determined by the following expressions:

for the I{-plene horn

a' 31. 9, 8LH
Ln -�--, )2-w 8 -=arccos -8 3_•-; (IV. 71)

for the E-plene horn
P• x. 0o 4LE .LE = -,. 4 T= arccos 4-L•E-',(IV. 72)

for the conical horn - ,25

Lor d2 0:54,-O rco
--. 4V 0,15 2, T=arCCOSL+-0.3k (IV. 73)

Týhe coefficiont of directivity depends on the magnitude of the surface I
'tilization factor of the wave front. 4ý

=-•- att.' .(IV. 74)

For sectoral H- -nd i-•plane horns the utilization factor is determined
from the exprb'-ions:

S= -jj- lIC(u)-C(v)'+[IS(U)-S(v)l21;16;.l (IV. 75),
16).1 1),t~ji*� I IC (W)2 + IS (W)l'l,

-in which 2- 2
"WOu= - I

VV(X
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I
For optimal B- nnd H- plane horns bopt = Aopt U

ther-fore, A - 0.64, 3nd j O.•3.

The surface utilizetion fpctor of a yrr-iidl horn Pntenna is found
from the formula 3

P = 3' I[C (U)-- C (vrF + Is (W)-S (012'1 x

xIIC(w)12 + IS (0)1'2, (IV. 76)

in which LS nnd LH represent the length of the horn from its peak to the
aperture in the E- and H-pl;nes.

Fig. IV. 27 is a nomogrPm used for determining the coefficient of
directivity of a pyramidal horn. The v-lues GH and GE are found from the
construction parameters and then from the formula

G = .s(IV. 77)

the required coefficient of directivity is obtained.

The diameter of an optimal conical horn is equal to

d =I'. VWI- .

end the coefficient of directivity corresponding to it is determine-, 'rom
the expression L

Cr = (0 2,82 .(UV 79)

The coefficient of directivity of biconical horns cpn be computed from
the vwlue of the coefficient of directivity of sectornl horns Z.7.:-. Thus,
for P biconical horn with v rticl nolarization

Be- £ -- (Iv. 80)

nnd for a beconicAl horn with horizontal polprisation

G1- (IV. 81)

lo improve the b~lancirk conditions of the horn antenna and to improve
t-he coefficient of directivity use is mde of exponential or smooth transi-
tions from the waveguide to the horn, ohase-correctin lens inserts, length-
ening and shortening the horn inserts, and replacing one lonp horn with a
grid made up of short horn antennas.

Lens Antennas

l 'he ions antenna consists of an exciter with noor directivity and a
lens (Fig. 28). The lens consists of a redv:, oermittive body with one
or two surfaces of - socon-:ry order(quadric surfaces). Its principal
dimensions are D and d. It is designed to convert the sphericPl or
cylindrical -aves of the exciter into the planar wave front of the antenna
aperture which formr the narrow radiation pattern. Such - transformation
of the radio wave in the lens is possible .then its indbr of refraction n i 1,
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or when n 1 due to the difference in beam travel.

..-Plane --- Plane

X ". to 15- - 75
7073

14 '

2 J 4 5 6 789V0 15b 1 2 750 1

Fig. IV. 27. Nomogram for determining the coefficient of directivity
of a pyramidal horn. 1I26

I--

Fig. IV. 28. Lens antennas: a - retarding type; b - accelerating type.

Lens entennas are clnssed according to the method by which they perform

their bnsic function. One differentiates between the following kinds of
lenses: delaying (vy < c); nccelerating (v+> c); -nd lenses wich del-
owinfr to changes in the, difference of beam travel (v c). sl28

Zrom the structur-1 standnoint lenses m.ny be dielectricpl, metel-dielec-
tric, nietpl-1.].stic, sne mrt.l-air.

"-he cross section of n delpying lens is P hvio rbole described by the
esuation

X2 (0'--1 + 2tfx (n -- 1) - y2- = 0, (IV. 8.2)

in which n - c/v e-V> 1; e is the relptivc eielectric nenetrtnce of

*ac Inns jr-ri
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The cross section of. accelerating lenses is described by the equation
for a n ellipse " ,,

11• ,) + 2ix (I - n) + y2i'- o.(I.,•

in which ' n = clv = / -(.;2a) 2 < 1; A is the distance between the
,,arpllel pltes of the lens ( a> 0.5 X; and f. is the focal distance of
the lens.

The repltionship between the dimensions of the plano-convex lens of
the antenna, D, F, d , end the coefficient n is established by the follow-
ing expression:

D- T. +zr)u 4(D, ,-+--) N+(n+' (IV. 84)

It is apparent, therefore, that the thickness of the lens decreases as
increases and the focal distance f increases. Consequently, the

weight of the lens can be dpcreased by lo'.ering the efficiency and increasing
antenna dimensions. In designing antennas with retarding lenses D is
usually taken as equal to f and n - 1.5 - 1.7, and the thickness of the
lens d = (0.15 .. 0.20) D.

To decrease the weight of the antenna the lens is zoned (Fig. IV. 29).
The idea behind zoning is to exclude those areas of the lens body within
whose limits the field-phases change by a whole number of 217 radians.
In contrast to the non-ioned delaying lens, the zoned lenses hive a narrower
frequency band.

Delaying lenses are made of dielectrics with F' 1 2-3i have low loss,
and possess high mechanical strength and thermostability. SatisfyIng t.-se
requirements are materials like polystrrole ( S = 2.3 ,- 2.6, tg - l0•- IN

0- I0"),oolytetrafluoroethvlene-4 (6 - 2.0, tgS= lO-h) and artificial
dielectrics (metal-dielectrics). M4etal dielectrics consist of metallic ale-
ments,(balls, plates discs) disposed in a definite way in the body of the!• dielectric lens257_.

The refractive index of a metel-dielectric can be computed from the
formula . 29

E'i (IV. 85)

in wnich 8,14 arfe the dielectric and magnetic penetrances of the medium
in which the metpllic elements are suspended; a and % are the electrical
ane m,•agnetic susceptibilities of the elements; N is 4he number of elements
per unit volume of the lens.

The parameters a and X depend on the form and dimenmion of the elements.

The relptionship between the dimengions of *he plano-concave accelera-
t. n:, Tens •, f± rnd d -nd --t index of refraction n is determined by the
equation 1l_ ...... ....

d I i/f ' I

T_= D(W-I+T) (I+-n)-D' 4(1--n.)'" (IV. 86)
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Fig. IV. 29. Zoned retarding lens

The radicand in formula (IV. 86) has real value in the condition

therefore the focnl distance of the accelerating lens should be f . 0.51).

The metal-air lens -rtenna consists of a system of two metallic pl,-tes
between which TDI or TEI type wave are propaged. The medium inside the
antenna is uni.form. To increase the electrical strength the interior space
is sometimes filled with a high quality dielectric.

The optical paths are belanced t o obtain a phased wave front in a metal-
air lens by equalizing the Feometric pAths from the radiator to the different
noinrs of the arerture. Strnctural]y, this is Pchieved by curving the metallic
surfaces of the antenna. Shown in Fig. IV. 30_ is en antenna with a "humped"
lens. The height og the hump in the center portion i. greatest, decreasing
to zero on the edges.

Because of the large dimensions of the plates the metal-air lens can
be considered a flPt waveguide in which TEM (Fig. IV. 30 b), TH, and TE
(Fig. IV. 30, b) waves c,n be generated. For TEM waves the critical wave
is e 'ul to infinity, hence such lenses hnve good broadbcnd chracteristic.

.I ~, , ' •

Fi. i. Y . ... .. I I |s
. Fig. Z. 30.Metal-air lens: a - general view of antenna; b - struc-

ture of TE't wave field; c - st ricture of TE1 field,N.,.> ____N.



To suppress higher type wsves the distance between the plates is selected
from the condition

a<2 _ (Iv. 87)

in which. is the relptive dielectric -,enetrqnce of 1 he medium that fi).ls
the interior space of the lens.

.When the TE1 is excited the critical wave is f-nite• = 2a and the
index of refraction will be eqaal to )

. _ /._ ( 1'.0(V8)
The distance between the plates for this kind of wave should be

selected fr,)m thu condition

; 7<. a <

From ex)ression (IV. 88) it is P-rnrrent that the met,-l-;ir lens with

TE1 wave has disnersional nronarties •nn, therefore, it has a lesser
frequency bnind. owover, a lens of this t,,oe is cappble of transmitting a
great Amount of oower; its metpllic surfaces can be secured together by
means of metp'llic rods because they .re perpendicular to the E vector.

'etnllic surfacer in the form of conic sections, circular cylinders,

condensers, *nd the like may be used in the ccnstruction of metal-air lenses.

Tn nnny inst-nces it is convenient to hpve ; lens with flat surfaces
of refraction (Fir,. IV. 31); the focusing is done by uoin-inr the index of Irefr-ction fron the center of the lens to the neriphery. If the index of

refrnction decreases from the center toward the edges a phased wa ve front
will form .t. the lens output.

The index of refrnction can be a functiua of the distance r from the
exciter to the lens

a _-)-
dr- (IV. 90)

or function of 'he eistance x from the foci: axis -i0_7

in lhich no is tne index of refraction is in the center of the lens.

variable coefficient of refraction can readily be -Pde in metal-plas-
tic -nd metpl-dielectric lenses.

Phe 64.-continuous Lunenberg / 23 / lens -resents a s'.ocial interest in

connictior tith the resol,:tion of the nroblem of undisiorted, circular
sca.nningo This lens is shr'oed like q cylinder or snhere whose index of
refraction is P function of the radial coordinrte p

n(p)= 2- (V. 92)

in which R is the radius of the lens.
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Fig. IV. 31. Metpl-plrstic lens with variable index of refraction

Reflector Antenanas

Reflector antennas are deemed the best UHF antennas insofar vs radio
engineering characteristics Pre concerned, and for that reason they are
used in most shipborne radar units. The basic elements of these antennac
ere the mirror or reflector, and the exciter, a low directivity type antenna. I

The most common reflector type antennas 'nclude the following (Fig. IV
32): parabolic (paraboloid of rotation and pprabolic cylinder); sphericaland sphero-parabolic; sp(cial orofile (÷.o form cosecant radiation patterns); 1

and multiple reflector •33

Spherical or cylindricsl waves from the exciter -re converted to plane
waves in the reflector antenna, The reflector, which is in the form of a
'iaraboloid of rotation or a s here, is used to produce s needle-shaped
radintion pAttern, and the parabolic c vli.der is used to create A fan-shsped
rndinti.on ncttern. The latter cpn be formed, ?Is ,, by s truncated para-
boloid of rotation.

The following may serve Ps thn primary radipting element in a pprabolic
or spherical reflector: dipole with counter-reflector (fir. IV. 33a),
v double slot source (Fig. IV. 33,b), the onen end of a waveguide and a hiorn.

,H I i

"*:. TV. 35. Rerlector antfýmia at other than the focal po 4lt.
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The fllowing, linear rsdinto-s 4re used Pr reflectors in the form of
A pprabolic cylinder: waveguide-slot, horn-lens, segmented and semi-segmented
pprnboloid (Fig. IV. 30)11

In enginnering practice approximrtion methods Are used for computing
the field of radiation of reflector antennns. These include the method
cf rurface currents and the aperture method. The first mpkes it possible
to solve the 'adiation problem somewhat more accurately, but the most
common is the ,perture method becuase of the simpler mathematics involved.

The radiation patte-ns of a reflector antenna in the two principal
plnes are determined from formulas cited above in the discussion on the
linear ohesed antenna with uniform field distribution through appropriate
arplitude-phnse distribution. The 1.-tter is computed by tho known aperture
A , the focPl distance fo , the rpdiation Dittern 6f the exciter, and its
oosition relntive to the reflector focus.

Gener-lly, when the exciter is moved sway from the focPi point FO
'to P Doint with.the coordinates p, 9 (Fig. IV. 35), the distribution func-
tions of field amplitudes and phases -un the aperture are determined by
formulas a7 as follows: r3 3 4

A((x)-- ='--u c. (M( 93)P '

,= ÷ 2

in which A (x) is the pninlitude distribution with the exciter located at the
focal noint of the reflector;

7 The coefficient of directivity o÷' • reflector antenna is determined
by the •r'reasion I+ I -N0- cos (IV. 94)

in "'hich SLs the reflector ar•erture area; ,M, is the multi'ilier which takes
into account the discont~inuity of the w~'ve front and the fact that it is out
of Thse

[Reproduced from I t " (• •)~~SI
Sb est available c opy . • I = - • -- 9d

P3 it, (M) dSN si.a

42 • iu~ti-irer "'hich t'V.o• into a•ccount the "s:'ill~ge" of exci.ter energy,
be Vonc the edges of the reflector,

N 0U ) ssn Co s d

I F(= 0)si OdtOdq';i

4. .

dta 2 2
-. Al 75C- *7~~~- -- -



V( , ., the solid -nple hounde6 b' ," e perinhery of the reflector; Fo(C0 ,0)
iF' the re/i-tinn '-ttprn of the exciter; )k p i. - f.ctor ,hich takes Into
rccount the rhielc'nF effect of the reflector aperlure by the exciter

P2 (S) dS- S At (S) dS

Its-

SSo,<, iF the &iiel.ding Pren of the exciter.

oT el.min--te the .tndeslrable b ,. enomenon of "soi.lage" of enern., out-
•ice the edges of the reflector it is ndvihs,•le to increase the -perture of
the 1-tter, decr-sse the foc~l dist.-nce, or utilize -n exciter With greato-
directivity. The lattrr method of increesiing the coefficientLA& results in
incr,'.rin- the di.mensions of the exciter (So, ). This brings about greater
rhielcing of the reflector rperture., reducing the v-lue AL 3?ndi intensifying
the repction of the reflector on the excit~r, as = result o' which the
conditions for matching the -ntenn. rn" the oscilltor in the set are less
favorable. L335

le.'lector reaction on the exciter can bo eliminpted by several techni-'
crl nrocedures. The most common of these are the following: compensation
for reflection by means of quarter wave plates; utilizina non-symmetrical
reflectors; use of cross polnrization.

~~~~~~ aV cop~nenawt

best A1 a C
i,. 17. W. .nennA with non-symmetric.l reflector
he comoens)t nq upl;te i.- inserted it thr vre-tex of 'he reflector on its

-te ide. The t;-*1r, r.r:n_ of the plate Fmhoul0 be r multiple of an

ord n.,bbor of u.rter v.•vus. Th.e di.meter d :,nr* ihe thickness of the
r-l-te t , taking into nccount. the par.qbollc form of the reflector, should

• d-9J-4. 7T(= -- •-, (IV. 96)

in ihich fo is the foc'l etrt.nce; i Is the length of the wnve; and I

o 0; 1, 2, 3p.9
-
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If we use for the reflector a portion of a parabolic reflector lying
above the focal axis (Fig. IV. 30) rnr' the exciter at the foc.l point Fo
so pl.iced that the maximum lobe of its rpdiation p.!ttern be oriented -oroxi-
mptely toward the center of the non-symmetricpl reflector, the reflected
signrl will be propagated, bv-passing the exciter. The reflector Angles.
should be nnnroxiw'tely equal to .'Y,; t 2-idO, V' O.SPa.

The antermn with cross nolprization should have a second semi-transparent
reflector or P semi-transparent shield E (Fig. IV. 37). The shield is a
dielectric disc with built-in parallel conductors. The linearly polarized
wave of the exciter to is totally reflected from the shield, striking
the reflector 3 with the dielectric lxyer de-)osited upon it 0.25 % in
thickness. This layer is also reinforced with sn application of conducting
mp teri,ýl. Due to the difference in amount of travel of the reflected waves
Eli 'n6 E Lthe reflected signal E'orp will be horizontally polarized.
Under these conditions the energy will pass freely through the shield 3 .
The distance between the conductors of the reflector and the shield i select-
ed from the condition ?3 6

44
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Fig. TV. 37. Antenna with cross polprizstion.

To lighten the construction, decrease the weight, and lessen the sail
effect rntennn reflectors Pre wmde in the form of metnllic grids 'nd arrays;
they rre also made in perforated form. The distance between grid elements
or the di.nmeters of t.he holes of - perforated reflector should be such that
the .)ortion of the energy pass4np through the reflector should not exceed 1 6

For Prrays consist'ng of n,irpllel rods the lea,,nge fpctor- (ratio of
lepka:e power to incident power) is equal f-2J to

I+ (Mv 98)
26 In -a-

in which 'is the wave length; A is the distance between their centers;
and d is the diameter of the rods in the arra7y.

For exmple, in the case of an arrpv with A// 7 O.Oh nnd A/d 10,

the factor t8 *1•0-3.
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!7. Beam Scanning in ",Inve Front" Antennas

Charncteri sAcs of' Scanning Devices

:lectrical and mech'nicpl devices are used to scan beams in a certain

sector as in reflector ,nd lens mntennps. These devices cmn neriodically

shift the exciter in a certain trsjcctory ihat n.nsses through the antenna

focus. f37

1'he mr jor lobe is deflectcd in - direction opporite thet taken by the

exciter F1  (Mr•. IV. 38). '!hen the deflections are imall as= a. In the

case of veri~cl antennss when the exciter is rhiftee away from the focal
noint in n -olpne Perpendicular to the focal axis byv the amount p a non-
ohased wave front is formed in the aperture

SX-I- A (x). (Iv. 99)

- "' . 8 le ctor -ntenna with scanning beam.

'""n. sccond tr.rm of' this expression represents the cubic ohase error
"4hich decreases ihe deflection of the maximum of the pattern -nd produces

di-ri-rti, n in the mrJ'or lobe. Therefore, the scsnninr :nrlo -ill be less
jtri:r. flhe rnnle of' deflection ofI the exciter a , i.e.

, I•, (IV. 100)

in t'hich kn < I i.s the red-iction fpctor due to the exi.stence of phase

's an average it cpn br said that

i-he )2k--,33tg2 2, (IV. 101)

in -iif ?•o ir the s)erture angle of the reflector.

;r:•, ½'', t• r'-'�i . berm in the sector 2as it is recespry that the

exc".er r, :-'v,', •- -,rf',rr P reciprocating motion -.ithMn the limits of
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To recuh.e phase errors during sc,;nning use is made of P focusinp sys-

tem with tto refrecting (aplanatic lenses) or two reflecting surfaces
(dual reflecting systems). In the cpse of double re'lector rintennas it is
more convenient to scan the beam b, rocking the second (small) reflector.

To increase the scrnning sector sphericpl and sphero-rw-rabolic re-
flectors are not infrequently used. "he exciter in these Pntennas is
shifted PlctnF the circular arc of a concentric sphere of ihe reflector.
"he radius or the arc is ap!roximetely equal to O.5R of the sphere. One
of the drawbacks of a spheric.-I reflector is the fact that q wpve front
with ý s-1-re phase error is formed in the aperture.

In the clistomar-y onrobolic PntennA when the reflector is wobbled
rel-tive to the fixed exciter to get the same Angle as the required angle
a need be one-half as Preat Ps that required when wobbling the exciter.

-he curve along which the exciter moves should satisfy the following
contradictory requirements: the need for minimal phase errors; constant -m-
nlitude distribution on the reflector; the curve should be technically
real!7nble by ihe electro-mecnanicsl scpnning, devices at a given scanning

freqaency. In this connection the circle is the most convenient trajectory
for the movement of the exciter.

Conical Scpnning

,,-nicpl scsnring on ihe axis of symmetrical reflectors (or lenses) is
accor7;lished by rotetinn, the exciter about the focal axis (Fig. IV. 39).
'canning the beam in space in this mrnner makes it pos-ible to attain zones
of equpl strength in the two mpin planes; these Pre used in radar work
.or nak-inp orecision measurements of two angul-r coordinptes.

S.7. 3')r.teri ,,:tih Fig. 37. " Antenna with P heli-
... ic-] scnnning cal tyn(- of scanning device.

c'.- Tvrne Scnnner fi39

"hi.- t"':e o sc-nner Lr u:ed in met,'l-Pir lones (Fig. IV. 4 0). The
'lst n-irt of the lens i, equlo-ed with a sloping, flt reflector and turns
into a- helix in the en(" ,ortion of ,:'-ich !ie exc.ter cracribes a rotary
motion. I
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lIe .,. I :c "n,,:nl 1(. d.vLct c:,,, w r' .I I , It c i rijI ir mojvemernl oI' L.he
ec. tc .into the ]lnenr ;c,-nninly of' the nntennn benin. The coaplrvie c:,cle
of benm 'lobblinp within the limit! -f 2a, is chicwi(td in onc complete turn
of the exciter.

'."'he hilic'J1 sc,fnn(er h,-c suff.icient. broad band -ind nermits beam scanning
at r 're.t frequency.

""otary ScannerIthe rotpry Fcnner (Fir. I1. ;!) consists of a fixed exciter, Nfixe.• •~~d.-ter. of bent -..•veguides (st-.tor) -ncl a movable wrrver.uide Pdapte- (rotor).
'?.Ie rndiating element 3 illuminates c+ev,-al ad,•ncent waveguides of the
rotor 2. Depending on the position of the rotor the energy is transmitted

toward. a s,:ecific group of waveguides of stator 1. This is e-ual to
r•hifting the phase center of the reflector or the lens.

, s

S., * 4J. 1I. Hot-ry sc:?nner. - stator; 2 - rotor; 3 - exciter.

,ve rotnry scanner does not require rotat~np articulation inasmuch as
ý.i ecilter i.; ripid, its s nned of rotntion compared with the helical sc"n-

n r -. .rrent, bcnuse o" 1 e fact th.-t two r-ckin.' c ycle occur in

".,.i. :, -nnpr hns 1 osi band c.'verage, howevor, -nd, becain.- of w.ve
, (.II 'nn, f rom ' he er;d. of the rotor nnd st.tor hnu lower efficiency.

Conical ScPnners

i n ,on'rpst to the other tes o iscisse., conic.al sc~nnezrhave a linear
.-z.,sed or di.rect Pharedrether than a noint source exciter 22L7. The
:4cvicn co..'.i:ts of P sys.,em of two coo-xi.rl net1liic cones (Fig. IV. 42)
o- which the extnrior one 3 is fixed Pnd the interior one 2 rotntes.

"`-i n.'.or exciter is connected vin ? slot cut lengthwise alon; the
-.-,'rerttL, of one of the cones. ;he -.ave propagated in the inter-conpl sp~ce

¶- r" "hrn,ic'h 'he V-Penr r-erture 1 of the f'xe' cone. Due to the
",similer d•;meter of !he bases of the truncated cone the -),d+hs of the
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he-': in : ConicP1 wevosauir~e ave diflorent rnd P linegr non-nhosed wave
fr7r' ,1. cc f)rmed in the Pperture. '"hen the rotor turne the slope of
1his "r.nt changes, thereby insuring beam sc.-nning.

Fig. 11. 42. Gone.ral view of a conical scanner.

2

Fig. IV. 43. Cross section of conical scpnning devices: a - feed
through the et.tor; b. feed through tho rotor;

c. comb-shtned articulation.

",:,fni•,l sctnner cun be :w-de in two versions (Fig. IV. 43). The first
vr,'ion c:rls for switchi.ng in the linear exciter t1rough a stntor slot,
-nr. in the secono vw.rsion the exciter is switched in throuph P rotor slot.

":e c-n see, In tho first version the wave prohivrted from the longitudinal
lot. of the stat-r I ir-,vel. between the cones Afj cr beins reflected

j our 1 rmer f'•,m the -, flo'-fin.- sulrfaces 2, 3, 5, .nd 6 "n( I hen repches
.'- .-1 uro ii. In t÷'ir ve ,;ion the reflecting surfaces of the scinner are

r.!ed :n c-jrb-shoe .nt-'.rn. !tie reflecting surfaces of the secod version

-ce continuous, i'he st.ptor rerlector is m-de in the form of P sloping
o•rojection 9 Pnd the rotor reflector is mude in the form of a slot end
loop 7 with zero inmut, impedance. C341

f'io first derinc rcquires extreme accuracy in fabriction, does not
""rl-j 'r, rot.i ing -,ticul1 ton, i- broad banded, end makes two scans per
t- rn of the r'tor. Tlh(. second df-siom is simple but covNrs - narrower fre-

ni/ncv 1-n6 -nl ro,.,Ircr - s.rrcirl rotation Prtic'ilntion which enables trans-
mitting the energy from the fixed oscillator to the turning rotor. Only
.mne scfn i: nroduced with each turn of +he rotor in this case.

ADlanatic Lens and Reflecting Antennas

,g-di-.tortin37 sc~nnin• of a beam in lens ind reflector antennas is
;nrured b', meetinn. "s-ine ronditions." By analy with optical systems antennas
in -;t, ch this condithn " ee+ -re know4n as Polan~tic Pnt.nnas.
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3ince ani~Ynailc antennas he~ve t. meet "phasedl beiam conditions" In ad-
dit~ion to "sine conditions" they h.'ve two refractinri or two reflecting'
surfaces.

in pchievinfg "phnsing conditions" the emerginp beams are parallel to
the -ntennn ax-is.

j he clne condition is schieved if r11 the incident beams frum the

trie center of which lies in the focel point of' the sy stem. The radius of
this circle .,ill be enui;l to the focal distance of the antenna,

The sh.-nes of 'he 1.t-ns Pnd reflecting,. Pplanatie antennas can be
computed by the gr-iphic~Il and analyticnl.1 methodF usingr the procedu'e
descr-'bed int Eli]. IReproduced from

best available oy
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CHAPTE~R VI

,'AUTIMATIC TARGET TRACKING SYSTE1S,

1. fleneral Information

Types of' Automstic Tprpet Tracking Systems /437

When reference is made to tracking a target it generally means the
uninterrupted flow of information About a target's Dresent coordinates in
the form of volt-ges or currents or turns of shaft angles in ,retinent in-
dicntors. Fir expm-le, when conducting observations with P shiphorne
radar u~nit of a surface target the tracking 'nrocess consists of develop-
ing data relative to its present range and Any changes in its Azimuth or
course -nngle. 1.1-en tracking an air ta-get. the procedure consists in
making continuous measurements of three coordinptes: the slant range, the
azimuth, and the elevation.

In the cpse of non-automptic equipment tracking for rpnge and anpular
coordinates is performed manually by one or several ouer-itors on the basis
of data obtapined from obse-'ving the positions of target, markers on the lann
position indicntors. One advantage of manual. trecking is that the opera-
tor can consciously differentiate between echoes given off by a tracked
target And t~hose by other targets. Another advantpge is that the target
crn be tracked under conditions when the ratio of the usefnl signal to the
interferences is eriual or close to unity,

A disndvantage of this kind of trpcking is its low level "of accuracy
in determining present coordinntes, especiplly in the case of high speed
targets, due to delpyed resp'onse and fatigue on the part of' the operator.I
Per that reason, Dresent day high precision radar sets generally have in-
corporatee in them independent servo mechanisms for each of the coordinoates
being determined to insure Putomptic tracking of a target with a high degree
of Accuracy with a minimum Amount of lag. Devices classed as discrete or
continuous Acting nutomptic control systems are usee for ma-king automatic
measurements of Dresent range, whereas analog servo systems Pre employed
for trackinp targets by anpulpr coordinates.

A sysIter of autom-tic target tracking by any coordinate can arbitrarily

rirection finder c nsists of all the elements in a radar set with /-438

the -Vr of' w:tich !zipn.-s Pre received from a tar-ret and initially processed
tof oroviee informanti'::, about a torget's coordinates. The basic elements
ofa Ci~recl ion finder in An active radar system include the antenna, re-

ceiver, and transmitter; those of nassive and semi-active rpdar systems
include the antenna and receiver.

direction systnder for tra-cking targets in a.,imuth the antenna of the
dirctin indr erforms the function of a daauifor determining the

F*eProclhcdii from
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t-rpet :nrle nosition relative to the enuisignnl direction. Depending on

the principle involved in deriving equisipmn.l irections and the method
used for comparinR signals received from A target, direction finders of
mitomntic trackers in azimuth Pre divided into "single and multiple channel
systems.

In single channel direction finders the enuisignsl direction line is
formed using conical or l3nenr beam scanning in two mutually perpendicular
'lpnes And An antennA with a narrow radiation pattern. The method of com-
naring the Amplitudes of signals received by a sindle channel receiver is
used to determine the Angular position of a target with respect to the
equisivnal line.

The chief disadvantage of single channel direction finders in automatic
systems of trAcking for azimuth lies in the fac:t that the method of ampli-
ttide comparison is applied to signals received at different times. Most
radar targets however, Droduce signals whose intensity varies with time
they Pre fluctupting signals. Acco,'dingly, an error shows un in the measure-
ment of angulAr coordin'tes. This error is continuous with time-rpndom
vwriations.

The effect of fluctuations can be decreased only by increasing the
inertial pronerties of the system. However, increasing the inertial Dro-
nerties 4 -n Automatic system of tracking for azimuth involves increasing
its dynAmic errors, i.e. the system becimes incapable of trrcking feat
trpvpling targets with A high eegree of accuracy.

Automatic systems of tracking for azimuth with multiple channel direc-
tion finders which employ the method of comparing simultaneouFly received
signals are free of these shortcomings. The method of receving signals
from two -oints in space (by means of two antennas or two indeoendent di-
voles with P common reflector) located in the plane of the coordinate
be'ng measured an( then amplifying them in independent receiving channels
;s used In these devicee to determine one angular coordinate. With the
direction finder so designed Pn equisignal plane is formed in soace and
the mnvement. of A target Along a oarticular anpular coordinate is deter-
mined in re1ntion tn it.

Teo get the second coordinate the direction finder should have still
•nothrr point of' reception vith -n additional amplification channel. /439
.:,wevor., in practice a second indengndent pair of points of reception
snd nfflifier circuits Are most often used; they form an eouisipnAl plane
Ir rn-ce thnt Is nerpendicul.r to the equisignal plane of the first two
.:O'nts of roception. As A result of the intersection of the two planes
"n snnce there is formed an equisignal direction whose position is de.
terMined by the r indition of the elements in the direction fInder receiver
c hr'nnel s.
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Accurpcy in delermining direction to the t,-rget in muliAi 1M ch,-nnel
direction finders is limited only by noises; it is much prefter thnn that
of sinple chrnnel direction finders.

The drpwbacks of the Putomptic tracking system with multiple channel
rirection finders is:comr-.artively Pre-t bulk of the ap-aratus rnd the high
requirements to hpve the Pmplifiction channel charactpristic- identical
P nd stable. Differences in the Pmplifiction channel parameters lead to
Pngulpr disolacements of the equisignAl direction relative to the electrical
axis of the Pntennp. Tr.cking the target by angular coordinates in this
case will entnil error.

Multiple chrnnel direction finders cpn be used for pulsing or continuous
operation. In multiple channel automatic systems of tracking for azImuth
both the phase and Amplitude method of comparison of received signals are
used. The first method is based on the measurement of phase differenzes,
while the second is based on the measulrement of differences in amplitudes
of signals picked uo in separate points in snace when the target is de-
flected from the equisignal direction.

The servo mechanism in an automatic target tracking system includes all
the elements which 4nsure automatic tracking of a target for a specific
coordinate in complete accordance with the data output of the direction
f'nder. In rtnge tracking systems eiectroni• servo devices Pre generally
u:;ed, ihrens in tracking targets by angular coordinates electromechanical
servc mechanisms Are employed.

Gener=1 Principles of Automatic Tracking

The tenersl operating nrinciple in nutomntic tracking syctems, regard-
less of which coorina-te is being determined and the kind of servo mechanism
usec, c':n:i*.ts in the following (Fig, VI. 1). The controlling action xbx(t)
containing information about the actual rate of change of a particuler target
coordinate witih respect to time poes from the output of the radar direction /440

"r'ner unit t' tie input of the error signal meter of the servo mechanism,
-nd the si.onnl x (t ) deve' opee by the servo mecha-nism proceeds from

ihe o.t,.iut of the Intlr-r to the mnin feedback circuit.

Cor•.rnd 'N rectio Err6r
element )•finder V .. si•nal I
circuit;) device . meter

-- :•~ I" r" " T f-. .. --_ -.:

1 [:'rrorsiF-I ! Actii+- I "

I er a-.nd e-l- eThment I-.-
K ,L1 converter CO

"sav .mchnnism

-. ock Jiagr.m of -in automatic tracking system
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These signnls .re core. :red in the error signal meter as P result of which
an error signpl is vroduced thAt is enuo'l to their difference

S,•~~x ()- x., 'I) -- x.,,,, (1). (vI. 1) '•

After emolifiction anO the necesc..ry conversions the sip.nal Ax (t) W
nets on the Pctupting element of the system which ch-nges its position or
stnte Pnd thereby rlevelops the outout signal x ebI (t)

Thp ,4ork of the servo mechnnism is such that the error sign,'l conatantly
sxrives tow'rd zero: ._%x (t) -•0G. As n result, the outnut s.gnal x bgx (t)
of the systenn continuously reflects the true magnitude of the coordinate
being measured with Pn accuracy determined by the quality of its operation.
Thus, the process of autom tic;Aly tracking a target by any c~ordinate is
based on the constant measurement of the disagreement or differencs between
"the in!ýut and the output siPn.Als of the system and reduzing this error to zero.

2. Principle of Automatic Trpcking for Range

Range Tracking in Pulsed Radar Systems

Automatic rnnge tracking devices used in pulsing rade. systems may ar-
bitrarilv be divided into those whose operation is 3ssociated with the
renuirement. to get markers of the tracked target on the screen of the
cathode ray tube of the system and those whose operation is not tied in
with the need to aet target markers on the range indicator. The letter, in

turn, are divided into systems with a controlled delay circuit And systemsI ~ with n• variable frenuency generator.

From
radar

synchronizer

receiver
rec -- ve discri- U AcUati.ngl Timeod

r'iri odevice I ) ---"lmodlaor

trT'racking i t

• enerator -

Fig,. V1. 2. Block diiagrnri of -n nutorm~tic rprfe tracking syst-em
with controlled delay circuit.

The former systems Pre electromechpnical and the latter may be tither

electronic or electromechanical.

The block diagram of the automatic target tracking system for range with
a controlled delay circuit rnd time-voltage dinrrpms which explain the
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IMI
operation of the system are given in Fipr. VT. 2 nnd V1. 3 g,__7.

The operating principle of the system consists of the following. During
each main pulse repetition period Tr- the pulse reflecteO from the tracked
target Poec to the time discriminator from the output of the rodar receiver,
Dnd A ppir of uniDolar range trpcking pulses enter from the trocking pulse
Fenerptor output. The position of the center of the reflected pulse during
the n-th repetition period rei.ntive to the leading edge of the synchronizing

* pulse is defermined by the lAg time t. , which is proportionvi to the
Actual rpnge rq of the target during a pprticular period, while the line
of contiguity of the ppir of range tracking pulses !s proportional to the /442
lag time t' 3  . This lIg.time is proportional to the measured (actual)
vplue cf the range to the, target during the n-th period, i.e. t'. rAT.
During this pulse repetition period, if t : 3 t' an error signal appears
at the output of the time discriminator whose mean value and polarity cor-
respond to the magnitude and sign of the time difference A t -t -t' i.e.

AU =in Kw-hcAh, (VI. 2)

in which KaU is the sLope of the operating portion of the tinis discrimina-
tor characteristIc curve in volts/sscond.

The error signal voltage goes to the controllinp device whnre it is
conrverted into the voltage Uyn.p which controls the operation of the tima
modulptor. Under the influence of this voltage and the svnchronizing pulses
the time modulator develops delay pulses U s whose duration is proportional
to the controlli-,g voltavge

t 3 ±~ 3 U~.(VI. 3)

in which K 3  is the de.lay control slope, sec/volts.

The range tracking pulse .enerptor is trigrered by the trailing edge
of the delny pulse. In the process, time interval t.3 , which determines A

the position of the r-nnr. pulses rel~tive to the synchronizing pulses, changes
in the fol)owing reoetition periods in such a manner that the time difference
Aý t decreases, ApproachLng a comparatively small value that equals the

trnckirv error.

Si.nce P specific v-,1iie U np corresponds to each position of the track-
inr nulses t -e nresent r%'nget• the target can be read frown the value of the
conti'ol voltaofe.

Automati'c trackir begins when the tracking pulses first coincide with
the oulsa reflected by !he t.rget. This coinciding process, depending on
the •tiructuvrl peculinrii jes of the redar system, can be accomplished "mianual-
ly" b-i the ooerator by suneroosing the range mprker on the target pip on
the plan poaitinv incic.,tor. or it can be done automntically with the aid
of the scrnning circuit which periodically moves the tracking oulsea along

the time axis until the target is locked on.
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The block diagram of nn Putomatic rsnpe tracking system with a controlled
Renerator is described in Fig. VI. 4 Q- .

"In contrast to circuits with a controlled delay circuit the operation
of ,utomatic rpnge tracking systems with P tuned oscillator is not time-
rel'ted to the elements forming the synchronizing pulses. Therefore, the
magnitude of the controlling voltage in them is not pronortional to the
rnge of the target. These automatic tracking circuits find Application
in radar sets that are coupled to digital type computers for processing
"stable reference pulses that are time-mntched with the echo signal from the
tracked target. Measurement of the range is achieved by converting into
binary code the time intervale from the instant the radio pulse is beamed
to the apoeprpnce of the reference pulse.

The circuit works as follows. When the center of the reflected pulse
coincidea with the limit of contiguity of the range tracking pulses the out-
put voltage of the discriminator is enual to zero. In this case the oscil-
lator being tuned generates middle frequency oscillations with an initial
ihnse that determp'~s the instant for starting the range pulse oscillator
by triggering the pulse formation circuit. The mean frequency of th6 oscil-
lations generated is a multiple of the repetition frenuency of the trans-
mitted nulses. If A difference appears rubseauently in the time position
of the tracking pulses and the reflected signal a controlling voltage is
devel.)ped by the discriminator whose value is proportional to the error
signal; the frequency of the tuned oscillator, therefore, departs from its
mean value. Changing tha frequency of the oscillator results in changing
the phase of the oscillations it generates and, consequently, shifting the
range pulses in a direction corresuonding to a decrease in the initial

error.

"Oeceiver , i• ojuli.of':'oCtout 'Time Controll-( Controll- i

>}discri- I ng "--i ed gen- 1
minator device erator

4 'rr~ckinP , I Starteri

*11

pulse I•[ use ,
:generator forming

Fig. VI. 1j. Block diagram of an outomat.ic range trcking system
with controlled oscillptor
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lIange Tracking in Frenuency Modulnted Radar Systems

Forming the basis of Putomatic range trpckinp systems uneO in frequency
modulted radar sets is the principle of mmintpin.-'ng continuous checks for
chnnges in the beat frequency.

A simplified block diagram of n frequency modulated qutowmtic range track-
ing system ts shown in Fig. VI. 5 Z-,_7. The tracker consists of an /"l
Putomaticnllv controlled electr-imechnnical system made up of the following
tracking elements: the range selector, a narrow band filter tuned to P
beat frequency corresponding to the range of the tracked target; the range

metering circuit, including a best Dulse converter and integrator; and the
comp..rtor circuit and electric motor drive with range processing poten-
tiorieter. The autimptic range tracking system also contains devices
which ire not directly involved in the automatic tracking process. They
mbnke io possible to conduct target scanning throughout the entire operating
b-nd of the system and chnge it from scanning to target tracking. These
elements include: the scanning circuit, the lock on relay circuit, and the
rel~y.

The target scan operation is accomplished by continuously retuning the
center frequency of the selector transmittance band with an electric motor
drive that is fed in this operation by the scanning circuit. The time
of retuning the selector filter frequency throughout the full operating
range of the automatic tracking system depends on its bandwidth. The nar-
rower the transmittance band of the filter, the slower the buildup of voltage
at its output and the slower the scanning rate.
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Fiv. VI. 3. Voltage curves of circuit shown in Fig. VI. 2.
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Fir. VI. B. Rlock diagram of 'utometic system of tracking in range
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When the target appears at a certain range within the operating band
of the system the selector filter becomes tuned at some moment in time to
the beat frequency due to the continuous retuning of its frequency which
corresponds to the range of the target. After amplification in the range
selector these beats are fed to the lock on relay circuit. The letter
triggers and disconnects the selectai retuning electric motor from the scan-
ning circuit. At this moment thc. --.(em changes over to automatic tracking

of target for range. In this mode of operation the beat pulses go from
the range selector to the pulse converter input. The pulse converter
chpnres pulses that differ in shape end duration into pulses of constant
amplitude and duration. This conversion of bent pulses inwo standard
nulses is necessary in order to eliminate the influence of shape, smpli-
tude, and duration of beat Dulses on the accuracy of range measurement.
The pulse converter is an oscillator with forced starting that develops
st.ndard nulses with a frequency equal to the beat frequency.

The series of pulses with constant amplitude and duration goes from
the converter output to the integrator which separates out the direct
component; the latter is proportional to the measured range to the target.
The range voltage is then compared with the processing potentiometer voltage
opposite in sign, whose cursor is coupled to the selector retuning electric
motor. If the absolute magnitude of the range voltage is not equal to the
processing potentiometer voltage an error signal will anpear at the output
of the comparator circuit; it will be nroportional to the difference between
these voltages. After amplification the error signal is fed to the actua-
ting electric motor which retunes the selector filter until the range vol-
tage ý-nd processed voltagesare the same. Mhen these voltagesaee equal it
i eans that the range selector is tuned to a sector in which the trPcked
target is located. As the .arget travels a continuous change in the range
voltage takes place, and nsequentlv the center frequency of the selector
transmittance band is conr.. .ously retuned.

The Putomatic r-nge trncking system discussed operates well enough only
at comparatively lcw radipl velocities of the target at which the Dopnler
frequency shift is confined to the transmittance band of the selector
filter. Extension of the filter band is limited by deterioration of its
interference killing features and by a reduction in the operating range
of the system.

3. Basic .1.ements of Pulsed Automatic Range Tracking Systems

Time Discriminator

The time discriminator is an electronic device which converts the
time difference between target pulses and tracking pulses into a constant
voltage whose increase during the target pulse repetition period T
corresponds in magnitude and polarity to the maFnitude and sign of the
tracking error A t. A varietv of discrIminator circuits are used, but
despite the differences in circuitiy the operating principle in most 446
of them is the same �-7. It consists in that each pulse from a tracked
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target is eivided, with the Pi! of tracking "ulses, into two parts. Portions
of reflected oulses Pre comn.red and the error signal is developed from
differences in their areas which Pre proportional to A t.

The target pulse dividing operation in each repetition period T n is
performed by two coincidence circuits which mpke up the time selector, while
the operation of comparing portions of th• reflected pulse is performed with
a diffe-entipl diode or triode detector Z'9_7.

2

Fig. VI. 6. Time discriminator eruivalent circuit.

The simplified enuivwlent circuit of a time discriminator is shown in
Fig. VT. 6. The ratie, of volt-ge increase All at the discriminator output
to the time difference At is referred to as the time discriminator character-.
istiu. Shown in Fig. VI. 7 is a discriminator curve for rectangular tar-
get pulses And adjoining rectanpulnr range tracking pulses. The operating
part of the curve is the central linenr portion limited by the values
At - * tc/2 and the overall length 6T aTC in which 'Cc is the du-
ration of the target pulse. For this portion of the curve the following /447
equation holds true

AU --= Ku.A, V.. AA '

in which K. A dAUd0.I',o -- is the transfer coefficient or slope
of the time discriminator curve, volts/second.

Fig. VI. 7. Id,i•l- 7ed time discriminator curve.
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Carve areas 'long the sector 67' "-r,, lyinR outside the limits of I
the operating section are known as unstable trAcking areas. In these zones
the signal from the target is pnrtuilly covere6 by only one trocking pulse,
and with Pn increase in the time difference the error signpl voltage decreases;
this mpy result in the stoppage of the automatic target tracking process.
Stoppage of tracking will not occur if the error signal voltage at a
particulpr initial difference is suffic3Ont to move the tracking pulses
at the rate of travel of the target pdu o

The entire Area of the time discriminator curve designated 6T, deter-
mines the minimAl interval between nulses reflected from two tVrgets in
which only the pulse from one of them will coincide with the tracking pulses.
Therefore, this region is termed the time discriminator zone of sensitivity.
The length of the sensitivity 7one depends on the duration of the reflected
and tracking pulses.

For idealized reflected And contiguous tracking pulses

,4= +! --- + (VI

and if there is an interv'l t. between the tracking pulses
b, == 2T:, , + t,, (VI. 6)3

The interval between tracking pulses tu( 'rc is renerated to increase
the slope of the discriminator curve.

The range resolution of P radar set with an automatic range tracking
system, in contrast to sets with a mnnual trackinr system, is determined
not by the euration of the mpin pulses -C, but by the extent of the dis-
criminator anerture 6T eT. Therefore, to increase the range resolu-
tion in such sets an attempt is made to decrease the duration of both
the main Pnd tracking pulses.

In any case, the time discriminator, as an element of the automatic

control system., is nn aperioeic element with the transfer function E-8_J
W(P) -.. (VT. 7)

I p + PTr..t7

In expression (VI. 7) the time const.ant T 3n is a function of both
the charging, circuit time constnnt ane the discharge time constant of the
differential detector condenser 448

Reproduced rom - (VI. 8)
best available copy

in which T gp i. T1he charginp ci-cuit time constant of condenser C;
T p - 'RC is the time c'rnstant of the condenser discharge circuit
through the lopd resistor R. If T,,. T, T.",,, P " and constancy
of charging and discharging currents is insured, then regardless of the
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magnitude of the voltage -t the output of the gating circuit of the differ-

ential detector, the dynamic characteristics of i he time discriminator
are very close to the integrating member

p p ' (VI. 9)

in which F• * l/T 7*

The transfer coefficient of the time discriminator and., therefore, the
dynamic prc 3rties of the whole automatic target tracking system depend

substantially on the amplitude of the target oulse. Automatic gain con-
trol and amplitude limitation of target signals are utilized in receivers
of radar sets with automatic systems of tracking in range to keep the dis-
criminator transfer coefficient constant.

Controlling Device

In e~ch repetition period of reflected pulses the controlling device
forms a signal which charges the amount of delay of the tracking pulses t'.3
Because the information about the present range of the target arrives in
discrete form the time position of tracking pulses should be preserned
during the time interval from the end of the reflected oulse to its
beginning in the next repetition period. Therefore, integrating circuits
ere used as controlling devices in Putomatic pulsed systems of tracking in
range.

The simplest intepr-tor used in automntic r.-nge tracking systems is
the condenser, a component element in the time discriminator. The dis-
criminator condenser is used as an integrating element in A circuit when
the input resist,nce of the following stage is of sufficient magnitude

(TUP~ TP.).

A c.econd type of controlling device is the integrating (operstional)
amplifier with capacitive, negAtive feedback. An equivalent circuit of
such an an•lifier is shova in Fig. VI. 8.

From the standpoint of dynamic ouplities this kind of amplifier repre-
sents an aperiodic element with a transfer function of 1-8J

Ik,
WA(P)= K +1) TP+jI I__ '%V1. 10)Sp + Ti ,)P A ( K+ 1) 7:

in which K is tha amplifier gain without feedback; k •- l/ is the
transfe: coefficient of the integrating ampifier; and TiRC.

I7
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:inrput UtIput

Fig. VI. 8. Equivwlent circuit of An integrating amplifier

:Iith sufficiently large values of K and assuming that the transient
orocesses in the automatic range tracking system terminate within a time
interval considerably less th,n the time constant T this amplifier can
be rogarded as on integratinF member

'y()= , (vI, )
TI) P= =

The chief merit of integrating Pmplifiers consists in that the negative
effect of the amplifinr on the operation of the discrtminator, especially
P discriminator with differential detector on diodes, is K times less
thAn that of the integrating capacitance.

SAimpl.ifier Electric
• • motor

!: [generator

Fir. VI. 9. Block diagram of an electromechnnicei. integrator.

Ap~rt from electronic integrators automatic range tracking systems make
use of eleclr mech•.nicPl integr~tors, mainly when in order to control
the time position of tracking pulses a mechanical rather thnn en electeical
sipnal is required. This signal consiats in a change in the shaft angle
with n vplue that would b3 proportional to the integrPl from the voltage
tnken from the eiscriminator output. By way of example, electromechenical
integr-'tors are used in phase meter automatic tracking systems.

A block diagram of the most commonly used electromechanical integrator
is showm in Fig. VI. 9. fhe integrating element of the circuit is an
alternatinp or direct current motor. The angular velocity of the motor
is proportional to the voltage applied to its armature (in a direct. current
notor) or to the control winding (in an asynchronous, two-phase motor),
and the turn angle of the Pxis L p is proportional. to the integral frrm
the input voltage. The feedback circuit assembled on a tachometer Renera-
tor of aporoprimte current Qifferentiates the output signal, the resulting
voltage comppred to the input voltage, end their difference triggers /45o
the electric motor. The processes continue until the output signal is
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exactly proportionsl to the integral from the input signal and their difference
becomes zero.

t As an element of R closed circuit in automatic control this integrating

drive is described by the trmbsfer function nI" •~~~~~i (P) ) +Ky 11-. p)t ( --P) (T--T•-.'-, -F--1i (VI. 12)

Sin .,hieh YAB (p) is the transfer function of the electric motor, Td48 (p)
re/.,PIQ+TA9P 'B 1 (P) = KTr (P) is the transfer function or the tachometer

genera'tor'; •Tq is the electromechanical time constant of the motor; TI.

KpB ,and Kr respectively, are the transfer coefficients of the ampll-
I fier ,electrc motor, and the tachometer generator.

Electromechanical integrators are very preciso, but have inertial ouali-
ties. For that reason they are not suited for use in quick response auto-

nmetic range tracking systems. Other drawbacks of this kind of integrator
Include their bulkiness and a cost facter that is substantially greater
than that of electronic integr;tors.

Time Modulptors

Automatic range target tracking systems use as time modulators electronic
circuits and devices which can generate either pulses of constant amplitude
Pnd variable duration or pulses with constant Emplitude and duration but

I delayed., with r~spect to the synchronizing pulses, for i period determined

by the magnitude of the controlling effect,

Time modulptors m,-y be based on the voltage compa.rison method or on the
Dhase metering method. Modulptors of the first group are more simple,
!.bhile those of the second group offer a higher deFree of accuracy. Modula-
tors of the first type utilize phentastrons, sanatrons, and other similar
linearly charged and discharged condenser circuits operating together
with compqrmtor circuits.

Time rodulators in which the phase metering method is used consist of
capacitive phAse inverter and the pulse shaping circuit. The block /451

diagram, which reoresents the operating basis of such modulators, with the
voltaFe oscilloprams nertaining to them, are shown in Figs. VI. 10 and 11.

!'he ttme delpy 'T, of pulses controlling the operation of the tracking
pulse generator is accomplished by means of a capacitive phase inverter

r. which the phase shift of the output signal is proportional to rotor turn
'Invle A

"7he delrv time T i• determined from the eouation

T3 T(VI 13)
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in which , i1; the nhn,.e shift of phnr!, inverter osci]Tntions; Tn is
!he r.'1 no of' sirusoirdo 1 osci 11tinns fr,,m i' r ihn,'rptor that synehronizes

* the oprrat ion of the r:., ar unit.

Sinusoidal
oscilla-- 

-

*tions from Phase 11ifferen-
r s Inverter Lier tiating -- ; Limiter T tc

adar syn- nCircuit To_ tng klS.chronizer ing pulse
From1 electro- corming

A mechqnical Reproduced from
integrator best available copy.

Fig. VI. 1o. Block diagram of a phase metering time modulator.

K During eachzepetition period T• of m.in pulses the ohase inverter shaftis caused to turn through the angle kF@ by the actuating electric motor
in the electromechanical integrptor. If the angle of turn of the phase
inverter shpft A be regarded as the input signal And the delay time
as the innut value, the phase meter time modulator can be considered, from
the standpoint of the dynamics of control, as a non-inertial element with
P transfer coefficient of K(. o r/Ap.

2'

-- 7 r ii L '
,•1~ ljI I I~ I II I

',I ;Ir- I' I •

i V
I, ,., i• p f L _

Fir. VI. 11. Voltare curves of circuits shown in Fig. V1. 10.

The time modul•-tor of the freouency being subjected to change (cf Fig. VI-4)consi'ts of the controlled generator of harmonic oscillations and the trig-
rering pulse sh'ping circuit of the tracking pulse unit. For & controlled
.gencrator nny frenuency-tunnble generator circuit can be used which insures
A proportion.-4 reltionshi.p between the gpin in frequency and changes in
the controlling vol t-ae

A a(t) = Kr.•,,. V), Mv. 14)
_78



in which K a is the frequency retuning factor; F, l/l,• ; u (t) is

the controll Lnp voltage.

As an e1?ment of the closed automatic control circuit, the controlled

oscillptor is -n ideal intagrating urnit with P transfer coefficient of
Ky KT

In automatic range tracking systems with a controlled oscillator ordinary
pulsinF circuits capable of converting harmonic oscillptions into signals
Pre used as starter oulse shaping circuits. Their time of appearance in
each repetition period T n is strictly related to a particular phase of
such oscillations. The elemental structure of the circuit depends on both
the chnnginaý frenuency oscillator layout and the device which develops the
trackinp )ulses. In the siimlest case the triggering pulse shaping circuit
rill consist of a series connected limiter of sinusoidal oscillations and
P differentiating element.

Tracking Pulse Generators

Circuits which produoe tracking pulses are generators which can produce
two pulses of similar amplitude and duration, paired or separated by a time
interval. Ordinarily, these rulses are formed by a blocking oscillator
with a section of artificially long line or with the aid of two delayed
blocking oscillators; other similar types of pulsing devices may be used.

h. Dynamic Properties and Operating Characteristics
of Pulsed Automatic Range Tracking Systems

The op'*r'ting quality of -n Putomatic range tracking system is determined
ov the stability of the system, its transient characteristics, the amount
of ste,-dv state error, PnO its inherent fluctuating or rpndom errors.
These chmr-cteristics, -and esoeci-ily accuracy in the measurement of distances
to object in the steady state, denend on the number of elements in the
system c-nnble of nccumulptinir energy (integrrtors). The number of / 453 ,
;n1,d-r'r-i irr element." used delermines the order of astiticiam of the system:
svs!x'm. ':ith one integrrtor Pre first order a3tatic -s-ystems, those with two
Pre sec-nd order astntin systems, etc. The higher the astatic order of the
rvst,ep the more accurately nnd precisely the objects are trqcked in the
stoa,,; opeor-ting state, the shorter the tracki.ng pulses can be, and, con-

en':uen ly, t.he higher will be the range resolution of the system. However,
-utomatic range tracking systemsbecome more complex and sluggish with a
l-rger number of integrating elements within them. Most commonly used in
practice, therefore, are n-ulsed automstl• rpnge tracking systems with one
or two interrntors.

t lhorolirh investigation of all the properties of nutomntic range
tracking systems by analytical methods oresents certain difficulties since
it, is -ssoci-ted with the solution of equations with finite differences.
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Therefore, in the majority of cases tihen investig•ting oulsed tracking
sy7t/mA they ,re replnced by enuivwlent continuous operating systems and
their char•cteristics Pre evaluated by a sophisticated Automatic control
PDnaratus based on the linepr theory. Any '.ulsed trpcking system can be
reoresented with an Pdeoupte depree of Pccur,,cy, for all Drectical purposes,
by Pn e-.uivrlent continutdsly operating system and, therefore, deser.I.bed
b.. olinear or linearized differential e-uation cf an a-'r)ropritate order
;n "hose instances where the time for establishirg transient processes
in the system is severpl times ,reater than its time constent 127J.

Automatic Qsn.e Tracking Systems With One Integrator

Block diagrams of continuous action tracking s;stems with one integrator

-l, (, 8 7 and equivalent au"'omatic ,ulsed tracking systems are described
in Fiz. VT. 12.

The motion in A syrtem with an integrating time discriminator (Fig VI-12pa)
is described by a linear, first order differential equation with a con-
stant coefficient:el ~.: + KIJJ = KJ3.(,.5

in ,.rhi.ch KV = Kq Ky is the speed conversion factor of the system, 1/sec;
h is the coefficient characterizing the r'te of chanre of the voltage

on the interrating, condenser of the time discriminator with an error per
microsecond, volts/(microsecs.sec); - . is the transfer coefficient of the
elements controllinp the time delpy of tracking pulses.

The transientch.-acteristic in the system is

t = 4(i -- et), (Vi. 1i,.)

- -ne. t"'f error simnal cr.tn es in accordance with /454

:At. ALpe-K. (VI. 17)

or
S. At (.- ) (I- 'j (VI. '9)

in which t,3, A to ere respectively the input effect and the error
",n1 i r:orres:ond.ng to the initial moment of time; K Kv To is the

t'imrensionless transfer coefficient of the system: n o O, 1, 2....

-- ,"i Iyne of automrti c tracking system is stable if 0 <K <2. When
0 < K < 1 Pn aperi.•Aic transient process obtains, .nnd when ) < K < 2

d..ninp, )scilla-t.ory, tra.r.sieMt process prevails. "hen K = 1 the
* eror ir eli-inated ;n 'nnc mnin n.ulse repetition period of main pulr).s.
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The trpnsfer function of the closed system is

j, (I) T -A! - (Vi. 19)

in which TC.n= 1/Kv is the timE c',nstent of t'ie system.

x ta

Fic. VI. 12. Block diagram of automatic tracking in range •,y.ter with
one integrator: a - with integrating time discriminator; b - W.Kn aperio-
dic time discriminator.

The bpsic characterstics of an automatic range ý.racking system with an
Pneriodic time dibriminator (Fig. VI. 12b) i'e det, iined by the transfer
functions of an open and closed systems

W L,7 + • ~ vi.2o)W" (P) =- FO+ %17),o

Reproduced from
best available copy. D (V1.21)7 ACAP + 2 TAC;.I•P 4 1

in which < = K.. A&KKy; TAcA =, KTA I1

The steady state of the Putomptic range tracking system under consideration
depends on the vwlue of the nrrameter • . When • > 1 in. aperiodic
d:mn-.'n- transient process obt~ins, -nd when 1 <. 1 a damping oscillatory
transient process occurs. The transient characteristics of the system forýiffepent v-'lues of pprameter P are shown in Fig, VT. 1.3 f-.

In both the first and second systems the static error )l;T = 0 is
-hs nt (thp systems mcnsure the r.nne r to the stationry objects accurate-
.y) but thore is P sneed error of r(_ , In the constant target velocity
.-odeq :.o,, error is equý-l to

' dr

6r -.. (VI.22) (VI. 22)

in c.ntrast to P'ito.atlc range trPcking systems with integrating dis-
crimintors the second system has a speed "memory" that decreases with
time. "hen the target oulses disapoe.r, the tracking pulses do not stop
!oit c,,niinue to move exx~onentially in the previous direction for a period
of tirqs -,-n-,ximntely c-wni. to T Dr4  " The process of ch;-nging the delay
time o" t.racking pulses here is described by t.he equation

*i,



13 -e.•o- •- 2 (VI. 23)

in which t'30 nnd dt'0 / dt Pre respectively the tracking pulse delay
time nnd the established speed of motion at the instant the pulses reflected
from the target disnpesr.,

2 :6 8 t0 12

I22t t e~

'.. VI. 13. Transient charactrristics of a'-4 omatic range tracking
sstems with one integrator.

t utomatic Rpnge Tracking Systems With Two Inteprators

t.,,tontic tracking systems with two integrators are second order astatism
controlling systems. Therefore, in the sa.edy state with dr/dt = const
t-e sreed dyvnamic error Srck is Pbsent and the-e is no break in the track-
ing of 'he tnr.et with a temporary disApnearance of target echoes. In ad-
dition, unlike systems with a single integrating element, these systems are
cappble of uninterrupted automptic tracking of a target not only in rpnge
but sr.eed as -ell. The signal proportional to range is taken from the / 456
o,2tput of the second integrator, while that proportional to the radial
velocity of the tqrget is taken from the output of the first Integrator.

4',utomnt.ic rpnpe trpcking systems with two series-connected integrators
or, structurplly unstable. Therefore, in addition to the basic elements
ttley h'.ve sup;,iementnl elements which stabilize the operation. Ordinarily,
stbilization is achie-ed by the use of a boosting element in the loop which
impprts the necessprv dvnAmic chAracteristics to it. The circuits used in
these correcting filters Pre shown in Fig. VI. l4.

---

Fir,. VT. 1h. Circuits of cor-recting elemenits
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The first element (Fig VI 149) hps P transfer function of
(p) ---- X, ( -- T7, ). (VI. 24)

in which Kk a ]/Rk; Tk = RkCk
while the seconi has a transfer function of

I , (p) .= = I0-:. T* , (VI. 25)

in v.'ich 2/R + R2); T k = R10.-The element with the transfer function ,p) is mpinly used in auto-
mntic rnpne tracking systems with An noeriudi., cime discriminator, and those
with - transfer function of Wk2 (p) are used in systems with integrating
time discriminators.

Block diagrnms of Putomatic range tracking systems with the correcting
elements mentioned Pre givwn in Figs. VI. 15a and lIb.

Sometimes, another method of correcting the tuning error is used to
provide stabilization. It consists in that the controlling action is made

up of two signals, one of which is proportional to P single integral and
the oth, r to the double integral of the magnitude of error signal A t
(Fig.. 71. 15-).

In -utoiatic rxnre trncking syste;-,s with two operating integrating am-
plifiers In order to pro.uce a controlling action made up of voltages enulal
to sin-le ond double sirnpl error interpls It is not essential to use an

* additionpl nmnlifier Pnd A totqlizinp stage as shown in the block diagram
of Fip. VT. l5b. This method of s,-ifilization c.n be most simnly achieved
by coupling in the correctinp resistance in the feedbhck circuit of the

first integrating amoliif.er. /457

The characteristics of the -utomatic rrnge tracking system shown in Fig.
.- , overned ly v 'e 31ilowinF transfer functions:

R e r d c dp -',( I - .T ,. ,)A
bIt" () (1-Tp1 (V1.26)

ST'(l •,

I-"Re iS stable pnl' if Tk- T 4 . The nrture of the transient=

:)r.(' .... ;,;:; h• d e' r '•:•,0n OV the n .aram eters of the system T81 4 and K 9.'r,,m V. ,/ •, O.l - sat~isfactory. transient stat" nrevails.
S, ~ ~rha.=.nsfer t'rnc4 ion of' tfle systems described in Fig VI. l~b are /h58 i

.. '0
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in which N,'

III
dt_

yIA A, A,

+ '+

it~es available _ _ _ _ _ _ _

15.' t. Block dingrprns of' Pn automptic r'nge trpcking system with
r'(~c~'Itor: -- itom-tic rpnge tr-'ckinp syetems with boosting,

>ments; c -- --at-itic rpnge trackri•g system circuits with corrections
f)r- trror siý-nn1s.

Thi'r s-vsfeni is sl:%I1' when K:13 Tk>z enK-: Tk or when q <'1. Tu such
.-- s-i+litv roro'rve decreases as q approaches unity.

~: Icber~;t~~ ~ , ;vsiem with correction for error (Fig V1 1.b)I
ro described by the fllowinp trAnsfer functions:

K Y. K (V1.30)
pr u d rx

L-j- ,, $op.

£+P.'IL+.Blok dm~rms f • muomticrýn-5t1kn+ssemwt

S: '•jos ,b- uori ln, rcipsstm ihbotn

+ ,,mnt;c -•u •+tc ~~etac~psstmcicit if o84tin



A st,-nle condition in the system is determined by the inequality

"<Yk K41 T0 a ; it is insured thrrouph the aUpropriate selection of an
rmplificption factor for one of the branches of the totalizing device,

In systems with corrections for error which use as their first integrator
-'n operptinp amplifier with capacitive-rheostat feedback, conditions for
stibility Pre exoressed by the ineounlity

R, > K,,Te., At(VI. 32)

in which Rb is the amplifier resistance in the feedback circuit; R. is
the resistance inserted b-tween the discriminator outout and the in-ut of
the onerationsl Pmnlifier.

In Pn automatic range tracking system with two integrators errors in
rnnge measurement will Pnoear only if the targt is in accelerated motion.
The accelerntion error is expressed in the formula

a6rycK h•'(I 33)

in '.'hich a is the acceleration of the target. I
. ,:rrors in Automqtic Range Tracking Systems Caused by Input

"oise and Inrtnbility of Time lelay Devices

Aut.-m,t.ic tracking system errors due to the effects of noise and various
i ,hlA.+s in time delay devices ire of P rpndom nature. The mApnitude
of these errors is estimated as P mean square value.

"hW '•.-n seartre error due to inhut noise is equal to / 459

-fu( .2 -'2 • . .J A () I t' (i',) 12 d(5), ( I
2-,, " - .3 (VI. 34)..

nn- lhr, rrr-r eup o inrtbility of operation of the time delay circuit is

Or,. -- =.1 - / J .•- (I)- (VI. 35)

in wtch c is the sneed of propagation of electromagnetic energy; SBA (Wo)
'h, .- ctra1 density of the interference voltage at the output of the

time er;scriminator- (Note: I. The expression for SBA (0o), provided that
the ti.me error sipnnl does not extend beyond the limits of the linear
nortion of the time discrtimi4.;tor curve and the target pulses are not limited
in I: .';l:t oe, w4ll be fo,,nd in reference Z-9- 1; Sljc (0o) is the soectrnl
=•'. ".11 -"' err-wr .r'ral ".tnc due to the unstable operation of the time delay

"(, . ():.. is the frenuency charpctersitic of a closed

Reproduced from
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TVsystem error signpI due to noise; (V (i b) . is the frequency

chracteristic of P closed svstem for the error At" W (jco) is the
frequency chprpctpristic of nn open syFtem; W' (Jw• is the frequency
characteristic of nn open system without time discriminator.

Expressions for freoliency cbarrcteristics j( jc) -nd (Jw) of Puto-
mptic range tracking systems Pre given in table VI. 1.

The mean square rpnge trpcking error due to ir put noise depends on the
-PssbAnd (width of fre-uency charactiristic) of the autom-tic ronge tracking
system. This error decreases As the system passband decreases. However,
it shi•'ld be borne in m nd that as the bpnd is decreased there is a restriction
M the frequency spectrim of useful input sd'ynal tasse by the system, and,
thereforeqhe spe crease in the dvn.-mic trackins error. For that
repson the Dgssband of .utomatic range trpcking systems is selected on the
basis of compromisinp considerations.

"o.er-inp, Prin.ciples of Automatic Systems of Tracking for Azimuth
With SystematicCoparison of Signals

General Tnforma tion

Automptic systems for tracking in nzimuth with successive com-qrison
of signals Are continuous operating tracking systems with P single channel
for the reconfion of target simnals. Here, formation of the error signal
which automatically causes the axis of the antenna sy,'tem to coincide with
the line of sight to the target is achieved by compa,.in the amplitudes or
the phases of the echoes receired. Amplitude methods for comparing signals
are most commonly used in shipborne radar sets with automatic systems of
tracking for azimuth; only one antenna is required. ?hase comparison methods
require the use of two antennas separately sp.aced in the plane of the
coordinate measured, and four antinnas are needed when tracking a target in
two planes -- azimuth and elevation. A

DependinF on the method used in forming the equisignal zone, amplitude
systenr of azimuth tracking P-P divided into conical and linear antenna beam
scanning systems. The latter, in turn, are subdivided into s. ,ers with
scanning in one plane and systems with scanning in two mutuall5 perpendicular
Dl-ne3. Automatic systems of tracking for azimuth with conical and linear
scanning of the radiation pattern in two planes are used when it is necessary
z Ito n:,-lre stmlt.tneous tr--ckni- of the target by two angular coordinates.

%nioal scanning of a radio beam is accomplished either by rotating the
.xci*,'r, which is located a certain distance away from the focus of the
narabojic reflector, or by rotating the reflector about the axis which is
noi .nlirned with the direction of maximum radiation of the major lobe of
the Pntennp's rpdiation pattern. Linear scanning of an antenna radiation
nnttern in the plane of the tracked coordinate is achieved by successivelyswitching into the r~dpr receiving nnd transmitting circuits two fixed



exciters disposed symmetrically with respect to the focal axis of the
reflector. The successive commutation of exciters is accomplished mechani-
caily or with a ferrite ci rculator.

In both conical and linear scanning the direction of maximum radiation
or receptl:- is shifted relative to the equisignal line by a certain angle

, the magnitude of which substantially affects precision of tracking
and the effective range of the system. The optimal value of angle I? is
equal to

Pterod~edfro'"m

Ebeesir OauZIavtle' o-Mo~~ 01 1,

in which kiO is the aperture angle of the maJor lobe of the radiation
pattern through the half power points.

s he value of YonT which is determined by means of formula (VI. 36)
is not critical. Pecreasing R mpkes it possible, at some sacrifice of
accuracy in the equisipnal method, to extend the operating range and
im-rove the resolution of the system for P particular coo-dinste; conversely,
increasing ly results in preater accuracy with a reduction in range and

lowered resolving poder. In practical work, therefore, depending on the
specific requirements imposed on a system relative to accuracy in direction
finding and rAnge of action, angle -' is so selected that the power of the
signal received, -ithout error voltage, be no less than 0.8 - 065 and
rarely 0.5 of the maximum vslue.

In the case where the antenna is set for receiving only

y Vo,:,-• 0,6Fu. (f I. 37)

Automatic Systems of Tracking for Azimuth
dith Conical Scanning

The basic layout of automatic systems for tracking in azimuth with conical .9

"scanning of the antenna beam is described in the block diagram shown in
Fiq VI. 16; such systems vary es to purpose and area of Installation.

F;-ire VT 1.7 shows the cu'ves of signals at the most characteristic points.
.he diaerzms are offered for those instances where the target deflects awav

'he ý,'.isignal axis (Oxr, 3 ) by a certai i s.)atial angle 0 < Y.

n'e sv: ern or)ertes Ps follows. The scannning motor causes the axis of
4', bi-i beam to decrihe ; c-nical surface in sppce at n frequency of -.
'i L- same r,'ectric motor turns a two phase generator rotor synchronously

with the antenna radiation npttern. The generator develops the azimuthal refe-ence
voltage u,, 110 'Jon sin-L.t and the elevation reference voltage

&= UTj coss.: t, These voltages are fed withont conversion or after
convursion into squ-re waves :nto PnpropriAte phase detectors.

L owl



If the nntenna axis (equisignsl line) does not coincide with the line
of sight to *he target, i.e. if there is a rmisalignment error e ,
1 periodic succession of pulses un, is taken, off the receiver output;
these are an)litude modulated with an envelope determined by the expression

I,,• = o!I, I fit cos (-! •1 :

in which in :'o is the amplitude of the signal received when 6 0 0;
m is the dent of anplitude modulation of radio pulses at the input of
the receiver; @is the circular frequency of rotation of the antenna beam;

.is tie anpular coordinate of the target in a plane perpendicular to the
antennn Axis, and, accordingly, it is the initial phase of the envelope
(measuring from the vertical half plane).

When the misalignment error of e <? (tracking cycle) the depth of
PmDlitude modulation is enual to

in which AL is the slope of the direction finder curve.

2When 8 > 'I (operating cycle during which the equipment locks on the
target for automatic tracking) modulption becomes non-sinusoidal and the
second h~rnonic is the most intensive of the higher harmonics.

The periodic sequence of pulses u np proceeds to the error signal meter.
To separate out the error signal of frequency 3L ie. the voltage
Uco a Uco cos (.Q t +'4 •) use is made in the metering devices of peak
detectors with a timnr cinstant for the discharge circuit of Tp..J<T And
resonance filters tuned to the basic harmonic of the am1pitude-odul'ted
pulse envAlooe.

a)

CI

Fj'*:, "1. 1.7. Conponent errors of A in a plane nerpendicul~r to the
'x' & t. he antenna (a) and voltage curves of the circuit shown in,
?ir. VJ''.

0*0

J
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Fig. VI. 16. Block diagram of system for automatic tracking of
target in azirith with conical, scanning.

KTYf: 1. Reference voltage generator; 2. scanning motor; 1. drive motors;
It. pow.er amnplifier; 5. amplifier; 6. phase detector; 7. power amplifier;A
P. nmpli'sier; 9. phase detector; 10. amplitude detector; 11, video amipli- ý
fier; 12. signal error envelope detector; 13. error simnal amplifier;
Lt. error signal meter; 15. IF amplifier; 16. automatic gain control AGOC;
1". converter; 18. target signals; 19, target selection in range; 20.
receiver.
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An Putomntic system of tracking for azimuth can operate normally only
if the error signal amplitude is independent of target dimensions and its
distance from the radar set. In actual practice the constarcy of Uco

f"or various distances away from the target and for various effective xaflecting
surfaces of targets is insured by the use i,.u the receiver :f an automatic

aFi.n control system which chsnges the gain in a manner inversely proportional
to the mean vplue oi the pulses. In order that no noticeable demodulation
mny occur on account of the automatic gain control ope-ation to the error
signal, which carries the information about the angular position 0 of the
target relptive to the equisignal direction, the gain control system
should hpve a sufficient degree of inertia with respect to the oscillntions
of the frequeney-Sl.

The error signal voltage obtained, whose amplitude is proportional only
to the magnitude of anFle e while its phase unambiguously determines
the direction to the target, is fed to the two phase detectors. In the /465

h-ase detectors the error signal vcltage is brokan down into two direct
current voltages, one of which, u , is proportional to the deflec-

tion of the target In the azimutha ~pane, while the other, uype is
pr'oportional to the deflection of the target in the elevation plne.

The controlling voltage of each channel is amplified and fed to thI
apnropripte drive motor. The latter rotates the antenna in a manner so that
e =o.

Direct current motors operating jointly with electromechanical ampli-
fiers Pre most frequently used for driving antennas. Two phase motors
with bell-shaped hollow rotors and magnetic n•nplifiers are used in some
Sv,•tems.

The Pntenna scanning frequency IL- is the carrier for the input value
(movement of target), therefore its lower limit is taken at 5 to 10 times
greater than the frequency of the essential harmonics of the input vralue.
'he u.per frequency limit of conical beam scanning in space is determined

"br: the mechanically feasible speeds of rotation of the antenna elements.
'sially, the frequency of nresent day automatic azimuth tracking systems
tE beiween 20 and 100 revolutions per second.

Automptic Systems of Tracking for Aimuth With Linear Scanning

"lie block di,-rain of a typical automatic system of tracking for azimuth
with linepr scanning of the Antenna radiation pattern in two mutually
perpendIculsr planes is shown in Fig. VI. 18. Scanning in the azimuthal
plane is done by Alternptely switching in the exciters lt and 21, to
the receiver; in the elevation nlane it is done by switching in exciters

lb and 2b. The exciters are switched in to the receiver by means of a
"lerrite circulator controlled Iy a commutator. During the firit half
*criod of switching, Tk/2 , the exciters l1- 2 A are switched in, and
dlr;.n' the second half n'rin. tth exci-t.rs lb - 2b Prz M -. in or

,le other wa-y around. Each exciter remains switched to the receiver for



7 ill A4~-.-- - -~'' ~ ~ ~ ~ .-

the period Tk/2n in which n is the number of connections made during a half

If the target is on the equisignal. zone axis OXp 3 a periodic succession
of const, nt amolitude video pulses is obtained at the receiver output during
""th haIf periods of commutation. When the target is displaced from the equi-
-signal line by a certain spatial angle e amplitude modulation occurs.
The pulse envelopes in each half period Tk/2 will be square shaped waves.
The snuare wave of the elevation channel is shifted in phase by 'T/2 relative
to the envelope of the azimuth signal channel. For small values of 9 the
Amplitudes of these envelopes are proportionol, respectively, to the e 5
and 06 corponents'of angle 0 , and the phases relative to the reference
voltages Uorjb And uo 6  developed by the commut,-tor are determined by the
direction of deflection of the target.

Inasmuch as the azimuth and elevation channels are identical and operate
independently of one another the voltage curves in Fig. VI. 19 are Piven
only for the azimuth channel. The voltage curves unp., uco , , and uo0 r
differ frcom the curves of the azimuth channel corresponding to them by the
fpct thp they are shifted in phase by '1/ 2.

After separating out the ucob And UcoC envelopes in the error sigral
meter they are fed to the phase detectors. As a result of comparison with a
suitable reference azuimuth at each phase detector output we get a control vol-
tage. The value of this control voltage Uynp b is determined by the derree
of deflection of the target from the equisignal plane that passes through the
x 3 And OypThe axes,o the sign be Fis determined by the direction of the deflec-

tian d The value of the voltage b, is determined by the degree of deflec-
tion of the target from the plne pass-ing +hrough the Oxp 3 and Ozp.3 axes
while the sign is determined by the direction of deflection away from this

"fter amplificatior, the control voltages act on appropriate electric
motors which rotate the antenna until the error signal e becomes zero.

In the automatic system of tracking for azimuth with lir ar scanning
the amxlification nnd error signal conversion channel, as well as the
servo mechanisms are not dissimilar to those found in the azimuth tracking
systems with conical scanning.

The frequency of scanning cone flipping in one plane varies between 20
nnd 50 cycles. Moreover, the frequencies may differ for different scanning• nfl.x•nes."

Automitic Systems of Tracking for AzimulL.h With
Phase *irection Finders

In '-,tom.tic systems o" trackin• for azimuth with phase direction finders

--- -- ) 2
•.I,
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Fig. VI. 18 Block diagram of. Fig. VI. 19. Components
Putomatic system of tracking for of error sipnal 0 in the
azimuth with linear scanning in two plane perpendicular to the
mutuP11y perpendicular planes. equisignnl zone axis (P),

and voltage curves of azi-.
VEY: 1. iExcHter; 2. Cerri-te c~r- muth channel in the cir-
c'il.tor; 3. commut,-tor; hs. nower cuit shown in Fig. VI. 18
-'m.).f'Iier; K- nmnlifier; 6. ph,;s# (b)
Iletector; 7. roower jrnplif'ier;

P. mplif~ier; 9. Passe detector;
10. receiver; 11. error signal.
meter.
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(-8, ", u117 nd successive comparison of' target signals received the azi-
muth -nd elevation tracking channels are similar both in operating principle
-nd mechznicnl desipn. The block diagram of' Fiv. VI. PO Is basic to both.
The system works as follows. Separated antennas Pre successively switched
in to the error signal phase detector by means of a ferrite circulator con-
trolled by P commutator. A voltage Ucr from a synchronous oscillator is fed
to this detector to provide information about the anp.ular position of /468
the tnrget relative to the equisignpl line.

The oscillations of the synchronous oscillator should be synchronized
and phased ,ith the oscillations generated for illuminAting the target.
Therefore, in the automatic systems of tracking for azimuth under consider-
otion the synchronous local oscillator function is performed either by
the oscillator in the transmitting system or by an auxiliary, low
directivity receiving antenna whose axis coincides with the equisignal line
of the mAin antenna. In both cases additional corrections are made to the
phase of the ucr voltage with the aid of a phase inverter. The phase Cf
of the Ucr voltage is so selected that if the target is located on the
equisignal line the error signal UcO will be equal to zero.

The voltage developed by the error signal phase detector is amplified
and then passed to '.he second phase detector where it is compared with
the reference voltage. The reference voltage is the signal of the commutator
which controls the operation of the ferrite circulator. The .controlling
voltnge from the second detector is amplified and fed to the antenna rotating

motor*

The max-.mum speed of operation of the autoinatic system of tracking
for azimuth with phase cirection finder and successive comparison of
signals is determined by the signal averaging time at the input to the
second detector; it amounts to several ptiriods of the commutator Tk.

*2.

1s7. 8. 9. --l~rC070 YCUU•e IC I I I

L 1 '.

Fif. V1. 20. Simplified block diagram of an automatic system of tracking
for azimuth with phase dir'~tion fineer and successive comparison of signals
( n) -nr voltage curves of error signal Uco for three positions of target
rotl-tive to the Oxp axis Pnd the reference voltage u (b).

K:,'.: 1. Drive motor; 2. commutator; 3. ferrite circulator; 4i. error signal
rOh-se detector; 5. error signal amolifier; 5a. phase detector; 6. power

, 'jet; ". n*.:se inverter; '. synchronous oscillator; 9. amplifier.

911
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7. Op(rating Principles of Automatic Systems for Trackinp
in Azimuth With Simultaneous Comparison of Signals

General Information

Automat ic azimuth trrcking systems with simultaneous comparison of

sivnels Pre continuous operation tracking systems.

Depending on the principles of direction finding used, monpulse automa-
tic azimuth tracking systems are divided into two types: amplitude tracking
systems and phase tracking systems. /4•69

Systems of Aut~omatic Tracking for Azimuth
'.!ith Separate Utilization of Signals

Generally, the Prplitude, monopulsed automatic system of tracking for
azimuth consists of two closed, independently operating tracking systems:
Azimuth and elevation systems. The operating principles of these systers
Pre identical.

3. 5

`171: 1. "ixer; 2. lom-rithmic -nplifier; 3. qmnlltude detector; 4. local os-

cilltor: -. :mmlitude discriminator; 6. mixer; 7. lovnrit!'mic amplifier;
S•'. ,�t�.ir•e ,etector; (). nower Pmolifier; 10. :m-r:'Iifer; I1. drive motor

Fir. VI. 21. ,lock diagr'm of a monopulsed autoratic system of tracking
'or nzimith wit'h nmptItide direction finder.

The basis of Ihe Automatic system of target tracking by only one Angular
coordinate is seen in the airiplified diagram of Fig. VI. 21. The trans-
mitter and auxiliary devices for selecting targets in range are not shown
in th's diprTam.

'To describe the equisignal zones coinciding with the plene of the coor-
'4nzte being measured, the rpdigtion potterns of two antennas are shifted

Ir the angle 2 'Vo dc'crmined by formula (VI. 3(,) when the antennas are
operating on reception and transmission, and by formuls (VI. 37) when the
,.iziipment is for operation on recention only.

2ach Pntenna or exciter shifted uwith respect. to the paraboloid axis is
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is avit.chee to A p:rticulpr si annl converter cha-nnel. Aihen the tarret is
deflected from the equisIgnal line Oxp 3 by A certain angle R the fol-
lowing volt;.es will anperr on the converter charnels: / 470

.•:•flu %, I .:= -K F ( y , " T O) 5 1 ,1 ('11 ;

us .1 "2 " F ('O ± 0) 'iii (w)t.

in which K is : coefficient which is a function of the sional strength
and Antenna voltage gain; F (a . . ) is the standardized Antenna voltage
radiation pottern; ^ois the angle between the line of maximum radiation
of the directivity ppttern and the antenna equisignal line.

These voltages are gnmlified in the intermediate frequency by logarith-
mic nmolifiers Wnc then fed to the Pmplitude discriminator (of the subtracting
device). In order that a compprison of signal amplitudes only may occur
within it these voltages are first nassed through the amplitude detectors
before being fed into the subtractinr device.

Aftler comparinr the Amplitudes of two simultaneously received signals
the cortrol voltage At the output of the direction finding device is equal
to

F- ± o) ((1* 3z)

in which K, .is the onilitude discriminator gain; 110>Xo is the initial
output voltage of the loRgrithmic rmolifier. a

At small angles of target deflection from the enuisignal line A e <<
w.ere At renresents the direction finder sensitivity or the absolute value
of thi relvtive slope of the rpdiAtion pattern at the point of their
".nter.ection, the voltnr'e uynp will be determined as followst

2,,. K'., I 1t)U"1,,C :ý 2W'O110. (VI. 39)

* in which Kro - K,.p U

The values of direction finder sensitivity for an approximation of pat-
ternn by vwrious functions ire given in Tble VI. 2.

Lopnrithmic amplifiers -re used to eliminate the effects of a strong
received sir al ane the zain of the receiver on the slope of the direction
finder curve of the system. In a simrle subtraction of detected and Pmp-
lified signals the control voltage Uyfop and, therefore, the slope of the
direction finder charae teristic curve woule denend not only on the error
signpl Angle but also on the fpctors mentioned above, Ry using logarithmic
'riplifierst however, this drpwbpck is eliminated since the control voltage

is proportionpl not to the difference in -mnlitudes of the signals receivedýuiotir the quotient of the division of Pmplitudes.

rr-lit.,ze boost,--- i..-ones necrific require "ents on the narameters
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Table VI. 2

Direction Fineer Sensitivity Values

Type of Ppproxi- Values of Coefficient

rmrition of radia- *,ntenna operating Antenna used for
tion Dattern .n reception only reception and

S-j transmission

cti. 2 8I y"
,w \P,8 2,1

Cos, 1. 14 A_ 4 -" -- " 1 ," -- l--

2.8 .. . 6

01)-
2:1,

r~ .:.y ,xwIlic -- ti ' (
,. I. ,--,I,',,. ,,t Ii ,c. jaiuo i " , . i2 •

;Y: .A. in which .J] j: . first order -"esel Function of +hepanI ni from
f irst ki-inn;

F. ."the r pt-ins of' the antenn.- s,,e-t~ure.

ava~ab. cope

I
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I

of eacri of the channels in the radio system. If t hp-e is any ineauality
in the pAin of the seuprate channels errors will crop up in determining
the equisinal. direction. Special measures should be tPken to :wintain
similar and stable transfer constpnts in both amplificstion channelc:,

The voltpge UYnp , amplified beforehand, whose magnitude i: proportion-
ri to the Pbsolute value of the error signal e ,nd whose sip, determines
the direction of deflection of the target from OxQ, : is fed tc the servo

L Iwechpnism motor in the system to match the equisignal line with the direction
to the tracked target. The motor will rotate the antenna toward the target
as long as the displacement angle e is other than zero.

Amplitude Systems in Automatic Tracking for Azimuth
With Sum and Difference Processing

in these systems the signal amplitudes of both chpnnels are compared
directly at the Antenna outputs before they reach the receiver. This kind
of coim. 'rison of signals greatly reduces the requirements for equality of
gain by the receiving channels of the system, and, therefore, it insures
highe'- tracking accuracy.

Comp.rison or Plgebraic summation of high frequen.cy signals is accomplished
either throug!h the use of "double T" waveguide bridg'is (Fig. VI. 22s) or
weveguide (hybrid) rings (Fig. VI. 22b). Both tyoes of w'veguide devices
are the same as to charactr'ristics for receiving sum and difference signals.
However, the wave-uide ring is more sensitive to changes in wavelength and
is more comoact since it is disposed in P single Dlane.

E-Reproduced from i
be1str =a'vaIabl =cop ,,,

Fif,. VI. 22. ":avepdi,e devices for receiving the sum and difference
o" wo sitna ls: P. doucle "IT-sh,-Ded" woveguide bridge; b. hybrid ring.

The tvpe circuit shown in Fig. VI. 23 is the basis of multi-channel sys-
tems of nutomptic target trcking in two planes. Shown in Fig. VI. 24 are
"in roct-on'l cY;-rpc1 rrst.ies of .an antenna Tstem used for a sumwmation

r:t, rr,•l 'Fip,. VI. •) ~-ne two difference channels (Fig. V1. 24b, c).

9bj
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The syrtem op-rates as follows* rhree signsas Pre formed from the
voltages U9, u?, U3, 1 nd u4 taken off the senarAtely disoosed nntenna
exciters •

summ-tion signpl

UZ =K V(u: + ut) + (0, + u4)1 =
2K IF (V - Oz) + F (V t O)I sin (0t + q);

two eifference signals

A= If I(.. u ) -- (u1 ± *jI)-
2K IF (V T 00)--F( ± Op)] sin (wtI -');

=tz K [(u, +- u.) -- (u3 -)]
=-=21( IF T; O"r0) -- F ( .- 00)] sin (O)f i- Pe),

in which K is the factor taking into account antenna gain and signal
attenuation in the summation devices; F ( . .) is the standardized radia-
tion ppttern; -? ir the angle between the maximum radiation direction and
the reflector axis-the optimum magnitude of this angle is determined from
the conditions set forth in (VI. 36) or (VI. 37); eO , Of are the azimuthal
£nd nngulpr displ~cements of the target relative to the paraboloid axis;
pis the fiexed phnse angle constant.

The signals u 1,, u u, nd u e go to the inmut of the three channel
suoerheterodyne receiver. In o-der that the range voltage u simultan-
eouzly be the reference voltage for the azimuthai and elevation signals
it is first shifted in phase by the Pngle "/2. In the receiver an three
!i.r•ls are converted into intermediPte frequency sionals, amplified in that
•recuency, and then fed to the anpropriate phase detectors. In the phase
det-,.tors the czlmuthal signal fnd the angular elevation signal are multi-
plied by the reference signal.

Divect current nulses, whose anolitude and polprity impart the magnitude
-nd sirn for inples f1 And 0 e resnectively, are token off the phase
detectors of the azimuthal and elevwtion chnnnels. In order that the
Ar.vlitude of these pulses may not be dependent on changes in amplitudes of
the sirnrtion chAnnel s; mal (ranre channel) fast resnonse automatic gain
c ntrol systems oper.tinr, fr,.m the sumation channel are used in systems of
trackin-y for nzimuth with sin ,nd difference processing of signals. During
the orocess o•f nutompticplly tracking a target the fast response automatic
c-in conrroe mnintnins a fixed signal amplitude at the output of the sumwa-
tior chrnnel And develops a gain control voltage for the azimuth and eleva-
• ion ch.nncls whose chpn.e is inversely proportional to the amplitude
volt-age at the input to the summation chnnnel. Therefore, after the direct
current pulses pass through the appropriate video amplifiers and pulse
detectors they are converted into controlling voltage

K1....•Kb. • FUg F (y O) - F (y -_ 00_1t
Y"N( F ") . ± 0,)- * (VI.40)

,K ,,4. •(J. IF (V = Or) - F' ± t,)J
p- e KrIF (V:P Oe .; F; ± 0,) , (V|t !)
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in which K4.n -n6 Ka are the transfer coefficients of the phase detector
ind video nmolifier, res1mctively; IL) is the amplitude of the output signal
of the summation channel if it has a quick response automatic gain control;
-nd Kpvr i!' the transfer coefficient of the qui.ck response Automatic gain
c ntrol. The Dooer volt•ges uynpB --nd Uynp j: enter the power drive
mech-nisms which rotate the antenna until the axis of the paraboloid coincides
with the direction toward the target, i.e. when ep and 8e 're equal
to zero.

Phased Systems of Automptic TrAcking for Azimuth

A.utomatic systems for tracking in azimuth "ith phased direction finders
-9J by the method of chenging the so-tial position of the enuisipnal line

are divided into the system with mechnnical rotation of the antenna and the
phase delpy (Fig. V1. 25) system.

If there is An angular difference in E between the direction to the
target Pnd the position of the enuisignpl line Ox. 9 the signals at the
outout of both antennas are determined by the expressions:

U, - K= F (0) (wt 4. d;An .

N 'F(0) (.t)- dsinO),

in ,hich K is the proportionplitv factor depending on the signal strength
-nd the antenna gain; F (...) is the standardized antenna radietion
-- ttcrn; X is the wavelength; d is the distance between antenna foci (base)*

Th;: signals %l and u2 Are amplified in the apnropriate chrannels of
the two chnnnel superheterodyne receiver. To get a direction finding response
curve with central symmetry the signpl is shifted in plase by the angle 9T/2
in one of the receiver chnrnels. Uniformity in the slope of the DF response
curve is insured either through Putom-tic g.in control devices or by utilizing
signol -nrrplitude limiters in tie IF omnlifier ch-nnels.

"he followin, voltages are taken from the interi.ediate frenuency Amplifier
outputs:

f3r circiits described in Fig. VT. 259

,,; U ,,. .,.,n

For circ,,its snown in Fir. S(1. 25b 4+

-' -
U~rP in Oi. 4
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in w'hich 11 n is the -rmulltude of sipn-io pulses at the IF Pmol1fier output
.whose mpgnitude is st.abilized by the aut')m-tic gin control system; W4f is
the intermedipte frequency; cp_-nA ds, e is the phase difference of sig-
nals received from the disptrsed -nteimas; Uorp is the amplitude of signal.
')ulses At the output ot the i~miter; V is the variable ohase shift intro-
duced by the phase cc.,-rter.

the sipmals u'i and u'2 are fed to the phase detec' tr which performs
the function of a ohese discriminator in these systems. From u'1 And u'2
Pt the phase discriminptor output a periodic sequence of direct current
qulses 4:.; formed. rhe s,'uence is determined for the circuit in Fig.
V1, 25a by the expression

=y" K,2-2.,,i d sinO),n (VIL. 42)

riw".: the circ-Jt. in Fig. VI. 2".*- by
u•,, K U': sn(_ud ý;i.:e- (V•I. h3)

in wnicL K p it- transfer aoe'ficient of the phase discriminator.

At imall -ngles of error of 9 th• voltpge Pt the phase discriminator
output iE e-"ml to

2.1' dO;
f K4,. ,U,1 .-in 2-2-. dO; (Vie 45)

After conversion by thq pulse detector And low frequency filter into
direct uirrent voltages they trigger anvrenriate drives which change the
spatial position of the equisignal line. In the automatic system of tracking
for azimuth shorn in Fig. VI. 25a this is achieved by mechanically rotating
the antenna mechanism , -nd in the system shown in Fig. VI. 25b it is
Pchieved through the action on the phase inverter which controls the amount
,of phase deliv in one of the channels of the system.

The m-rked afdvntnge of the sy.stem with phase delay Pnd fixed antenna
is its nuick response,:this condition is possible because large masses do
not have to be disulAced mechnicslly.

- . Basic "lements of Systems for TrAckinp in Azimuth

?hAse Detectora (Piscriminptors)

A nh-se drtec'.or is An electronic, device used to conver' the difference
"in phase of two sipnnls hpvinr the same frequency into direct nurrent
voltave whose m-gnitude is generp).ly proportionAl to the amlitudes of the
s•i nals, -nd whose nol.ritv is A function of the nh-se dif'erencos of these
volt.-es.

R102
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phnse detectors Pre divided into blqanced end circular tyoes. Balanced
phase detectors arn generally used in r-dar sets with automptic azimuth
tracking systems. The detectors mpy be diodes or triodes.

pa!,nced diode detectors Pre designed in accordance with the circuit
shown in Fig. VI. 26. Their operating principle is based on the addition

,nd subtraction of Pn error sigfnpl voltage lO(of one signal) -nd a re-
ference voltage nUoq (of a second signal). output voltage of the 4
device is equal to the difference in voltage .dropa acrosa the resistances 4
R, Pnd R2 .

uex,.m~si'wg..LIe4

Fig. VI. 26. Schematic diagram of P diode balanced phase detector
(in a bslanced circuit RI a R2 - R; C - 0 2 C).

The following disadvantages are peculiar to diode phase detectors:
-- they have a low transfer coefficient (less than two);
-- the power required from the error signal source depends on the

load connected to the output of the circuit;
-- circuit balnnce depends on load bplance;
-- with large error signals it is difficult to insure the inequality"Jm << m

Triode nhase detectors have better performance characteristics. They
not only convert the sign:l but simultaneously nmplify it. Depending on
the method by which the error signal UB is fed triode phase detectors
Pre divided into those with symmetrical input and those with asymmetrical
input. The former may be single cycle or two cycle. The two cycle phase
detector circuits differ from the single circuits in having not one but
two pairs of triodes in a two cycle (push-pull) connection.

Amplitude Discriminators

Pn Pmplixude discriminator is an electronic or electromagnetic devico
"fi'or example, a type of magnetic amplifier) whose output voltage is pro-
•ortionnJl to thE difference of the instantaneous values of two input signaLs.

1,1C K. 418.1 -US 2), (VI. 46)
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in which Kn.p is the discriminator transfer coefficient; UpXl and U9X2
are the instantnneous vwlues of input signals.

Fig. V!. 27. Circuit of an electronic amplitude discriminator

Because of the low input resistance of electromagnetic amplitude discrim-
inato~s only electronic types of' discriminators are used in azimuth track-
ing systems. Usually, these discriminators are designed according to a
direct current symmetrical. differential amplifier (Fig. VI. 27).
Circuit symmetry is obtained by equalizing the plate loads (Ra. - Ra2 U R8 )
arid having tubes with identical parameters. Due to the spread in tube
parameters the circuits of electronic differential amplitude discriminators

i are not usually ideally symmetrical; instability of power supplies also
affects the output signal. To decrease zero drift on account of instability

SofT power supply, neg=tive feedback, accomplished by applying a large cathode
• resist~nce Rk,is used in s'ich circuits.

SActually, ze~ro drift c~n be disregarded if Rk resistance values are
seiected in eccordsnce ,ith formulaI, k,.=(0--i5) N •, ("A2.)

•,• in which Ri is the internal resistance in the tubes; fL is the tube
Sawolificention fac tor.

The transfer constant K8 .u of the symmetrical amplitude discriminator
•:• •epends on the iurrn~eters of t he tubes used, and the magnitudes of the

r'esiatprnce Ra and load resistor RH.

•~P R. Rt-

*, in "-,hich k,, "•>R
)•'•" (VJ].-I 9)
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Error Signal Meter

A device which separat.es out and i1mplifies an s-nvelope from the periodic
train of amplitude modulnted video pulses from the outnut oP the automatic
azimuth trecking system with successive comnqrison of signals is known / 480
as an error (misaligrment) signal meter.

Ra C

[ I ., .. amplifier

with filterj • detector

video
amplifier *£a

Fip. VI. 28. Error signnl meter circuits.

Error sigmnl metering circuits widely used in such systems are shown in
Fig. VI. 28. In Figure VI. 2R8a the siRrsAi is demodulpted by a separate
diode detector, and in the circuit of Fig VI. 28b demodulption is accomplished
bV Pn qnmlifier tube operating on grid detection.

A condition for non-distorted demodnI.tion of the slgnpl in these
circuits is the inequality '67

r.. >•t-M, (vI. 50) .

in which T is the video Pulse tracking period; T I• is the-•[ envelope period; m is the modulation factor,

This condition is usua lly fulfilled properly in practice because the / 481
rntio Th / T ap has nn order of mngnitude of 20 - 40 , while mi> 1.

For the error sipnal •re 4er shown In Fig. VI. 28a the transfer constant

• lOb
S~i

- - ~-~'' --~ jVc
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of the reak detector is oenil to [-J
p (Uu I

S k, (VI. 51)

in .hich .S1 , SRi-i- RI) is the dynamic clope of the detector response
curve; Obw is the video pulse duty factor; R;A = I/S is the internal
resistance of An open diode; Ra is the plate load resistpnce of the
preceding stage; RA is the detector load resistance.

The formula is vplid if the following conditions are fulfilled:

fiaý& <'. (J.,5T.;" R•, << Rrd RcC. t,

in which CLM is the duration of the main pulse.

For an error signal meter with grid detection the transfer constant
of the detector is equal to

KA S.,R,,R •t
K•=R•--01, (Rz +ki M- (I52)

in which Sa is the slope of the detector tube response curve; RH is
the Dlate load resistance; Rjig is the resistance of the grid-cathode
portion of An open tube.

Tn addition to the transfer constant KA peak detectors of error signal
meters Pre characterized by a phase shift q)A of the output sianal rela-
tive to the input signal envelope end by a time delay equivalent. Usually,
the phase shift is of the order of 4O - 600 while the time delay equivalent,
which is P function of the detector pprameters and the magnituees Rq and
C 0. is considerpbly smnller than the time constant equivalents encountered
in the folloving elements of the system. Therefore, the delay introduced
by the detector is not t-ken into account. The followinp voltage is fed
from the nenk detector to the error signal amplifier input in which U D
is the Amplitude of the voltage at the receiver output

uci=Ka - + m cos (Elt +) )

in any case, the Amplitude of the 8lternatinp component of the output
voltage of the detector is U._ 1- mUArrp , consequently the meter output
voltage is P function not only of the magnitude of deflection of the target
from the equisignal line (the coefficient of m) but also of the target's
dimensions -nd its distpnce from the automatic system of tracking for azimuth.
1or normal operation of the automatic tracking system, i.e. excluding any
posribility of loss of stability it is necessary to insure proportionality
only between the error simnal and the magnitude of target deflection.

In Put:)matic azimuth tracking systems with successive comparisons of
signals this is insured through the use in the receiver of a conventional
Automatic gnin control (an automatic vain control operating on a closed cycle)
ane through a sDecipl operatinq mode of the error sivnnl Pmplifier tube
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in the mef erinr circuit. The amplifier tube is caused to ag•ume such an
operating mode when its characteristic is essentially non-liiepr; the j
direct comnonent Uo a Kq U np of the peak detector voltage is fed to
the tube grid as a bias voltage. Consequently, the slone change of the
Pmnrlifier tube response cu.-ve is inversely proportional to Ue i.e.

S,
s-- (VI. 53)

Given the required degree of stabilization of receiver gain by the
automatic gpin control system the quality of secondary stabilization of the'
error signAl deoends on how Pccurately this condition is fulfilled for
the whole rAnge of changes of Uo. In many instances, and especially
when tracking large sized targets at shcrt range, the Actual character-
istics of tubes may not satisfy this condition. To obtain the required
relati-inship between S4  and Uo on a broader section of the tube
response curve A small resistance Rk is inserted into the cathode cir-
cuit of the amplitude pentode.

Error Signal Meter Band Filters

In azimuth tracking systemrs band filters serve to senarate out the

basic harmonic of the envelope of Rmplitude modulated pulses. Ordinarily,
they sre a component port of the error signAl amplifier contained in the
meter.

Resonnnt LC-circuits (Fig. VI. 29a) nnd double T-shaped bridges
'(Fig. 29b) t'ined to the scanning frequency of the antenna beam find prac-

tical ma-lication as filters in automatic systems of tracking for azimuth,

Ps nn element of the servo system, filters Are characterized by the trans-
fer function for the envelopes. For A filter reoresenting a resonant
oscillating circuit coupled into the plate circuit of the amplifier tube
of the error sivnpl meter the transfer function of the envelopes is
.etermined by the formulp

, TA'' (vI. 54)

in which S is the slope of the amplifier tube res-onse curve; / 483
Zp is the dynamic resistance of the filter; i' is the time constant of
the circuit ",' "1 " -". ; • ir' its own resonance frequency; e
is the Q-fpctor of the circuit U B is the filter passband.Ik
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Fig. V. 29. hnerrow band filter circuits used in automttic systems of
trncking for azimuth; a - resonant circuit; b. double T-shaoed bridge;
c, tube narrow band filter.

For a double T-shaped bridge filter

W (P) -[P (VI.55)

in which

2
T, T2T

R, c,1 - T c,=2T3)

RC,; .. =.n2T = Xc•C IT
Tl -- RIC,: T,,,2 =RIC~.- eaa0C

This f ormulp is va id when Kr<I assuming that the "resonant"
fre'iuency of' the filter .Q Os cldse to the scanning frequency.

The dnubl1 T-sh~ned filter is used in azir;i'h trpcking, syst~emis in the
diiscriminating :3m-lifier circui~t. It is inserted between the control
"rid and pl.-te of the tube in the amplifier stage on resistances with a
large transfer constant K0 (Fig. VI. 290). 4 l84

The transfer fiinction of the ~nmlifier included by the negative feed-
back thr-ugfl the fileter in question is:

K~0 I. - NTP

~i't~cri~ln;rrow b,%nd douible T-shpped filters Pre used in Er92
discriminating amplifier circuits. The Darameters of such filters are
selected from the relationship

____ C _- (VI57)

,R+ T
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The transfer function of a cymmetrical envelope filter is equal to
p b

W• u-, -+ - (VI. 58)

and that of nn amplifier with such a filter is
• 1 , ( P ) -=K ,

6ý , ..., I (VI. 59)

here 0o= • b RL C,= •

9. Power Drive Boosters

General Information

Electronic, magn-itic, and electromechanical amplifiers, as well as
combinations of such rmplifiers are used in azimuth tracking systems.
As boosters, they control the electric motors which direct the antenna
toward the target. The kind of system to be used for target tracking by
angular coordinateN is governed by the type and power of the driving motor.

if the drive motor is a two phase asynchronous unit, provision is
usually made for a modulator in the structure of the amplifying device;
its function is to convert the dc controlling voltage developed by the
phase detector or amplitude discriminator into ac voltage with an amplitude
proportional to the magnitude of the input voltage and a phase determined
by the polarity of the input voltage. Since it is difficult to get stable
a•plificatiun with d-c electronic amplifiers, the morulator in systems
of this tyne precedes the voltnge amplifier.

If a Oirect current motor is used as the actuator there is no need /485
to convert the control voltage and the input signal is boosted by the
direct current amplifiers.

The power amplifier ib usually the terminal stage in boosters designed
to drive d-c or a-c motors. In the case of lower power motors the power
amplifier may be of electronic design with single cycle circuit. A push-
Dull circuit is used to obtain a relatively greater amount of power; in many
instances mpp~netic amplifiers are used which have an efficiency greater
than that of tube power amplifiers. In systems with d-c motors electro-
mechanical amplifiers are most often used for power boosters.
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Modulators

Modulators are devices which convert n direct current signal into
nltcrnating current voltage w-ith An amplit~ue proportionpl to the magni-
tude of the input voltage and a phase determined by the polqrity of the
input voltage.

rDpending on their operating principle modulptors are divided into
commutator Pnd balnnced types. In the former the signAl is bmodulnted by
the commutptor of the vibrator type auxiliary device or by a rectifier.
In the case of balAnced modulrtors the signal modulption occurs by
disturbing the circuit balance when the direct current voltage is fed to
the input.

Uer I

=U

Pet~~endtn~ on thClOOts--
Fig. VI. 30-. Ring modulator

ependinp: on the elements used modulrtors Pre divided into C-7J:
-- electromechanical types bWsed on the use of vibrator relrys;

-- rectifier types based on the use of semiconductor vwlves or diodes;
-- electronic types with electronic emplifier tubes;

magnetic types based on the use of magnetic amolifiers.

The rlnr modultor (Fig. VI. 30) acts like a corrutsting type in its
onerrt.inp principle, but as fpr as the elements used it rel-tes to the
recti fier type. Conversion of the direct current input signal into an
nltern-titing current sio'n!l is bAsed on changing the resistance of the
rectifier Ps a function of the voltage applied. / 486

The circuit operates as follows. The comrutating voltage uk is fed
to one of the diaponals of the rectifier bridge by way of the steD-up trans-
former TpI. For normpl operation of the modulator the conmutpting voltage
fed to the diaonal of the brid-le is taken considerably greater then the
input voltage ui3X which is fed to the center points of the windings
of transformers To1  -nd Tp2. The output voltage uj 1 • is taken
from the secondary winding of the transformer Tp2. Because the coimmtating
voltage is considerably grenter than the input voltage the operation of
the rectifiers in rinp tvne modulators is governed by the voltage uk.
'hiring one hgIf period of this voltage the resistance of rectifiers 2 and
3 i vev, low, while th.at of' rectifiers 1 and h is very high. In the
next half period the opnosite conditions holds trues rectifiers 2 Pnd 3 j
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operate in x condition of very low resistance, while rectifiers 1 and 4
are operating under conditions of very hiLh resistance.

The circuit in a ring type modulator is symmetrical. Hence, in the ab-
sence of nn input signpl the output voltage u sjI i.s equal to zero due
to tne fact that currents enuel in magnitude and opnosite ir, sign flow
thro,:rh the orimpry winding of transformer Tp2.

* -5 ;:.:{

Fir. V'. 31. Balnced two helf-period type modulator on triodes.

M* Ihen a direct current sipnAl is fed to the modulstor the balance of the

resistances in the rectifier bridge is affected. Apart from the two current
components caused by the commrutator voltage, a third component appears in
the primary winding of the outuut transformer; this one is caused by
the source of the innut voltare. The current components in the primary
wndinp of transformer Tp 2 which apreared under the influence of the
voltage u are compensate& for, Just as was true in the case where
uD '. .-. erefore, the magnitude of the resulting current and voltage
on the prim--ry wineing of the output transformer 6re governed by the
inout volt.-"e. This is nn Alternating current of snuare shaped waves
with the frenuency of the commutating voltage source. When the
polarity of the input voltage changes there is a 1800 change in the phase
of the output voltage.

The I:Planced, two hplf-oeriod modulator (Fig. VI. 31) consists of
four electronic tubes t he plate circuits of which ,re fed by alternating
current uk . 'Not only triodes, but tetrodes and pentodes can be used

as the modulator tubes. In epch pprticulqr case the type of tube / 487
tued is determined hy thp ,mount of modulator amplification required.
The direct current voltape u i?,:is converted into alternating current
voltage ue8 ,, with a frequency determined by the source of the comurta-
ting voltage in thir ci rcit in accordance with the following.

If no input sivn.l is drilied to the control grids of the tubes, currents
of enupl magnitude flow durinn the first and second (positive Pnd negative)
I-lf cycles of commutptinr voltage in the secondavry windings of the trans-
former throuph the -qate circuits of the tubes J1 Jig and .7? J . As a
result, the output volt.ae taken from resistances R8, R9, and R10 is

4 e':ul to zero. When n d-c sipnal is fed to the innut of the modu.ptor
"the circuit becorns unbalpnced, i.e. the current from tubei? bezomes
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'inenvial to that of tube JI. during the first haIf-period of the cprrier
freiuenc', voltage, and the current from tube JA is unenuAl to that of
tube J1 4 in the next half-oeriod. As A result, the output voltage ub,,x
determined by the difference in potential between the mean currents
of the secondpry windings of transformer Tpl is not equal to zero.

The anmlitude of voltApe u&,, , which changes with the power supply
voltage frenuency Jk , is 1,overned by the magnitude of the direct current
voltage which acts on the input to the circuit, whereas the phase is
determined by the polarity of the voltage u * When the polarity of

the input signal chpnpes the output voltage phase changes 1800.

The linearity of the response curve in the two hAlf-cycle modulator
circuit -- the curve represents the relationship of the output voltage

amplitude to the magnitude of the input voltage - is determined by
the operating condition of the tubes and the position of the operating
point on the triode plnte-grid curves.

U A.

Fig. VI. 12. Electromechanical modulator

The mognit iie of the unbal.-nced output voltage when u 0 , which
chnrpcterizes the zero stability of the modulator, depends on the accuracy
of 'he potentiometer R9  indicator setting. Tube replacements ordinarily
produce a c(-rtpin unbalance in the modulator due to differences in their
perpmeters; this unbalnnce decreases with increased values of load resistances

RA, R9 , Pnd R10 .

Condensers Cl nnd C2 Pct as filters in the circuit and decrease

the amount. of distortion in the output voltage wave form.

The eLectromechAnical modllptor described in Fig. VI. 32 consists of
the elpctromechpnical commutator P which is fed from the commutator

po-er sup°ly -nd the voltae -ranlifier on the triodes Jig and J19, . /488
Contacts KI and K2 of the commtator are closed periodically as a

result of which P ,irect current taken from the resistance R, is fed

alternately to the control grids of the tubes.

The co-mutator nerlod of oscillstion is enusl to the voltage period uk.

During the first hnlf period of the nlternating voltage contact K1  is
closed, -nd during the second h.lf period contact K2  is closed. When
comnut-tor contzct K1  is closed the grid notentipl in tube J 4 is de-J te-.... b... the bi-s voltppe R-, CI) And by a drop in the input voltage



across resistances R4 and that of tube is determined only by the
bias voltage. Ind conversely, when contact K2 is closed the grid poten-
ttal of tube ,7 is determined by the bias voltage, whereas the potential
on the grid of" tube A Z is determined by the bias voltage and direct cur-
rent voltage drop across resistance R5 which is enual to the resistance
of R4. As q result, during each half cycle of carrier frequency voltage
the tube plate currents are unsqual. During the first half cycle the
current of one tube is greater, and during the next half cycle the current
from the other tubg is greater.

The plote currents of the tubes are pulsed end contain direct and alter-
npting current comnonents. Due to circuit symmetry or balance the positive
components of the currents are the asme in magnitude but opposite in direction.
Therefore, when flowing through the primary winding of the input transformer
they mutually compensate one another. The alternating components of the
olpte currents produce o magnetic field in the transformer which has a sanure
shaped wave with the periodicity of the commutating voltage and initial phase
determined by the polarity of the input voltage.

A reversal in the Dolnrity of the input voltage changes the phase of
the alternating mAgnetic field, Ps well as the phase of the output voltage
by 1800.

El ectronic Amplifiers

The electronic Pmplifiers contained in the servo drives of automatic
an-imuth trpckin!7 sy.rtems ore desi.ned to amplify the error signals; the
')rincionl function of' the nmplifier in the servo mechanism is to amplify
error s;inPl intensity. O;rdinnrily, electronic amplifiers in servo drives
ore used when the output power is under !00-150 watts.

FIectr.,nic omolifiers of servo drive mechanisms used in a7,imuth tracking
Rear classed Ps low frequency amplifiers of 50 hertz and above. Direct
current amolifters are used when it is necessary in the servo drive to boost
the rnis-lipnment (error) sipnpls which chnnge very slowly at a frequency
o' frorm 0 to 19-12 hertz.

The operstiny ch'racteristics of direct and alternating current am-
n1 ifiers include the following: coefficient of amplification; power and
voltage on the food; efficiency; and distortions introduced by the amplifier.
Circuits of electronic implifiers used in the servo drives of automatic
-zimuth tracking systems Pre shown in Figs. VI. 33-VI. 35.

The push-pull dWrect cuirrent amplifier (Fig. VI. 33) responds not only
to channes in the magnitude of the input signal but also indicates its sign.
'lcsisf.tnce A-4 in the c-thode circuits performs the functions of a stabil-
izer of the zero position of the Amolifier in addition to creating an
nutomatic hips.

11J4
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Fig. VI. 33. lush-pull direct current Fig. VI. 34. Push-pull alter-

K mplifier nating current amplifier with
d-c power supply

The operf-tinf, principle of the push-pull PItern~ating current amplifier
circuits shoin in Firs. V1. 34 n.nd 35 is similar to that employed in a
oush-oull rJrect c.,rrent --molifier. As was the case in the d-c Amplifier,
ihe oIternnting, current smolifier tubes oper~te s-imultaneously. Here,in the qIternsting current fed Amolifier they operate only during the
positive h=1f cycle of the feed voltage. If the error sign.al u • is equal
to zero the plnte currents of the tube Pre equal1to one Another provided
the branches of the circn•it qre s vmetric~l with one another. Since
these currents flow thronph the primprv winding of the output transformer
Tp in opposite directions the magnetic fields they Droduce are mutually
cnneelled out And u ht,× = 0. 19 u• 0 vol tppes that Pre 1800 out+
Of zxn-so nct on the prids of the tubes. Accordingly, the pl~te current
increases in one of the tubes •nd decrepses in the other; the voltage at
the output of the circuit has the same frequency as the innut sicmnal. A490

Fia. V1. 35. Push-null P--c molifier with a-c power supply. *

Sv,,rv im-iort.Ant :.dwontpp~e of •ush-pull circuits is the fact that with •complete svmmetry of the brpnch circuits the output voltage hat; no eve,
nnrmonics.

In a-c -mplifiers the transformer Tp2 serves to maetch -the load • •r esistance 1j with the resistance between the polates of the tube Ra.,
Here, the necessary motch: i' -cco~mlishod by selectine, the right treae-
forr,•tion rr'tio.
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roduced iom '~ I
best' available c py.3 : (W~. 60)

The condenser C in the Amplifier circuit comnected in parallel to

the prin.• winding of the outnut transformer serwes to deriva the greatest
;,mount of power from the tubes, The capacitance value, of the condonser is
selectee such as to resonance tune the circuit to the frequency of the
alternnting current of the poter supply,

Mngnetic Amplifiers

Magnetic amplifiers [I0)J are electromagnetic devices which amplify
the power and voltage of electrical signals. Despite the multiplicity
of magnetic amplifier circuits used they are all designed around the same
physical principle -- utilizing the ratio of tho magnetic penetrsnce of
ferromagnetic m.terials with alterrnating current pL,, to the magnitude of
a magnetizing, field.

7 Ifly WHU.

0- ofit-, , 1

I Fig. VI. 36. A simple choke-coupled amplifier: a. circnit; b. the

function /'• f (1y); c. the function I f (y)

In its simpler asnects the mognetic amplifier consists of a choke
with two winrding.s, one of which is fed by an Alternating pover wrurc6
Z!iC the other is iinnected to the direct current power supoly (Fig. VI 36a).
The core is simultaneously magnetized by a direct current ly flowiag in
the control windir w- Pnd the alternoting current I ;,J • flowing /491l

in the winding W M . I•ue to the constancy of the poo-er aource voltage U' .
nnd the non-linelr nature of the core magnetization curve the value of
mgnetic oenctronce in determined only by the curpent o? the control winding
TV. The -rnrox1-,tr form of the relationship f = C (Iv) for A choke
covpled Aolifier is 9hown in Fig. Vi. 36b.
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At small vwlues of Pctive resistnncn comp.ed to the inductive re•,ctvncu
of the choke winoinp, the magnitude of the current I __ ftowirg thArough it
is detarmined by the expression

M(v. 61)

in which U -,. is the power voltage; cz L is the inductive reactance of
the winding W_; ond L is the inductance of the winding,

T so

S is the cross section of the magnetic circuit; rnd Io is tha mean length
o0 the magnetic circuit*

Increasinp or decressing, the magnetizing current results in increasing
or decrensinp the current I in the winding v • changes in the
current I -, are considerably greater than the changes in the current I
The function I,. x f(I ) is the magnetic awlifier control cnaracteristZc.
Its naure depends on t1e material used in the core ond on the parameters
of the Pmplfier.

in a simple, mpgnetic, choke-coupled amplifier, because of the fact
that a reduction in the magnetic penetrance /...is not a function of the
direction of current flow in the winding . the response curve of
* I * f (ty) is syvmetrical to the ordinate Ases (Fig. VI. 36c).

The current Amolification factor of the magnetic smplifier is e.ualrto

K,---, (V. 62)

-ind the qrrlification factor for voltage is w a

K . , (VI. 63)
('

in which is the resistance in the control circuit.

To increase the gain in mAgnetic amplifiers use is mide of ferromagnetic
.v-te--Ils with n very mnrked relationship between the A~snd the value
of the mpgnetizing current ly as well as the positive feedback; this
means that a certain portion of the power of the output circuit is used
to control the magnetic omolifier along with the input signal that enters
the Winding wl. Of the many existing varieties of feedback (external, / 492
internnl, nnd crossed) the most commonly used in servo drives are the
externpl end internsl positive feedback systems. External feedback is
ordin'nrily used with hiph voltages Pnd small currents, whereas the internal
syste-A is used with small voltages and lArge currents.

-•.
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Fig. VI. 37, Schematic dipTUms of the simpler type mpmetic ampli-

fiers with positive feedb~ck: a. with external coupling; and b. with
internal coupling; the function I , f(y)

Di~gr~me- of simpler ,mgnetic amplifiers with positive feedback Pre
given in Fig. VI. 37. ý;xtern-sl positive feedboack is obtained by introducing
P supplementpry oositive feedback winding woe which is connected into
the circuit so that a direct current proportional to the load current may
flow through it.

At P pprticulor polprity of the input signal Uy the magnetic fluxes
of the windinps Wy .nnd Woc are additive; this condition corresponds toDositive feeobAck. With a ch-nge in the polarity of the input signal 493

mppnetic fluxes of the windings of wv and woe act in opposite direc-
tions thus wepkening the resulting makgnatized field; this corresponds to
ner.-tive feedback. In view of the fact that positive feedback becomes
negative with chnnges in the polprity of the input aignal, magnetic choke- -
coupled amplifiers with negative feedback are used only to amplify signals A
h6vin) a fixed polarity.

Interg i. feedb.mck is -ccomplished by couplong in single hnIf cycle
rectlfierr wit series with each of the witernxting current winding w,i.

"teculng h ucto,;' ~ : 1 :: e



Ae P tonsenuenc., aulsing currents flow in the windings creating a magnetic
fiole feedback, This will be positive for one poiritv of the input signal
Pn, neottive for the other.

The poiwer Amplification factor Kp for a magnetic amplifier with feed-
beck cna be determined in Pccordarco with the following

12 R Ryw~.iF 0  X)

in which Koc =Woc/w,, is the feedback coefficient.

The feedb.rck coefficient is rpgulpted in amplifiers by chnnging the
numtU7 of coil turns or by bypassing, the winding Woc through shuntinp

of the fe~fbnck rectifiers or by changing the alternating component of the
ma•gnetizing force.

In the sirapler single cycle choke-coupled magnetic amplifiers with
oositive feedback the no-lond current Ixx increases with an increase in
the feedback coefficient Koc. In many cases provision is made for specialwindi,.ngs (bigs windings wb) t~o shift the response curve of I,.%# f(I) Along.

the abscissp axis in ordr to decrease the current IxX and select th8
necessary operating portion on the control curve in amplifier circuits,
The bias windings mqy either be alternAting or direct current fed.
The most commonly used method is that in which the bias is obtained by Z
feeding the windings with a direct current.

Multiple stage magnetic Amplifiers for servo drives Pre usually designed
as push-null circuits with st-ges hsving separate input and output
(Fig. V1. 3qa); or with common input and output (Fig. VI. 38b); or with sep-
arate Pnd corumon input, As well as separate and common outputs (Fig. VI. 38c).

"n Advwntage of the structured amplifie. circuit made up of stages with
separate input and outout is the relptive simplicity of matching the stages
.?nd more completely utilizing the stages for power yield Pnd gain. The
drawbnck of such systems is the marked influence the follow4-_ng stages hpve 1
on the preceeding ones nnd the relative instability of the circuit with
chpnpes in the U ,.- voltage and the temperatu-.

The c'ief advAntage of Amplifier circuits m~de uD of stages with / 495
common innul. -nd common output, i.e. with series connected wv windings,
is 1.o lessened effect, the followinr stages have over the )receding stages
thpn is true of circuits with seoprate input and output, and the comparatively
greater stability of the PmDlifier's characteristics when it is operating
under conditions othpr thnn normal. The drawback of these structural diagrams
r- ihe•ir Iorser nmplificotion factor ,nd greater complexity of design.

vombhin.tion block di-,-rpms of magnetic implifiers (-mplifiers made up
of both nri;wiry ano -secondary type stages) Are free of the shortcomings pe-
:1 *l;:'r !,. -n:,:Iifiers :,'1vinrn st-gs with separate input and output, .nd thoset,.vmn'r stAres with com-,,n' input and output. For that reason they Are most

ccson,. eo In servo c"Ive mechanisms.
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Fig. VI. 39. Diagrams of choke coils used in the intermediate stages
of magnetic amplifiers with serie•i (a), bridge (b), end parallel (c)
coupling of rectifiers.

The types of intermediate stages to be used in multiple cascade magnetic
anlifiers are determined by the kind of amplifier circuit selected. The
choke coil! systems most commonly used I'or the intermediate stages are
descrihed in Fig. VI. 39a, b, c.

Host widely used in the output stages of servosystems with alternating
current low and medium power drive motors are feedback magnetic anplifiera
with differential and bridge circuits. In the case of servosystems with
high vower motors, bridge amplifiers wiihout positive feedback are most
commonly used. Typical circuits of output •mplifiers are shcown in
Fig. 171. 4o.

When using • direct current r,.otor that is directly controlled by a / 498
magnetic •.mplifier in an automatic system of tracking for azimuth the
circuit shown in Fig. VI. 4ila can be used for the output stage of the
m•'netic •o~lifier. When the direct current motor i.s controlled by an
electromech~nic~l •Inf'ier the circuit, shown in Fig. VI. 41lb c~n be used
in the output stage.

Within the liimits of the linear portions of the curve I - (i•)
push-pull single stage magnetic amplifiers can be regarded, with certain
allowances, as aperiodic elements with a transfer function

wp () = T.y';," (VI. F5)
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in which K is the static voltege gain ofrthe stage; T is the time•I
constant oT the stage (seconds) determined from the expression

" R'. oLV.. 66)

in which R is the resistance or the amplifier control circuit;
O, 0 'o1¾'0 is the differential magnetic permeability.

For multiple stage magnetic amplifiers in which the following stages
*.-exert only a mild effect on the preceding stages -- this is accomplished

either through series coupling or bypassing the control windings of
the stages with capacitances -- the transfer function in its general fom
is detbrmined by means of the expression

*1y

w(p)T= -(7' -•.) I 1- + (VI. 67)

in which TI, T2 , T3 . . . . . Tn are the time constants of the
IndiVidual stages. R ,

I best available copy.

Amplidynes

The amplidyne is a direct current vene'rator with longitudinal and lateral
excitation caused to rotate by a built-in direct or alternating current motor.

The following Pre some of the 6esirpble features of the amplidyne:
it can be driven by motors of up to 10 kw in power; has P great power
nmolification coefficient (.__ 102 - IO4); capable of comparatively high
oper~tinp speed; has low operatina power renuirements (about 1 watt);
nnd has a simple system for totplizing several cipnals.

Among the drawbacks of this type of Pmplidyne are: its reauirement for
a sneciol svwtem to imnrove comwutation; inrtability of its oprameters duw
to n lateral sl-ort circuited circuit Pnd a tendency to oscillate when

over-compenspted. / 499

Elecirodynes are used in the servo systems of automatic azimuth tracking
systems as power Pmolifiers to control d-c drive motors.

The chief static features of an anplidyne include its no-load character-
istic, which is expressed by the ratio of the electromotive force E to
the magnitude of the control current, Pnd its internal characteristic,
which is expressed by the ratio of the output voltage Ubtx to the load
current IH with Iv -constant. "he effect of controlling the magnitude
of the output powei is evaluated by the power gain Kp which is erual
to the ratio of the awlidyne output power to the power fed to the
control windings

I. X),= (Vi. 68)
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in which Rv is the resistance of the control windings; Rh is the load
resistAnce.

10. Controlling Actions of Automatic System
of Tracking for Azimuth

Automatic Tracking Errors

Controlling Actions

In general, the controlling actions of automatic systems for tracking
in azimuth are the angular displacements of the targets in two mutually
perpendicular planes: the bearing angle plane Pnd the elevation plane
of the target. If the target travels at uniform speed in a straight line
at constant altitude (Fig. VI. 42) the changes with respect to time ofthe real angular coordinates of the tracked targt and their first de-rivatives are determined by the following expressions:

arct•-, (V1.69)

dl (VI.70)

dt 0e (t) =arctgr - - if .(-1.71)'

V' -V ? 2 ( '2 + 2+ 112)' (v% .72 •

in which V. is the target velocity; H is the flight altitude of / 500
t/he target; p is the course parameter.

Course lrAmeter is define.d as P segment of q straight line perpen-
diculr to the target's course projected on the horizontal plane and -'

nAssInR through the p%2nt where the automatic azimuth tracking system
is positioned.
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4) de

I *

dt

Fig. VI. 42. Uniform rectilinear movement of target at constant altitude
(a); graphs of changes in angular coordinates and first derivatives
from them (b, c).

Errors in Automatic Systems of Tracking For Azimuth

Automatic azimuth trocking system errors are divided into those caused

by the controlling actions and fluctuating or random errol's resulting fromthe effects of interfering signals (static), noises, parasitic changes oftarget pulse narameter'•, etc.

Errors due to changes in the coordinates of a target describe the ac-
curacy of an au'omatic tracking system for a specific channel with normal
operxting changes of input effect. Because of the ieentIcPl chnracteristics
of the channels for target bearinp ang.le trsckingand trAcking in elevation
the overall angular error o^' the system is times greater than the
error of one channel. /501

The mpgnitude of tot;l error for a specific system for any of its
channels denends on the narameters of the system and the principles under-
lying ch-nges in a pprtictilpr Actiong i.e. 1 (t) or , (t). The total
amount of system error for any chrnnel is determined by the expression

X()'Coa~()± d\~'-•Ir -* \•AX (1 = Cox.., (t) C3 - it 7-2
d . di. 73)

YI d13u~i..

Reproduced from±25 [best available copy.
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in which ,X(t) is the automatic tracking error for a particular coordinate;
X dy(t) is the input signal of the system; Cot Cl, C2, nnd C3 are the

error coefficients computed throueh the use of the formula

C, LF'- I + (d'1A') * P -o' (VI. 74)

in which W(p) is the transfer function for a particular channel of an
open system.

The first member of the series in VI. 73 determines the static error;
the second determines the dynamic velocity error; and the third member
determines the dynamic acceleration error, etc.

Automatic systems of tracking for szimuth with first and second orders of
Astatism are used in field operations. The error coefficients of such
systems have the following values:

for systems with first order astatism

C ', = O ; C ,= -J -; C L P. "- ..

For systems with second order astatism Ia

Ce =C, = O; C .

in which K is the transfer constant of an open automatic tracking system;
tr max is the maximum time constant of the system.

1herefore, with ncceptable values of stsbility reserve,pccuracy in
tracking targpets by mnpuihr coordinates with automptic azimuth tracking
systems is governed lyv the magnitude of the transfer constant ,nd9 therefore,,
by the effective passband AF . The latest tracking systems have K values
running, to the several hundreds.,

In this cpse the oassbhnd of the s9.rvo system is equl to / 502

.AF._t . (VI. 75)4I- 1.5

The speed of operation of A system and the trpcking error components

due to the effects of interfering signals are dependent upon the effective
passband. The wider the AF 3  the higher the speed of operation of the 4
system Pnd, therefore, the smalIer the dynamic autom;tic tracking errors
of P mAneuvering target. At the same time, the various kinds of inter-
ferences exert s stronger effect.
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For optimal frequency characteristics the stabilization time in A system
(res•onsiveness of A system) is related to A F a bv the expression

The wmnitude of random errors, i.e. errors showing up in Automatic
Azimuth tracking systems due to the effects of various disturbing factors,
is MSessed by their mean snuare vlues in terms of the spectral density
of perturbation and by the transfer function of the system determined
with respect to the point of application of a particular disturbance

~S, (0 (.)( I':io jdbo (VI. 77)

in which 0;- is the mean square error of the system due to the i-th dis-
turbance; q, (jQ&)) is the transfer function of the system with respect
to the disturbpnoe, and Si (OD) is the spectral density of the i-th
disturbance.

Automatic systems of tracking for azimuth have a sufficiently narrow
passband A F 9 which falls within the limits extendine from 0 to .5-2
hertz. Therefore, in the first apiroximation the error value due to some
disturbance of a statistical nature cxn be determined as

a, - 1 S; (0) %F,, (VI. 78)

in which Si(O) is the spectral density of the i-th disturbance on the
zero frequency of the system.

The, total error of any Putot tic azimuth tracking system is the mean
souare value of all the errors.
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